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266 ways to make more money 
ICS is the oldest, largest school of its kind. 266 

courses for men and women. High school, business, 
secretarial, interior decorating, engineering. One for you. 
Direct, job -related. Bedrock facts and theory plus prac- 
tical application. You learn from experts. Diploma to 

ACCOUNTING 
Accounting (U.S.A.) 
Accounting (Canadian) 
Accounting for Business 

Programmers 
Accounting for Mgt. 

Decisions 
Auditing 
Business Law (U.S.A.) 
Canadian Business 

Courses 
Cost Accounting 
CPA Review (U.S.A.) 
General Accounting 
Income Tax (U.S.A.) 
Industrial Accounting 
Junior Accounting 
Office Accounting 
Practical Accounting 
Public Accounting 
Small Business 

Accounting (U.S.A.) 
Starting and Managing a 

Small Bookkeeping 
Service (U.S.A.) 

ARCHITECTURE 
AND BUILDING 
Architectural Drawing 

and Designing 
Architecture 
Building Contractor 
Building Estimator 
Building Inspector 
Building Maintenance 
Carpenter -Builder 
Carpentry and Millwork 
Fundamentals of 

Urban Planning 
House Planning and 

Interior Design 
Mason 
Painting Contractor 
Reading Architectural 

Blueprints 
Review in Architectural 

Design and Practice 
Review of Mechanical 

Systems in Buildings 

ART 
Amateur Artist 
Commercial Art 
Commercial Cartooning 
Illustrating with Options: 
-Magazine 
-Advertising Layout 

and Illustration 
Interior Decorating 
Oil Painting for Pleasure 
Show Card and Sign 

Production 
Show Card Writing 
Sign Painting and 

Designing 
Sketching and Painting 

AUTOMOTIVE 
Automatic Transmission 

Specialist 
Automobile Air Condi- 

tioning Specialist 
Automobile Body Re. 

building & Refinishing 
Automobile Engine 

Tune -Up 
Automobile Mechanic 
Automobile Technician 
Diesel -Gas Motor 

Vehicle Engines 

BUSINESS 
Advertising 
Business Administration 
Business Prac. (Cond.) 
Canadian Business 

Course 
Condensed Marketing 
Direct Mail and Mail 

Order Advertising 
Industrial Psychology 
Inventory Control 
Magazine & Newspaper 

Advertising 
Managing a Retail 

Business 
Managing a Small Store 
Marketing Management 
Marketing Research 
Modern Exec. Mgt. 
Office Automation 
Office Management 
Production Management 
Purchasing Agent 
Retail & Local Adv't'ing 
Retail Bus. Management 
Retail Merchandising 
Retail Selling 
Systems and Procedures 

Analysis 

BUSINESS: SALES 
Creative Salesmanship 
Real Estate Salesmanship 
Salesmanship 
Sales Management 
BUSINESS: 
SUPERVISION 
Basic Supervision 
Industrial Foremanship 
Industrial Supervision 
Management, Sales. 

manship and Sales 
Modern Woman as a 

Supervisor 
Personality Development 
Personnel -Labor 

Relations (U.S.A.) 
Supervision 

CHEMICAL 
Analytical Chemistry 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemical Laboratory 

Techn. 
Chemical Process Equip. 

Design & Operation 
Chemical Process Op. 
Elements of Nuclear 

Energy 
General Chemistry 
Instrumental Laboratory 

Analysis 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Construction Eng'r'g 

Tech. 
Highway Eng'r'g Tech. 
Principles of Surveying 
Reading Highway 

Blueprints 
Reading Structural 

Blueprints 
Sanitary Engineering 

Tech. 
Sewage Plant Operator 
Structural Eng'r'g Tech. 
Surveying and Mapping 
Water Works Operator 
COLLEGE COURSES 
American History 
Calculus Economics 

graduates. Clip and mail the card now or write ICS, 
Scranton, Pa. 18515. You'll receive, absolutely FREE, 
3 valuable booklets that have helped thousands. But 
don't delay. Make your move for a more successful 
future today. 

APPROVED FOR 

VETERANS 

Accredited member, 
National Home 
Study Council. 
Convenient payment 
plan. 
Special rates to 
members 
U.S. Armed Forces. 

COMPUTERS 
COBOL Programming 
Fortran Programming 

for Engineers 
Programming for Digital 

Computers 
Programming the IBM 

1401 Computer 
Programming the IBM 

System /360 Computer, 
Introduction 

DRAFTING 
Aircraft Drafting 
Architectural Drafting 
Design Drafting 
Drafting Technology 
Electrical Drafting 
Electrical Eng'r'g 

Drafting 
Electronic Drafting 
Introductory Mech. 

Drafting 
Mechanical Drafting 
Pressure -Vessel and 

Tank Print Reading 
Sheet Metal Layout for 

Air Conditioning 
Structural Drafting 

ELECTRICAL 
Electrical Engineering 
-Electronics Option 
-Power Option 
Electrical Appliance Ser. 
Electrical Appliance Ser. 

with Equip. Training 
Electrical Contractor 
Electrical Eng'r'g Tech. 
Electrical Home Maint. 
Electrical Home Maint. 

with Equip. Training 
Electrical Instrument 

Tech. 
Electric Motor 

Repairman 
Industrial Elec. Tech. 
Power -Line Design 

and Construction 
Power Plant Operator 
-Hydro Option 
-Steam Option 
Practical Electrician 
Practical Electrician with 

Equipment Training 
Practical Lineman 
Reading Elec. Blueprints 

ENGINEERING 
(Refresher Courses for 
Graduate Engineers) 
Chemical Civil Electrical 
Industrial Mechanical 
Sanitary Structural 

ENGLISH AND WRITING 
Better Business Writing 
English for Spanish 

(U.S.A.) 

Free Lance Writing for 
Fun and Profit 

Introductory Tech. 
Writing 

Modern Letter Writing 
Practical English 
Short Story Writing 

HIGH SCHOOL 
High Schoo Business 
High Schoo (Canadian) 
High Schoo General 
High Schoo Math. 
High Schoo Secretarial 
High Schoo Vocational 
High Schoo College 

Preparatory -Arts 
High Schoo College 

Prep -Engineering 
and Science 

Preparatory Course 
for High School 
Equivalency Test 

MACHINE SHOP 
PRACTICE 
Grinder Operator 
Industrial Metallurgy 
Lathe Operator 
Mach. Shop Inspection 
Mach. Shop Practice 
Metallurgical Eng'r'g 

Tech. 
Multicraft Maintenance 

Mechanic 
Practical Millwrighting 
Reading Shop Prints 
Rigging 
Tool & Die Making 
Tool Engineering Tech. 
Welding Engineering 

Tech. 
Welding Process 

MATHEMATICS 
Advanced Mathematics 
Math. and Mechanics for 

Engineering Techn. 
Math. and Physics for 

Engineering Techn. 

MECHANICAL 
Mechanical Engineering 
Aircraft and Power 

Plant Mechanic 
Hydraulic and 

Pneumatic Power 
Industrial Engineering 
Industrial Eng'r'g Tech. 
Industrial 

Instrumentation 
Machine Design 
Quality Control 
Safety Eng'r'g Tech. 
Tool Design 
Vibration Analysis 

and Control 

PETROLEUM 
Natural Gas Production 

and Transmission 
Oil Well Technology 
Petroleum Production 
Petroleum Production 

Engineering Tech. 
Petroleum Refinery Op. 

PLASTICS 
Design of Plastic Prod. 
Plastics Techn. 

PLUMBING, HEATING 
AND AIR CONDITIONING 
Air Conditioning 

Air Conditioning Maint. 
Domestic Heating with 

Gas and Oil 
Heating 
Heating & Air Condi- 

tioning with Drawing 
Industrial Air Cond. 
Pipe Fitting Plumbing 
Plumbing and Heating 
Plumbing & Heating Est. 
Practical Plumbing 
Re:rigeration and Air 

Conditioning Serv. 

PULP AND PAPER 
Paper Machine Operator 
Paper Making 
Pulp Making 
Pulp & Paper 

Engineering Tech. 

SECRETARIAL 
Clerk- Typist Commercial 
Secretary, Engineering 
Sec'y, Legal Sec'y, Med. 
Secretary, Professional 
Shorthand Stenographic 
Typewriting 

STEAM AND 
DIESEL POWER 
Boiler Inspector 
Industrial Building Eng'r 
Power Plant Engineering 
Stationary Diesel Eng's 
Stationary Fireman 
Stationary Steam Eng'r'g 

TEXTILES 
Carding 
Carding and Spinning 
Dyeing and Finishing 
Loom Fixing Spinning 
Textile Mill Supervision 
Textile Technology 
Warping and Weaving 

TRAFFIC 
Motor Traffic Man'g'm't 
Traffic Management 

TV- RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
Color Television 

Principles & Serv. 
Electronics 

Instrumentation and 
Servo Fundamentals 

Electronics Technician 
First Class Radio 

Telephone License 
Fundamentals of 

Electronic Computers 
General Electronics 
General Electronics with 

Equipment Training 
Hi -Fi Stereo and Sound 

System Servicing 
Industrial Electronics 

Technician 
Numerical Control 

Electronics & Maint. 
Practical Telephony 
Principles of 

Semiconductor 
Radio & TV Servicing 
Radio & TV Servicing 

with Equip. Training 
Second Class Radio 

Telephone License 
Sound Systems 

Specialist 
Telephony, Electronics, 

and Radio Comm. 
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Andabrandnewone! 

$5 Offer 
LearnTVrepair.iO day trial: 

Don't take our word for it -prove it to yourself! 
If you don't agree with every word we say about 
ICS's new TV Servicing /Repair course -we lose 
the bet and you lose nothing. 

Send Just $5 
Simply send us $5 for the first text of the course. 

Read through it. See how simple and easy-to- under- 
stand the instruction is. And how thorough. Then 
decide for yourself. While this first text will not, by 
any means, give you a complete training -it will 
convince you how easy it is to learn -the ICS way. 

And, if by chance you're not convinced - 
simply return the text within the 10 day trial period 
and receive a full refund. 

Worth Much More 
As a part of the complete course, this text is 

worth much more than $5. This special trial is simply 
our way of showing you how completely confident 
we are that the ICS TV Servicing /Repair course can 
stand up to any TV Repair training you can get any- 
where, at any price -yet the full cost is only $99. 

In just a few months you can be trouble- shoot- 
ing on color sets. Just the first two texts combined 
will enable you to repair 70 percent of all TV 
troubles. Instruction is simple, very easy to grasp. 
Photos show you what a TV screen looks like when 
everything is normal, and what it looks like when 
trouble fouls it up. The texts tell you how to remedy 
the problem and why that remedy is best. What's 
more, quizzes are spotted throughout the course so 
you can check your progress. 

Course is Short ... Complete 
All in all, the course consists of 6 texts . . . 

936 pages of concise, easy -to- follow instruction ... 
plus 329 detailed illustrations . . . a dictionary of 
TV terms geared directly to course material -which 
will be invaluable during the course and later. 

At the end, you get the coveted ICS diploma. 

July, 1970 

plus membership in the ICS TV Servicing Academy. 
And by that time you will be able to handle tough, 
multiple TV problems on color sets as well as black 
and white -100% of all TV malfunctions! This 
could mean a tremendous future for you. Full -time, 
part -time, your own business. 

The National Electronic Associations found this 
ICS course so thorough, so helpful, easy to grasp 
that they approved it (first home study course ever 
to receive such an honor) for use in their own ap- 
prenticeship training program. 

Act Now 
You have nothing to lose. Send coupon today 

or write 'ICS, Scranton, Pa. 18515. Then examine 
the first text. See for yourself. It, during the 10 day 
trial period, you're not convinced -just return the 
text. And we'll refund quickly. 

C 
S'lnternational Correspondence Schools 

Division of Intte4 

ICS, Scranton, Pa. 18515 Q2876E 

Here's my $5.00. Send me the first text of the ICS 
TV Servicing /Repair Course. If I'm not convinced with- 
in 10 days that this is the most thorough and easy to 
understand way to learn TV repair, you'll refund my 
money and that's that. 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 

City State lip# 

Send the full course. I've included $99 -plus state 
tax. (And I'll still have the 10 day trial refund privilege.) 

Return This Coupon Today For 10 Day Trial. r 
1 
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Dazzle your friends with lightworlcs. 

Sound n' Color 
The now dimension to music pleasure. 
EICO All Electronic Solid -Stale Audio -Color 
Organs transform sound waves into moving 
synchronized color images. Connect easily 
to speaker leads of hi -li or radio. From $2985. 

Translators f Strobe Mee 
High- intensity bursts of white light from Xenon 
tube flash in cadence with each beat of audio. 
From $24.95 kit. $39.95 wired. 

The electronics you need to create audio - 
stimulated light displays to your own 
imagination. Actuates: Light Display Units, 
Strobe Lites, any lamp configuration (Xmas 
trees, patio lights, etc.). From $24.95 kit, 

$39.95 wired. 

Build the Stereo Kits praised by experts. 
A amplifier power ratings according to IHF standards. Cortina'F designed and manufactured in U.S.A. and guaranteed by EICO. 

c- 
IIIIII ,Io Ill r 

70 -Watt AM /FM Stereo Receiver including 
cabinet. Cortina 3770, $189.95 kit, 
$279.95 wired. 
70 -Watt FM Stereo Receiver including 
cabinet. Cortina 3570, 5169.95 kit, 
$259.95 wired. 

EC.t100 
FM WIRELESS MIKE $9.95 

i xi t. -ft- 
150 -Wan Silicon Solid -State Stereo 
Amplifier, including cabinet. For the audio 
perfectionist. Cortina 3150, $149.95 kit, 
$225 wired. 
70 -Watt Silicon Solid -State Stereo 
Amplifier, including cabinet. Cortina 3070, 

$99.95 kit, $139.95 wired. 

f 
w 

FM Stereo Tuner including cabinet. 
Cortina 3200, $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired. 

Build for fun and use with 
Ekocraff jiffy project kits. 

The newest excitement in kits. EICOCRAIT.- 
100% solid -state and professional. . - 

Expandable, interconnectable. Excellent /a1rr 
as introductions to electronics. 
No technical experience needed. 
Finest parts, pre-drilled etched printed 
circuit boards, step -by -step instructions 
36 kits to select from, $2.5010 59.95. 
Just released: EC -2600 "Super Snoop" 
$8.95: EC -2700 Police & Fire Converter 

(lo band) $7.95: EC -2800 Aircraft 
Converter $7.95: EC -2900 Police á Fire 
Converter (hi band) $7.95, EC -3100 
2- Station Intercom (with cases) $10.95: 
EC -3200 "Do- It- Yourself' PC Etching 
Kit $4.95: EC -2300 Audio Preamplifier 
$8.95: PC -2400 Bullhorn $8.95: 
EC -2500 Fuzzbox $8 95. 

Shape up your own car /boat with EICO Engine Analyzer 
For all 6V/12V systems: 4, 6, 8 -cyl. engines. Completely tests your total ignition /electrical 

Now you can keep your car or boat engine system. Complete with comprehensive Tune -up & 

1. 
EC -1900 TREASURE FINDER 59.95 

in tip -top shape with this solid -state, portable. Trouble -shooting Manual. EICO 888, $49.95 kit. I r 
self -powered universal engine analyzer. $69.95 wired. 11 

The first and only solid state test equipment GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS 
Only EICO brings you laboratory precision and long life at lowest cost, 

FICO 240 Solid -State FICO 379 Solid -State PICO 242 Solid- State. FICO 150 Solid -State EICO 330 Solid -State 

FET -TVOM Sine /Square Wave Generator Deluxe FET-TVOM Signal Tracer RF Signal Generator 

$59.95 kit, $79.95 wired $69.95 kit, $94.50 wired $69.95 kit, $94.50 wired $49.95 kit, S69.95 wired $59.95 kit, $84.50 wired 

You save up to 50% with FICO Kits. Since 1945, Best Buy In Electronics. Over 3 Mllllon EICO Instruments Now in Use. 

Send me FREE catalog describing the 

FREE 1970 CATALOG fun EICO line of 200 best buys, and name 
of nearest dealer. 

L® 
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc - 
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

/ Available In Canada 

July, 1970 

E/CO 
Name 

Address 

C1v 

CIRCLE NUMBER 6 ON PAGE 15 

State 

EI-7 

Zip 
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KEEP PACE WITH SPACE AGE! SEI SPACE FLIGHTS, LANDINGS CLOSE-UP! 

,f,., AMAZING SCIENCE BUYS 
a!I for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT 

SPECIAL VISUAL EFFECTS PROJECTOR SET 
Fantastic variety. Ineredtbly beautiful. Create floating, ex- ploding, fiery burst. of color like 

Symphony of Spheres." Chia 
matte Starbunte." "Crystal Starbuntt." Features 35mm 600 
W. fan cooled prof -- produces big Image at short distance. Accepts 
two 9" diem. wheels (Dry Kale). 
demope & Hecidoecope). 2 cylin- drlpl access (8" Colored Cloud A 
5" Hewidoacope eV six Internal 
mirrored walls). 

S79.14 Pod. 

ee 

Steak Ne. 71,212ES 

LONG -WAVE BLACK LIGHT FIXTURE 
Extremely versatile. compactly 
designed, long wave (3200 -4000 
angstroms) black light (ultra. 
violet) fixture. Has 8 -watt, 110-V 
lamp with built-in Alter-elimi- 
nates harmful shorter wave ul- traviolet rays. Use to identity 
minerals, fungi, bacteria -- cheeks 
for surface Sawn, oil and gas 

leakage- 
perfect for displays with 

fluorescent paper, paints, chalk, 
powder, incl, ad- 

justable aluminum reflector. 
10" L. 11/4" W., 11/4" H. 

Seib) 513.23 Pppdd. 

Mount vert., hoir., or on corner. 
Stock No. 70.384E 
Stock No. 80,124E (Replacement 

'BRIGHT IDEAS' In UNIQUE LIGHTING Big New 100 page handbook peeked ith facts, loaded with illus. tretions. All latest developments, applications, equipment. 81/4" x it" looeeleat never punched to fit 3 ring binder. Stock No. 10100ES $3.00 Ppd 
Order by Stock No.-fend Cheek or M.O. -Money -Sack O tee. 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. ; :;INOTON rat °.i.`Óáóó7 

GIANT FREE CATALOG 
148 PAGES!-110's OF BARGAINS 1 

UILDINO, WARRINGTON, NSW JERSEY 08007 Completely new edition. New Items, categories, Illustrations. Deserts of ele.:trical and electro- magnetic parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astronomical Telescopes, . Microscopes, Binocu- lers, Magnifier., Magnet., Lenses, Prisms. Many war surplus Items: for hobbyist., experimenters, 
Lorkshon factory. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG "Is. 
CIRCLE NUMBER 16 ON PAGE 15 

Hey! 
Hams, Engineers, Hobbyists 

MARK LIKE 

* si From =K.64 4," letters 
and numerals ... 41.50 
Also available 09551 
professional tille 
set for electronic 
equipment 5535 CORPORATION 

85 Highland Ave. ; Passaic, New Jersey 07055 

Any surface * 
can be marked with 
DATAK'S 
DRY TRANSFER 
titles and symbols. 
The results are 
professional, 
it looks like the 
finest printing! 

Write for your FREE 
SAMPLE and Catalog. 
fisting hundreds of 
letter sheets and 
symbol sets. 

Order front your ditri- 
butor or directly from: 

ATAK 

CIRCLE NUMBER 22 ON PAGE 15 
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If you can solve this"problem" 
you could become 

a computer programmer! 

A. 

B. 

0 
::::. 

... ...... 
::.:.:. 

:. 
:::::; 

.... 
,,,,:, 

5 11 18 26 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE LOGIC SERIES TEST 

1) Each problem shows a series of 4 figures and a blank answer box. 

2) Note VERY CAREFULLY exactly HOW the figure changes from box to box. 

3) In the blank answer box, insert the figure which you logically believe 

would be next in the series. 

Do you enjoy unscrambling problems? Like the two 

illustrated above? Become intrigued by the way things 

work? Then it's likely you have a logical mind -which 
is really what it takes to become a successful computer 

programmer. 

Imagine working at a job you'll enjoy that's right in 

the forefront of American industry. No doubt about it, 

this is the Computer Age we're living in. Business 

and science can't get along without them. 

Programmers are in Demand -Even though over 

300,000 men and women work as computer program- 

mers many more are still needed. Thousands of jobs 

remain unfilled. New ones keep opening up. 

Now, through a remarkable home -study course, you 

could qualify for a high paying job as a Computer 

Programmer. 

No Math Required -You'll use IBM's official course 

material. Learn by programmed methods which actually 

enable you to progress at your own pace. You don't 

need math. You don't have to know how to operate a 

computer (that's another field). All you really need is 

a logical mind. 

Without interfering with your present job, you can 

prepare yourself for a fascinating, rewarding future. 

Academy Guarantee! Because we're careful to select 

people with an aptitude for computer programming... 

July, 1970 

and because all signs point to its continued growth, 

we're able to make this guarantee: 
Computer Programming AcademyTM guarantees 

that if after successful completion of your home 

study course, you have been unable to secure 

employment in this field and have furnished docu- 

mented proof of a sincere effort to do so, Com- 

puter Programming Academy will at its option 

either refund to you the full tuition paid or permit 

you to repeat the course at no additional cost. 

Free Brochure: An Exciting Age -Mail coupon below 

for a FREE Copy of "An Exciting Age." It will help you 

decide whether your future belongs in computer pro- 

gramming. We'll also send you full details on your 

course of study plus an aptitude exam. There's no 

obligation. 

r 

IV 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING ACADEMY, Box # Ell 
640 Palisades Ave. 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 

Please mail to me the free illustrated booklet "An 
Exciting Age " 

Name 

Address 

City 

Occupation 

Age 

State Zip 

1 

I 
I 

I J 
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Uncle Tom's Corner 
By Tom Kneitel, K2AES /KQD4552 

Uncle Tom answers his most interesting letters in this column. 
Write him at Electronics Illustrated, 6T West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. 

* Can you give me any information on the 
Moog Synthesizer? 

David Burleson 
Midland, Tex. 

It's an invention of Robert A. Moog. The 
device is a complex $8,000 electronic musical 
instrument which can belt out some pretty 
wild sounds in either classical or pop formats. 
Old -style musicians (humans, that is) are a 
bit uptight over the infernal contrivance since 
the first Moog (pronounced like vogue) al- 
bum, Columbia's Switched -On Bach, was at 
the top of classical record charts well over 
a year. One technician mans the controls so 
record -company execs -already ecstatic 
about the commercial success and artistic 
acceptance of the gadget -also are enthusi- 
astic about the possibilities of eliminating 
union -controlled symphony orchestras on 
future recordings. A bigger bang for the 
buck, you might say. 

* Here's a brain bender. In the foreign 
phone segment of the 20 -meter ham band - 
in fact, smack on the bottom edge -I logged 
a voice station signing the call KW2XBP. He 
switched over to CW and went just outside 
the edge of the band. This was checked with 
a good crystal calibrator and I know I have 
the call copied right. Only problem is, there 
just isn't any such prefix listed and the fre- 
quency was all wrong for ham stations in the 
U.S. and possessions. The KW part of the 
prefix leads me to believe he's on Wake Island 
(KW6 -land) or thereabouts. Is he a boot- 
legger? 

Jack Barnguet 
Elko, Nev. 

6 

You snagged a dilly but you're looking in 
the wrong direction. The X behind the nu- 
meral in the callsign is a dead giveaway be- 
cause it brands this one as an experimental 
(not ham) station. KW2XBP runs a cool 
kilowatt on 13.9995 mc CW and 14.001 mc 
phone. He's licensed and located on Fletchers 
Ice Island in the Arctic. Station is operated 
by the University of Alaska. Nice going, 
Jack! 

* I'm probably the world's most avid golf 
nut; I frequently travel to various PGA tour- 
naments just to watch the greats in action. 
One of the little extra enjoyments I have is 
taking a small receiver with me so I can listen 
to the PGA officials on the course com- 
municating via walkie- talkie. For a long time 
they were on 154.57 mc but sometime last 
February they must have changed frequencies 
because now I can't hear them anymore. Do 
you know the new channel so I can order 
another crystal? 

Wes Schumm 
Pasadena, Calif. 

A little birdie (oops!) tells me that they 
now operate on 151.625 mc. If you're an all - 
around sports fan you'll really swing on this 
channel because it's also used by officials of 
the National Football League and the Ameri- 
can Motorcycle Association. 

Super Surveillance Dept. Two scientists 
are causing a flurry of excitement due to their 
recent invention -a lock -on wristwatch trans- 
mitter. When hooked to the wrist of a pris- 
oner, parolee or mental patient, the wearer 
can be tracked by receiving equipment. The 
inventors say that it can't be given the slip 
since tampering with it or trying to remove 
it causes a special signal to be sent out. How- 
ever, they neglected to say what happens if 
the wearer decides suddenly to jam his arm 
into a pail of water. Sorry about that. -11- 

Electronics Illustrated 
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LAFAY E T T E ELECTRONICS 
YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS 

World's Smallest 5 -Watt 12 Channel Mobile 2 -Way CB Radio 

FCC Type Accepted 
D.O.C. Approved 7995-31957WX' 

Mini -Mobile "Micro -12" 
Only 1/" H 

The MICRO -12's miniature size makes it ideal for mobile 

applications: campers, boats, cycles, and sporting events. 
Ready -to -use in a car or camper for 12 VDC. With optional 
AC power supply, use it as a base station or with the 

portable battery pack, carry it with you. 12 crystal -controlled 
channels plus 5 -watts of power for full range communications. 
"Big set" features: highly sensitive receiver, "Range Boost" 
for greater talk power, variable squelch, automatic noise 

limiting, mechanical IF filter, zener diode voltage regula- 
tion, TVI trap to minimize TV interference, illuminated 
channel dial, and a remote external earphone /speaker jack for 
private or remote monitoring. With quick -release mobile 
mounting bracket, channel 10 crystals and microphone. 
Size: 13/4Hx5Wx742 "D. 

LAFAYETTE COMSTAT 25B 

FCC Type Accepted 14995 
All Crystals Supplied 99- 32146WX' 

Outsells All Tube -Type CB 
2 -way Radios ! 

The ideal tube transceiver for base and mobile com- 

munications. Simple operation and attractive, modern 
styling. Full 5 -watt 23 channel coverage, all crystals 
supplied. Standby switch for instant operation; built -in 

117 VAC and 12 VDC solid -state power supply; dual con- 
version, 0.8 av receiver sensitivity; "Range Boost" 
circuitry for extra talk power; illuminated S /PRF meter; 
illuminated channel indicator; CB /Public address switch; 
TVI filter; variable squelch. Supplied with microphone 
and mounting bracket. 

DELUXE HB -525D MOBILE CB TRANSCEIVER 
23 Channel Solid -State Best 
Seller! 

A great, dependable mobile performer for personal and 

business communications. Solid -state curcuitry pro- 

vides compact design, no warm -up time plus full power, 

23 channel operation. Easy installation with supplied 
mounting bracket. Features 5 -watt power, large auto- 

matic S /PRF illuminated meter, variable squelch, "Range 
Boost" circuitry for greater effective range. 3- position 
Delta fine tune, RF overload protection. Optional port- 
able battery pack and AC power base supply available. All Crystals Supplied 

FCC Type Accepted 
D.O.C. Approved 14cl'599 31759WX ' 

FREE1971 Catalog 

Be first on the list for the exciting 
new Lafayette catalog 110, available 
this summer. 
"World's CB and Electronic Center" 

* Imported 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Dept. 29070 P.O. Box 10 Syosset, N. Y. 11791 

29070"I 

1 

1 

1 

Name 

Address 
1 

I City & State 

July, 1970 

Zip 
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Feedback from Our Readers 
Write to: Letters Editor, Electronics Illustrated, 67 West 44th St., Nets York, N.Y. 10036 

FOLK FROM POLK 

Your article on DXing THE COUNTIES 
(March '70 EI) was out of sight. However, 
being a good Iowan I must point out that 
station WHO, Des Moines, is in Polk County, 
not Polik! Using a directional antenna, lis- 
teners on the East Coast also might try for 
station KXEL (1540) in Waterloo (Black 
Hawk County). 

D. R. Nelson 
Ottumwa, Iowa 

TWO PLUS TWO 

Enjoyed your article on 4- CHANNEL 
STEREO in the May '70 issue, but what 
does this kind of stereo do for a purist like 
me? As far as I am concerned, true fidelity 
is only achieved via a headset. How can I 
hear four -track material with only two ears? 

Max Simon 
Latrobe, Pa. 

Any ideas from audiophiles? 

BOTTLE COLLECTOR 

Reader Horst Jablovsky (Jan. '70 FEED- 
BACK) offers to blow a Klein Bottle for 
electronic purposes, then goes on to say that 
it is "more wondrous and amazing" than the 
Moebius Strip. Let me assure you, he is right. 
But the Klein Bottle is not exactly as you 

pictured it. It's a four -dimensional object 
because it does not cross itself. In answer 
to Mr. Jablovsky, let me make him an offer: 
if he can blow a real Klein Bottle, I will 
come up with a whopper of a scientific use 
for it. 

Mark Durst, WA6JKF 
Culver City, Calif. 

MILITARY CB? 

Alan Levesque, in WHAT'S AHEAD 
FOR CB (Jan. '70 EI), mentions the possi- 
ble use of FM equipment in the 27 =mc CB 
band. The U.S. Army has operated via FM 
in that region for some years. I don't see 
these two clubs sharing space. 

John Allen 
Colorado State College 
Greeley, Colo. 

LOOSE WIRE 

That article on HOW TO SET UP A 
NEIGHBORHOOD ANTENNA TV SYS- 
TEM (July '70 EI) really caused a stir up 
here. But teil me, after you have this type 
of 50 -ft. oil rig erected, guyed and sealed 
in concrete, what do you do if a high wind 
blows a wire loose from your preamp -lo- 
cated way up there in the clouds? 

Patrick Dennis 
Wilamantic, Conn. 

Consult the service manual. 

Fawcett Publications, Inc., is pleased to announce a Retail Display Plan available to all retailers interested earning a display allowance on ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. To ob- tain details and a copy of the formal contract, please write to Marketing Division, Fawcett Publications, Inc., 

ATTENTION, ALL MAGAZINE RETAILERS 
Fawcett PI., Greenwich, Conn. 0A530. 
Under the Retail Display Plan, in consideration of your acceptance and fulfillment of the farms of the formal 
contract to be sent to you upon your 
request, you will receive display 
allowance of to percent d the cover 

price per copy sold by you. This 
with will become effective th all of Electroni Illustrated deli Electronic, Illustrated 

to you subsequent to the dab your written acceptance of the formal FAWCETT PULICATION5, INC., RETAIL AGREEMENT is received and accepted by our company, 
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Now it costs less 
to own the best 
oscilloscope you need. 

The New RCA WO -505A Solid -State Oscilloscope 

The best you need is the new 5 -inch RCA WO -505A, 
all solid -state oscilloscope. It makes yesterday's 
general -purpose 'scopes look old- fashioned. 

At just $298.50t the WO -505A offers an unmatched 
list of features usually found only in more expen- 
sive, laboratory- type instruments. For example 
there's the all solid -state circuitry ... an illuminated 
graph screen calibrated directly in volts, and a 

deep -lip bezel for exceptional clarity. The regu- 
lated power supply minimizes trace bounce and 
provides excellent stability. And the camera mount- 
ing studs offer still more evidence of the functional 
value built into the new WO -505A. 

But you've got to see this new RCA 'scope in 
operation -see the sharp, clean trace it provides - 
to appreciate it. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 

July, 1970 

Inexpensive Quality 
(Optional Distributor 

Resale Price 

RC/1 
Some statistics: 

High- frequency response, usatle to 8 MHz. 
High Sensitivity (.05 V p -p range). 
DC vertical amplifier; DC/ACinput. 
Return trace blanking ...Trace polarity reversal 
switch ... Phase control. 
High- frequency horizontal sweep; solid lock -in 
on 5 MHz. 
Preset TV "V" and "H" frequencies for instant 
lock -i n. 
Built -in square -wave signal for calibrating P -P 
voltage measurements. 
Provision for connectior, to vertical deflection 
plates of CRT. 

Some statistics! For complete details, contact 
your RCA Distributor. 
RCA', Electronic Components ¡Harrison, N. J. 07029 

25 ON PAGE 15 
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In ONE Educational Program Earn BOTH Your 

F.C.C. LICENSE 
And Your 

A. S. E. E. 
(Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering) 

DEGREE 
Grantham fitfjoo[ of engineering 

kas naterrd ex 

lobo Not 
tlg bearer at 

j,(sseriatr in *ilea in airman,' !_{nainreriaa 

N r>. W r wo a®....,w a. rww ar Pis wan. ordrY,Yayrar...,,wwr..r4 
wya.. ar-ti.IF/leavaes-add_ 

The home -study program which accomplishes both of 
these objectives is the Grantham Associate -Degree Pro- 
gram in Electronics Engineering. This educational pro- 
gram consists of a total of 370 correspondence lessons, 
followed by a two-week period of review and evaluation 
at the School. The prerequisite for enrollment is high 
school graduation (or equivalent) and at least one full 
year of experience as an electronics technician. Upon 
completion of the first 160 correspondence lessons, you 
are prepared for your first class FCC license and radar 
endorsement. Then, upon completion of the remainder 
of the program, you are awarded the ASEE Degree. 

Grantham School of Engineering is accredited by the 
Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study 
Council, is approved under the G.I. Bill, and is author- 
ized under the laws of the State of California to grant 
academic degrees. 

Grantham School of Engineering 
Established in 1951 

Telephone: 
1505 N. Western Ave. (213) 469-7878 

Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

rGrantham School of Engineering EI -7-70 1505 N. Western Arc, Hollywood, C10. 90027 

Please mail me your free Bulletin, which explains how the Grantham home -study educational program can prepare 
me for my FCC license and Associate Degree. I under- stand no salesman or counselor will call. 

Name ktv 
Addrea 

State Zip J 

Broadsides 
Pamphlets, booklets, flyers, application notes and bulletins 

available free or et low cost. 

ATAPE recorder without tape accessories 
is like a mini minus the maiden. It goes 

nowhere. Whatever your interest -cassettes, 
reel -to -reel or phono -the Robins catalog No. 
6912 will guide you through the confusing world 
of tape formats, demagnetizers, splicers, bulk 
erasers, stylus -pressure gauges, etc. If it hasn't 
got what you want, we would like to hear what 
you're doing. Write for your copy to Robins 
Electronics Corp., 15 -58 127th St., Flushing, 
N.Y. 11356. 

Whatever you have in your shack in the 
way of equipment, it's bound to have a crystal 
somewhere inside. To keep everything under 
control, at any frequency, you'll want to exam- 
ine a catalog of crystals and frequency meters 
published by the International Crystal Manu- 
facturing Co., Inc., 10 North Lee, Oklahoma 
City, Okla. 73102. It's a must for hams. 

Short -wave listening can be a nuisance if 
you're not used to converting GMT into local 
time or comparing time differences throughout 
the world. The Hallicrafters Co., 600 Hicks Rd., 
Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008, has come up with 
a nifty gadget that not only does this chore for 
you but also lists the frequencies of various 
services. Called a time dial, this pocket calcu- 
lator can be had for S l if sent to Dept. PR 
at Hallicrafters. 

A 12 -page, illustrated brochure titled, Glow 
Lamps -Design, Operation and Application, 
discusses just what the title infers. Topics in- 
clude the construction of two- and three -element 
neon lamps, their operation and a lengthy treat- 
ment of lamps used as trigger tubes. A free copy 
is available from Signalite Inc., 1933 Heck Ave., 
Neptune, N.J. 07753. 

A 32 -page catalog of trimming potentiometers 
has been issued by the Helipot Div. of Beckman 
Instruments. Their complete line is listed, as 
well as information on cermet materials and 
application considerations. For a free copy write 
on letterhead to Technical Information Section, 
Helipot Div., Beckman Instruments Inc., 2500 
Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634. 

The mobile market keeps moving. If you're 
interested in stereo tape players, reverbs or cas- 
sette players for your car, write for a free copy 
of a four -page brochure describing the Gibbs 
line to Sales Dept. Gibbs Special Products Corp., 
450 N. Main St., Janesville, Wis. 53545. 

Magnetic heads for multitrack recorders (rang- 
ing from 2 to 28 tracks) are discussed in a cata- 
log available free from Norton Associates Inc., 
10 Di Tomas Court, Copiague, N.Y. Both analog 
and digital models are in their Series 2000 
through 7500. Complete specs are provided. 
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C57i 

MAKES THE BEST ANTENNAS 
This "PERFECT 36" is one 
of a great, complete line. 

C/P Corporation Division, The Shakespeare Co., P.O. Box 5207, Columbia, S.C. 29205 
CIRCLE NUMBES 2 ON PAGE 15 
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how often could 
You have N Tips 

a Seize 

As chassis get smaller and smaller and compon- 
ents get closer together, chances are that the long 
tip on test probes is going to short a few com- 
ponents. Even an instantaneous short in a solid - 

state circuit means big trouble. For permanent 
protection against shorts, insulate most of the 
probe tip with shrinkable tubing. Unlike spaghetti 
and tape, shrinkable tubing becomes a permanent 
part of the tip and won't come off. Slide a piece of 
shrinkable tubing over the probe tip, then heat 
with a match. Don't let flame touch the tubing. 

Handy as an 
extra hand or helper. 

Clamps lightly or tightly... 
for moments or minutes. 

A remarkably versatile tool with unusual holding 
qualities. Clamps tightly. Holds wires for soldering, 
acts as a heat sink, retrieves small parts from hard - 
to -reach places. Two -position snap -lock. Box joint 
construction. Precision machined from perfectly 
tempered stainless steel. 

4 MODELS: 6" (serrated jaws) Nos. 42H straight 
and 43H curved nose; 5" Jr. (smooth, slim jaws) 
Nos. 32H straight and 33H curved nose. 

XCELITE. INC.. 16 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127 
Send Bulletin N564 on Setzers" 

name -. 

address 

city state & zip 

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon. Ltd 

CIRCLE NUMBER 13 ON PAGE 1S 

J 

Your automobile serviceman saves a great deal 
of time by spinning his X -shape lug wrench to 
remove and screw down a car's lug nuts. If time 
means anything to you-and it probably does if 
you do full- or part-time servicing -slip a tap 
wrench over the shaft of your socket wrench and 
spin it fast. If the socket -wrench handle is large 
enough, a die stock slipped over the handle will 
perform the same way. Either of these tools, unless 
you now own them, can be bought at low cost 
at electronic parts distributors or hardware stores. 

Electronics Illustrated 
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,,.,,Model ,,7 A REVOLUTIONARY NEW The New 

TESTING OUTFIT 

© o. , ! 

COMPLETE WITH ALL 

ADAPTERS AND ACCESSORIES, 

NO 'EXTRAS 
STANDARD TUBES: 

V Tests the new Novars, Nuvistors, 10 Pins, Magnovals, 
Compactrons and Decals. 
More than 2,500 tube listings. 

V Tests each section of multi -section tubes individually 
for shorts, leakage and Cathode emission. 
Ultra sensitive circuit will indicate leakage up to 5 

Megohms. The Red, Green and Blue Color guns are tested individ- 
l/ Employs new improved 4W' dual scale meter with a ually for cathode emission quality, and each gun is 

unique sealed damping chamber to assure accurate, tested separately for shorts or leakage between control 
vibration -less readings. grid, cathode and heater. Employment of a newly per- 

t/ Complete set of tube straighteners mounted on front fected dual socket cable enables accomplishments of all 
panel. tests in the shortest possible time. 

The Model 257 is housed in a handsome, sturdy, portable case. Comes complete with all 
adapters and accessories, ready to plug in and use. No "extras" to buy. Only 

Tests all modern tubes including 

Novars, Nuvistors, Compactrons and Decals. 

All Picture Tubes, Black and White 

and Color 

ANNOUNCING... for the first time 
A complete TV Tube Testing Outfit designed specifi- 
cally to test all TV tubes, color as well as standard. 
Don't confuse the Model 257 picture tube accessory 
components with mass produced "picture tube adap- 

ters" designed to work in conjunction with all com- 

petitive tube testers. The basic Model 257 circuit was 

modified to work compatibly with our picture tube ac- 

cessories and those components are not sold by us to 
be used with other competitive tube testers or even 

tube testers previously produced by us. They were 

custom designed and produced to work specifically in 

conjunction with the Model 257. 

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES: 

Single cable used for testing all Black and White Picture 
Tubes with deflection angles 50 to 114 degrees. 
The Model 257 tests all Black and White Picture Tubes 
for emission, inter -element shorts and leakage 

COLOR PICTURE TUBES: 

5250 
NOtI(E 

We have been producing radio. TV and electronic test equipment since 1935. which means we were making 

Tube Testers at a time when there were relatively few tubes on the market, 'way before the advent of TV. The 

model 257 employs every design improvement and every technique we have learned over art uninterrupted pro- 

duction period of as years. Accurate Instrument Co., Inc. 

SEND NO MONEY WITH ORDER 
PAY POSTMAN NOTHING ON DELIVERY 

Pay Cash or in EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS AFTER 15 Day Trial! 

Try it for 15 days before you 
buy. If completely satisfied re- 

mit $52.50 plus postage and 
handling charge. (If you prefer 
you may PAY MONTHLY ON 

OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.) If 

not completely satisfied, return 
to us, no explanation necessary. 

July. 1970 

ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC. Dept. 737 

2435 White Plains Road, Bronx, N. Y. 11467 

Please rush me one Model 257. If satisfactory I agree to pay at the 
terms specified at left. If not satisfactory, I may return for cancellation 
of account 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

O Save Money! Check here and enclose $52.50 with this coupon and we 
will pay all shipping charges. You still retain the privilege of re- 
turning after is day trial for full refund 

CIRCLE NUMBER 11 ON PAGE 15 
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ON BRAND NEW 

HAMMARLUND 
HQ -215 

ALL SOLID STATE 

RECEIVERS 
for HAM / CB / SWL 

II 
LAB 

if etc. 
Traditional "Super -Pro" reliabil- 
ity. in a modern 41 solid state de- 
vice receiver for SSB, AM, CW, 
RTTy. 

Can cover 3.4 to 30.2 MHz, in 
200 KHz crystal determined seg- 
ments. 22 inch long dial has 
sharp 1 KHz calibrations. (Price 
includes 11 ham band crystals.) 
Collins mechanical filter, noise 

limiter, Q notch re¡ection, etc. for 
thrilling performance! Full Ham - 

marlund warranty. For 115/230 
VAC, 12 VDC. 

Reg. Net $529.50 
$295 SPECIAL 

DON'T DELAY! QUANTITY LIM. 
ITED. Send $295 today, or as lit' 
tle as 10% deposit for COD. 

CB'ers ! Enjoy the world's finest tun. 
able receiver, with full inch dial separa- 
tion of CB channels. Ultra selective 
features. for cutting thru QRM. Super 
sensitive, to pull in weak signals, DX. 
Add $20.00 for crystals. installed, to 
cover all 23 CB channels. 

Since 1925.. 

We stock the leading 
brands of HAM / CB / 
SWL / HI Fl / TEST 
equipment and acces- 
sories, at lowest prices. 

What do you need? 
TRADE-INS 

WELCOMED. 

Phone 0161 is ova -,0 

a rr "HAM HEADQUARTERS, U.S.A. "` 
2265 Route 110. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 8 Barclay St., N.Y.C. 139 -20 Hillside Ave.. Jamaica, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 23 ON PAGE 15 

CLEAN YOUR TUNER THE 
PROFESSIONAL WAY WITH 

TU -O -FOAM 

aà s 

The pros know how to clean TV tuners 
so they really work. That's why more 
than 5 million tuners a year are 
cleaned, lubricated and restored by 
TUN-0-FOAM. 

TUN -O-FOAM foams into the tightest 
places, melting away gunk and dirt. 
Then, it keeps on cleaning and lubri- 
cating contacts every time channel is 
changed. 
It's the only tuner cleaner that car- 
ries a six month guarantee. Try TUN - 
0-FOAM TODAY. It's easy to use and 
your set will play like 
new again. 

1260 RALPH AVE. BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11236 
FOR EXPORT. MUNI AGENCY! INC., KM YOU, N.T. 

III CANADA. PERFECT AANNFACTNNINN LTN. 
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SERVICE 
TIPS 
By 
ART MARGOLIS 

FIXING an electric organ but you don't have 
service notes? Don't fret. There's an easy way 

out. Most of the circuits are repeated over and 
over. Simply take voltage and resistance readings 
from one of the good circuits and compare with 
those in your suspect circuit. 1f they don't match 
you've got a valid clue to troubleshoot. 

Strategic troublemakers in electronic circuits are 
the lengths of shielded cable 
used in critical areas such 

as IF links, AGC connec- 
tions, stereo connectors, etc. 
Often the center strands (or 
wire) manage to touch the 
braid, causing a dead short 
to ground. The illustration 
on the left shows what we 
mean. Best thing is to re- 
place the cable. 

A common tape recorder trouble is slow or in- 
consistent tape speed. Reason is usually slippage of 
the drive wheel or drive belt. Check them out by 
looking at them -if either is worn, cracked or oily, 
a replacement should clear up the trouble pronto. 
You can try cleaning the oil off by using alcohol 
if the component looks good otherwise. 

Look for two specs when you're scrounging for 
a transistor to use as a test substitute or permanent 
replacement. One is type, the other is working volt- 
age. NPNs and PNPs must match; the working 
voltage must be the same or higher. 

Don't try too hard to tighten up slipping dial 
cords, you'll only make things worse. Phono drive 
anti -slip chemicals do a good job on dial cords. 
Chances are you can apply the chemical and let 
dry without removing the cord. 

Should your window air conditioner kick off, then 
come back on after half a minute -and keep on 
doing this -your problem is probably an electric 
one. Most likely, either the compressor or fan 
capacitor has shorted. First check whether the fan 
is quitting or the compressor; your ohmmeter will 
then confirm the diagnosis. 

Should you accidentally break up (crumble) a 
core in a tunable trap or transformer and you're up 
the creek for a substitute, don't throw away the 
core fragments. Take some paraffin, insert it into 
the hole of the component, then, with the equip- 
ment turned on, add the fragments until the core 
is resonant as before. Seal it with drippings from a 
lit candle. 1- 
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ELECTRONICS 0 -- product 
1 LLUSTRATED 

Information 
Service 

PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE 

FREE 

If you want more information about one or more of the products advertised in 

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, this service is for your convenience. The product 

information you request will be sent to you promptly free of charge. 

Just complete the name and address portion of the handy coupon below and 

circle the PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE number or numbers you find 

beneath the advertisements in this issue. 

Mail the completed coupon to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED 

at the address shown -We'll take care of the rest. 

r 
ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED This coupon will not be 

P.O. BOX 7474, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19101 

processed if received after August 15, 1970 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 

45 46 47 48 49 50 

NAME (PLEASE PRINT, - 
ADDRESS - 
CITY - -. -STATE -- _ -- ZIP 

7/70 
L 

July, 1970 
15 
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EXPERIENCE 

IS STILL YOUR 

BEST TEACHER 

Ih 

NRI designed- for -learning 
training equipment gives you 

priceless confidence be- 
cause your hands are trained 
as well as your head. 

Learning Electronics at home the NRI way is fast 
and fascinating. Read opposite page. 

OLDEST AND LARGEST 
SCHOOL OF ITS KIND 
Accrod, .d or th. Accrediting Commis...fl of fh National Hom. Study Council 
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You get more for your money 

fromNRI_ more value, more solid experience 
so essential to careers in Electronics. NRI's pioneering 
"discovery" method is the result of more than half a 

century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject 
matter. In each of NRI's major courses you learn by 

doing. You demonstrate theory you read in "bite- size" 
texts programmed with NRI designed -for -learning pro- 
fessional lab equipment. Electronics comes alive in a 

unique, fascinating way. You'll take pleasure in evidence 
you can feel and touch of increasing skills in Electronics, 
as you introduce defects into circuits you build, per- 
form experiments, discover the "why" of circuitry ano 

equipment operation. 

Almost without realizing it, the NRI discovery method 
gives you the professional's most valuable tool -prac- 
tical experience. You learn maintenance, installation, 
construction and trouble -shooting of Electronic circuits 
of any description. Whether your chosen field is Indus- 
trial Electronics, Communications or TV -Radio Servicing, 
NRI prepares you quickly to be employable in this 
booming field or to earn extra money in your spare 
time or have your own full -time business. And you 

start out with training equivalent to months -even years 
-of on- the -job training. 

NRI Has Trained More Men for 
Electronics Than Any Other 

School_ By actual count, the number of individ- 
uals who have enrolled for Electronics with NRI could 
easily populate a city the size of New Orleans or Indiana- 
polis. Over three -quarters of a million have enrolled with 
NRI since 1914. How well NRI training has proved its 

value is evident from the thousands of letters we re- 

ceive from graduates. Letters like those excerpted 
below. Take the first step to a rewarding new career 
today. Mail the postage -free card. No obligation. No 

salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

L. V. Lynch, Louis- 
ville, Ky., was a 

factory worker 
with American 
Tobacco Co., 
now he's an Elec- 

tronics Technician with the 
same firm. "I don't see how 
the NRI way of teaching could 
be improved." 

Don House. 
Lubbock, Tex., 
went into his 
own Servicing 
business six 
months after 

completing NRI training. This 
former clothes salesman lust 
bought a new house and re- 
ports. "I look forward to mak- 
ing twice as much money as I 

would have in my former 
work." 
APPROVED UNDER NEW G1 DILL 

1955, or are in service, check 

July, 1970 

G. L. Roberts. 
Champaign, Ill., 
is Senior Tech- 
nician at the U. 
of Illinois Coor- 
dinated Science 

Laboratory. In two years he 
received five pay raises. Says 
Roberts, "I attribute my pres- 
ent position to NRI training." 

Ronald L. Ritter 
of Eatontown, 
N.J., received a 
promotion be- 
fore finishing the 
NRI Communica- 

tion course, scoring one of the 
highest grades in Army pro- 
ficiency tests. He works with 
the U.S. Army Electronics Lab. 
Ft. Monmouth, N.J. "Through 
NRI, I know I cari handle a job 
of responsibility." 

It you served since January 31, 
GI line on postage -tree card. 

COLOR TV CIRCUITRY COMES ALIVE 
as you build, stage -by- stage, the only custom Color -TV engineered 
for training. You grasp a professional understanding of all color 

circuits through logical demonstrations never before presented. 
The TV-Radio Servicing course includes your choice of black and 

white or color training equipment. 

COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIENCE 
comparable to many months on the job is yours as you build and 

use a VTVM with solid -state power supply, perform experiments 

on transmission line and antenna systems and build and work 

with an operating. phone -cw, 30 -watt transmitter suitable for 

use on the 80 -meter amateur band. Again, no other home -study 

school offers this equipment. You pass your FCC exams -or get 

your money back. 

COMPETENT TECHNICAL ABILITY 
can be instantly demonstrated by you on completing the NRI 

course in Industrial Electronics. As you learn, you actually build 

and use your own motor control circuits. telemetering devices 

and even digital computer circuits which you program to solve 

simple problems. All major NRI courses include use of transis- 

tors, solid-state devices, printed circuits. 
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Electronic Marketplace 

Moving Story. Model 443 transistor -diode curve 
tracer converts any general- purpose oscilloscope 
so a direct readout of semiconductor character- 
istics is obtained on the CRT. Diodes, rectifiers 
and signal and power transistors may all be 

tested. A special matching switch allows you to 
compare or match sets of transistors. Charac- 
teristics of diodes and rectifiers which may be 
displayed include: forward voltage, forward and 
reverse current and peak inverse voltage. Tran- 
sistor tests include: hfe, h«, L, v°, (sat.) and 
BV°bo. Beta can be read directly on front panel. 
$99.95, wired; $69.95, kit. Eico Electronic In- 
strument Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207. 

Twins in Two Ways. Two portable, solid -state 
cassette recorders feature built -in radios. Model 
850AM has an AM radio, Model 860FM (shown) 
has an AM /FM radio. This combination allows 
operator to record off the air immediately upon 
hearing program material which interests him. 

Recorders include keyboard controls for record, 
rewind, play, fast forward and stop. Model 
850AM: $69.95; Model 860FM: $79.95. Atlas- 
Rand Corp., Paramus, N.J. 07652. 

20 

Mini -Brutes. W -MCP series of low- output, volt- 
age- controlled soldering stations offers three 
models with fixed point temperatures of 550 °F. 
650 °F. and 750 °F. Soldering stations have solid - 
state closed loop control system which is coupled 
with manufacturer's own Curie Point tempera- 
ture sensing system to automatically control out- 
put and temperature. Power unit is isolated and 
electrostatically shielded. Pencil iron weighs 

1.35 oz. and is 6 -1/2 in. long; interchangeable 
tips are available. $27.10. Weller Electric Corp., 
Easton, Pá. 18042. 

On Top of Things. Model GR -88 VHF -FM 
monitor receiver covers frequencies of 154 to 
174 mc. According to the manufacturer, both 
narrow- and wide -band FM signals may be tuned 
due to the receiver's 40 -kc selectivity figure; sen- 
sitivity is said to be 1.5 µV for 20db quieting. 

Features include adjustable, noise -operated 
squelch, six -to-one vernier tuning and crystal 
switch for crystal -controlled monitoring of one 
frequency. $54.95. Heath Co., Benton Harbor, 
Mich. 49022. 
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Try these installations with 
any other five watt unit! 

At $9995 the Messenger 125 fits anywhere 

...including your budget. 

Best of all, even with its mini -size and price, the Messenger 

125 is big on performance. Its 5 -watt transmitter, with high 

level class B modulation and speech compression, gives it all 

the "talk power " you'd expect from a full -size radio. Half -a- 

microvolt receiver sensitivity pulls in the weak ones. Auto- 

matic threshold noise limiting, IF clipping, and special AGC 

circuitry means less noise -better quieting. Full 2 -watt audio 

lets you hear even in noisy vehicles. And the Messenger 125 

looks great, too. Not a single knob -push - buttons select up to 

5 channels, slide - levers adjust squelch and volume. Installs 

between bucket seats, in door pockets, on hail bikes -or 
over your shoulder with its optional rechargeable battery pack. 

Dimensions: 1'/,.' High x 4"/." 
Wide x 7' Deep 4 -watts output 
at 13.8 VDCFCC type accepted, 

DOC approved All solid state - 
draws just 0.2 amperes on 
squelched stand -by Optional 
portable pack available with re- 

chargeable battery, charger, an- 

tenna, and leather carrying case 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. 
WASECA. MINN. 56093 

CIRCLE NUMBER 1S ON PAGE is 
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MAIL HANDY COUPON - - - - - 
HAMILTON HOUSE Dept. 20647 
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807 

Yes, I want to improve my golf game. Please send me _ Mai s SUPER DISTANCE GOLF 
GLOVES, size 

Ladies' SUPER DISTANCE GOLF 
GLOVES, size 

at $6.95 plus .SO` p.p. & hdlg. I understand that if I am 
not completely satisfied, I may return for a full refund. 
(Specify right- or lefhanded) 
I enclose payment of $ 

Signature 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP....... 
I.Y.Y. state residents, please add appropriate tax) 

Step up to the ball .. take your swing ... and then 
watch the ball really whiz down the fairway, straight as 
an arrow! Not 100 yards, not 150 yards ... not just 200 
yards, but drives of 250 yards and over are common 
with this amazing SCIENTIFICALLY WEIGHTED 
GOLF GLOVE. This glove looks like any other fine 
leather golf glove ... so just imagine how amazed your 
friends will be when they see the incredible yardage 
you get on every shot. 
THE SECRET IS IN THE WEIGHTS 
Three weights slip into the back of the golf glove. 
Although they weigh a mere 8 ounces, the effect is 
beyond belief. The extra weight gives extra power to 
your swing ... produces drives up to 50% farther than 
you ever thought possible. This professionally- approved 
glove has been awarded the coveted United States 
Patent #3,124,068 for actually adding distance to your 
drives. It's written right there in the patent. 
HELPS ELIMINATE SLICING AND HOOKS 
Yes ... this Super -Distance glove does more than add 
distance to your drives ... it also corrects hooks and 
slices that cost you so many strokes. The position of 
your hand is often the cause of hooks or slices. This 
golf glove comes with three separate weights ... each 
one fitting into a separate position on the glove. By re- 
moving-or adding -one or more of the weights you 
can easily alter the position of your hand on the club 
at the moment of impact. 

Add a little more weight to the left and zingo! .. . 

your bothersome slice might be gone forever. Or per- 
haps, what you need is more weight to the right to cut 
out your hooks once and for all. Once you find what 
adjustment of weight works for you ... just keep on 
playing with the glove that way. By continually using 
the glove with the corrective weight,your hands will 
soon automatically keep the right position. In time you 
will play a no -hook and no -slice game without any 
weight in the glove. 
WORKS INSTANTLY 
Unlike other glove devices that require hours, days, or 
weeks of practice ... the Super -Distance golf glove 
works the very first time you step up to the ball. You 
don't have to learn any new methods ... you don't have 
to remember a thing. It's an automatic action that goes 
to work for you, improving your game quickly .. . 
easily ... instantly. 

HAMILTON HOUSE 
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807 

Guaranteed 
Stroke -Saver! 

NEW 
SUPER -DISTANCE 

GOLF GLOVE 
adds 50 to 75 

yards 
to your drive 

MADE OF FINE GLOVE LEATHER 
Hand -crafted of fine, soft but tough glove leather. Even 
without the miraculous weights ... this glove would be 
a fine value and a glove you use constantly for comfort. 

In left- and right -handed models. Color,Black. 
Men's sizes S (8), M (81 -9), L (91 -10) and XL 
(101/2-11). 
Women's sizes S, M, L. Specify size and 
if right- or left- handed. 

HERE'S WHAT A 
SPORT S MAGAZINE SAYS: 

"This glove will have the same effect on golf 
that fibreglass had on pole vaulting." 

A GOLF 
MAGAZINE SAYS: 

"Will give ANY golfer faster hand action .. . 
club -head speed ... more distance ..." 

$sa 5 plus aoe sa a hdlg. 
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For use at home, on hobby bench, or in classroom 

Assemble these new RCA IC Experimenter's Kits quickly and easily. 

All the active and passive components, the pre -drilled printed circuit boards, 
and full clear instructions are included. (Add your own preference of 

alarm indicator to kits KC4005 and KC4006.) 

KC4000: Microphone Preamplifier IC Kit -a high -gain, low- noise, wideband 
preamplifier that accommodates both low- and high- impedance 
microphones. 

KC4001: 2- Channel Mixer IC Kit -combines any two audio inputs, 
such as microphone, radio, phono, or oscillator, into a single output. 

7 KC4002: Audio Oscillator IC Kit -for testing audio, hi -fi equipment, and 

amateur radio transmitters -also for code practice. 

KC4003: Amplifier /Oscillator IC Kit -a 500 mW audio amplifier 
or a variable tone audio oscillator. 

NE KC4004: 9 -V Regulated Power Supply IC Kit - 
supplies 9 volts DC output with voltage regulation of 
3% at a maximum current of 250 mA. 

KC4005: Intruder Alarm IC Kit -a circuit that 

IC KITS 
develops a "whooping" signal for a 

security system. 

KC4006: Fire Alarm IC Kit -a low - 
melting -point solder sets off this 
circuit for a warning device. 

FROMKC4500: IC Kit Enclosure and Hardware Pack - 
optional for KC4000, KC4001, and KC4002 -a 
handsome, sturdy, prepunched case with input 
and output jacks, switch, and other hardware. 

RBuy these kits from your RCA Distributor. For information. 
write: RCA Electronic Components, Commercial 
Engineering, Section E134- 5D /S30R, Harrison, N.J. 07029 

(STARTING AT UNDER $5.001 ' Optional distributor resale price Man 
July, 1970 23 
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Build this exciting 
Schober Consolette Organ 

for only 

$1040! 

P. 

r 

Includes 
finished walnut 

console. (Only $793 
if you build your 

own console.) 
Amplifier, speaker 

system, optional 
accessories extra. 

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for 
less than $1800 - and there never has been an organ 
of the Consolette II's graceful small size with 22 
such pipelike, versatile voices, five -octave big -organ 
keyboards, and 17 pedals! If you've dreamed of an 
organ of your own, to make your ewn beautiful music, 
even if your home or budget is limited, you'll get 
more joy from a Schober Consolette II than any other 
"home size" organ -kit or no kit. 

You can learn to play it. And yeu can build it, from 
Schober Kits, world famous for ease of assembly 
without the slightest knowledge of electronics or 
music, for design and parts quality from the ground 
up, and -above all -for the highest praise from 
musicians everywhere. 

Send right new for the full -color Schober catalog, 
containing specifications of all five Schober Organ 
models, beginning at $499.50. No charge no obliga- 
tion. If you like music, you owe yourself a Schober 
Organ! 

Thee )ChateìOrgan Corp.. Dept. E1 -17 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and 
free 7 -inch "sample" record. 
Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

CIRCLE NUMBER 17 ON PAGE 1S 

Joining 
the Peace Corps 
isn't hard. 
Just apply yourself. 

The Peace Corps. 
Waskington, D. C. 20525 

Please send me information 
Please send me an application 

Name 

Address 

City 

State lip Code 

Published as public service in cooper 
arion with The Advertising Council. 

Swap Shop 
Individual readers (not commercial concerns) may swap 
electronic gear by sending one listing, name and ad- 
dress to Swap Shop, ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 
67 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. Space is 
limited; only most interesting offers are published. 

SHORT -WAVE LISTENING 
KNIGHT Star- Roamer. Swap for Hammarlund 

SQ -1295, HQ -129X or best offer. Donald Smith, 423 
N. Main, Memphis, Mo. 63555. 

HEATH HD -20 100-kc crystal calibrator. Swap for 
best offer. Michael Williams, 4024 Pleasant Plains 
Rd., Matthews, N.C. 28105. 

SURPLUS R -27 /ARC -5 receiver with dynamotor. 
Swap for walkie- talkie or best offer. Mark Olenski, 
321 New Haven Ave.. Milford. Conn. 06460. 

HALLICRAFTERS SX -62A and S38D receivers. Will 
swap for best offer. Ben Spicer, 334 N. Miami St., 
Trenton, Ohio 45067. 

KNIGHT KG -221A (146 -175 mc) and Monitoradio 
(30-50 mc) VHF police & fire receivers. Swap for 
amateur receiver or best offer. Kenneth Lawing, 
2308E Jackson Ave., Ft. Eustis, Va. 23604. 

SURPLUS BC -342 -N receiver with S- meter. Swap 
for good metal detector. C. R. Summers, 418 San 
Mateo St., Fairfield, Calif. 94533. 

HALLICRAFTERS S -38 receiver. also Hallicrafters 
Sky Buddy. Swap for best offer. Charles Wilson, 207 
E. Pothouse Rd., Phoenixville, Pa. 19460. 

HEATH GR -64 receiver plus headphones. Swap for 
Heath AA-32 20 -watt stereo amplifier or equivalent. 
Dennis Mominee, Box 25, Williston, Ohio 43468. 

KNIGHT Span -Master receiver and Aurora slot car 
set. Want 5 -watt walkie- talkie, CB rig or best offer. 
Phil Roslaniel, 2060 Dawson N.E, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 49505. 

HALLICRAFTERS SX -130 receiver with speaker. 
Will trade for HB -525 23- channel CB rig. James 
Saribalis, 737 Niantic Ave., Daly City, Calif. 94014. 

HEATH GR -81 4 -band receiver. Want test equip- 
ment or best offer. John Mac Milian, 193 Meta St., 
Fort Myers, Fla. 33905. 

KNIGHT Star -Roamer with Q- multiplier and head- 
phones. Will swap for amateur -band receiver. Charles 
Weaver, Rt. 1, Box 355 -A, Theodore, Ala. 36582. 

HEATHKIT GR -64 receiver. Will swap for ham -band 
receiver or Knight T -60 transmitter. Donald Wein- 
stein, 120 Kenilworth Pl., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210. 

HALLICRAFTERS general- coverage receiver and 
Lafayette Explor -Air. Swap for best offer. Russ Zears, 
64 Whitman Dr., New Providence, N.J. 07974. 

HALLICRAFTERS SX -24 receiver. Want complete 
set of Don Britton correspondence courses and con- 
struction plans. J. Wegner, Jr., Box 262, Glendale, 
Calif. 91209. 

HALLICRAFTERS SX -99 with BFO, RCA WO-33A 
scope and Heath TS-4A sweep generator. Swap for 
best offer. Edward Tanrath, 3035 La Salle Ave., Rock- 
ford, Ill. 61111. 

HALLICRAFTERS SW receivers (S -120, S -108); 
Johnson Viking Challenger 120 -watt transmitter. 
Swap for good AM transmitter or SSB transceiver. 
Frank Howell, Rt. 2, Box 245, Tennille, Ga. 31089. 

AMATEUR RADIO 
SURPLUS T -74 /CRT -3 transmitter with acces- 

sories. Want surplus video gear or best offer. Alan 
Kozakiewicz, 34 Shirley Or., Schenectady, N.Y. 12304. 

SURPLUS AN /URA -8-RTY converter & tower; misc. 
test equipment and transmitters. Swap for receiver, 
stereo rig or best offer. George Berrie, OE Div., USS 
Hancock (CVA -19), FPO San Francisco, Calif. 96601. 

HEATH HW -32 20 -meter SSB transceiver. Also, 
field- strength meter. Want stereo FM tuner. Bruce 
McMohan, 97 S. Hamilton Ave., Lindenhurst, N.Y. 
11757. 

ASSORTED ham gear and parts. Trade for good 
stereo amplifier or FM tuner. Danny Boyer, WA5WAI. 
Box 556, Eldorado, Tex. 76936. 

AMECO TX -62 VHF transmitter (68.2). Will swap for 
Drake 2NT transmitter or equivalent. Robert Wil- 
liams, 480 Oxford La., Crystal Lake, III. 60014. 

[Continued on page 26] 
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Grrrrrr. 
(The Tiger 23. $149.95) 

The Tiger 23. The new untamable radio 
from Pearce -Simpson, a Division of Clad- 
ding Corporation. 

The Tiger 23. A radio you'll have to 
reckon with. Because no other CB in 
the world can offer all these features at 
the same price. Only $149.95. 

Start with styling. Smart, clean lines. 
Wood -grain finishing. Brushed chrome. 
Illuminated dials. Velvet smooth controls. 

And more. 23 channels plus PA, modu- 
lation light, external speaker jack, plug - 
in dynamic microphone, and large illu- 
minated combination RF -S meter. 

But that's still not all. The Tiger 23 
includes an Automatic Noise Limiter 
with manual over -ride. Automatic Modu- 
lation Control for ultimate talk power. 
Television Interference Trap. Receiver 

July, 1970 

Delta Tune Switch that corrects for the 
other guy's off -frequency transmissions. 

And inside, the latest in solid state 
circuitry including ceramic filter to bring 
in sharp clear signals, Integrated Circuit, 
and Field Effect Transistor. 

Put it all together and you've got a 
radio that won't quit. A radio from Pearce - 
Simpson, the finest name in Marine radios, 
CB's, antennas, and electronic commu- 
nication equipment. And backed by Glad- 
ding Corporation, first in outdoor recrea- 
tion since 1816. 

The Tiger 23. If you can handle it. 

Peatce-mf1'ipS011 
A Division of Cladding Corporation 
First in outdoor recreation since 1816. GLOnra 

CIRCLE NUMBER 18 ON RAGE 15 
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Ameco Solid State 5 -Band Receiver 
MODEL R -5A 

Continuous Coverage .54 to 54 me 
Variable beat frequency oscillator 
Includes 6 -meter ham band 
And the 30 to 50 me police bands 
Fully transistorized - Bandspread 
Noise limiter- Optional battery pack 
Built -in speaker (External speaker 
available) 

WIRED & 
TESTED 

$9995 

A Division of Aerotron, Inc. 

P.O. Box 6527, Raleigh, No. Carolina 27608 

Send for free literature 
CIRCLE NUMER 11 ON PAGE 15 

FIND BURIED TREASURE 

60 DAY 
UNCONDITIONAL 
MONEY SACK 

GUARANTEE 

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED - 

ALL TRANSISTORIZED 
Unclaimed Treasures Exceed 

Combined Wealth Of All Nations 
Electronics Changes Luck To Science. 

All models find buried coins, Roll. silver, was relics and signal thru 
earphone with loud "beep ". Features silicon planar transistors, PC 
boards. two separated colpitts oscillators for maximum stability, 
thumbwheel tuner allowing one hand operation. 5-" search head for 
most useful range. All complete in ' Uniite" black attache case with slide action locks, keys, grey foam interior cushions instrument. 
Included are sensitive ea phone, battery, fascinating l96-page 
book "Lost Treasures and How to Find Them ". and instructions. 
FREE bibliography 'Treasu re Maps & Books of US" 

MAVERICK KIT wY $28 93 
complete do it yourself instrument that we game ',M a to work when conyhted. 

h 
D CONTINENTAL o,, $32" 

completely assembled end reedy to me 
$3893 IMPERIAL 

en advanced model that includes o powerful built in speaker that automatically is disconnected when 
earphone is in use. completely ewr..Wd ' tla a+ 

aka t1l araidr ACA 
wa,r. u ,j ear 

T IIM 
Dept. ECCO. Tw,..o,, NJ. 07703 

CIRCLE NUMBER 24 ON PAGE 1S 

Centime, from pote 24 

VIKING II and Knight VFO. Will swap for Gonset 
G -76, Lafayette HE -458, Heathkit HW -32 or tri -band team A tower. H. F. Mynas, Jr., 2564 Main St., Hurricane, W. Va. 

VHF GEAR Hammartund SP- 600JX17, converters for 6 m. 2 m and 220 mc. Swap for best offer. Charles Spitz, Box 4095, Arlington, Va. 22204. 
HEATH HW -16 CW transceiver- Will trade for busi- neu -band linear amplifier or best offer. Thomas Smith, Rt. 1, Box 752, Bladenboro, N.C. 28320. 
HEATH twoer, Knight VFO (80 -10), S -120 receiver, 

surplus BC-669. Swap for HA -350, HW -16, NC -190 or best offer. Roland Hull, WN5AIA, 2748 Darien St., Shreveport, La. 71109. 
EICO 753 SSB transceiver, Model 751 AC power supply. Swap for stereo receiver with speakers. Alan Owens, 1859 Country Club Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105. 
LAFAYETTE HA -350 receiver, Heath DX -60 and Simpson 260 test meter. Want Knightkit KG-870 am- plifier. Bob Pearson, Box 15650, N.C. State Uni - versity. Raleigh, N.C. 27607. 
SURPLUS RAK -7 and RAL -7 receivers (Navy). Want 

Heathkit HW -100 transceiver or similar SSB trans- ceiver. Toby Clairmont, 1242 Aalapapa Dr., Lanikal, 
Oahu, Hawaii 96734. 

HALLICRAFTERS SX -111, Ranger II, plus acces- sories. Trade for stereo system or best offer. Gus 
Lucas, 516 W. Missouri #1, El Paso, Tex- 79901. 

AUDIO & HI-FI 
GUITAR AMPLIFIER, Sideman and color organ. Also, hi -fi gear. Swap for ham gear. Ameco PCL -P or best offer. Charles Spitz, 1420 S. Randolph St.. Arlington, Va. 22204. 
SONY 900A tape recorder, accessories and 37 re- corded tapes (pop). Swap for Realistic DX -150 or 

SW receiver- Dave Siegel, 28252 Maplewood, Garden City. Mich. 48135. 
JENSEN 8-in. loudspeakers. Two are new, two used. Also, Pioneer SE -2P stereo headphones. Swap for surplus receiver or best offer. Mel Brown, 108 S. Maplewood, Rantoul, IR, 61866.4_ 

WANT A JOB? 
Be your own boss! Sell subscriptions to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED and other leading 
publications and be in business for yourself. No experience! No capital! Your own hours! And a cash commission on every sale. You will be authorized to sell new and renewal 
subscriptions along with special offers made by the publisher. Offer people the convenience 
and service of buying subscriptions from you. Send us your name and address for free 
supplies and selling materials. 
Write To: Subscription Dept. DE 

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, Fawcett Bldg., Greenwich, Conn. 06380 
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Our hot ones are the last to go. 
The last thing you need is to be 

called back a day or two after you've 
replaced the sweep or high voltage 
tubes in somebody's color TV. 

But, they're usually the first to go. 

Because they get so hot. 
So we figured out how to cool them. 
Now, they last a lot longer. 
Take our 6JE6C /6L06, for ex- 

ample. It's the horizontal deflection 
tube that takes such a beating when 
the set gets hot. 

July, 1970 

Well, we've given it special patent- 
ed radiator fins that first absorb the 

heat and then radiate it out of the 
tube. 

Now it runs cooler and lasts longer. 
Same for our 6JS6C. 
Or take our 6BK4C /6EL4A. 

That's the shunt regulator that dim- 
Mates runaway high voltage. We gave 
this one a whole new anode and 
shield design to improve heat transfer 
and stability. 

Now it also runs cooler and lasts 
longer. 

Or take our 3A3B high voltage 
rectifier. This one's got leaded glass 

for added protection. And it lasts 
longer too. 

So next time you have to replace 
any of the hot ones, just cool it. 
You'll both last longer. 

SYLVAN IA 
GENERAI THEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
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THE CALETRO SUPERMARKET 
#44 . . r J 

oç. :4 .,-1i, 

r.1. 1 , .._ n .l L 
_ 

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS! 

VARIABLE BALANCE STEREO HEADPHONE 

Unique Sound level. control on each 
earpiece permits adtustment 
Frequency range 20 to 20.000 a cps 
6' cord with stereo plug Impedance 
4 to 16 ohms 

Cat. No. 04 -132 $17.95 Net 

AUDIO ADAPTORS 

"Y" Audio Adaptor has a phono pin 
lack on one end and dual phono pin 
plugs on the other. 

Cat. No. Q4.2II $.99 Net 

t10BBYtSTS SOLDERING AND TOOL KIT 

Diagonals, long nose pliers, soldering 
iron and solder, solder aid tool 
heat sink, and screwdriver 
An ideal gift item 

Cat. Ne. H3-37I $7.95 Net. 

MINIATURE LAMPS 

Type PR2.25 volt 050 amp 
Cat. No. E2.430 Pkg. ut 2 0.29 Net 
Type PRT3.6 volt 050 amp 
Cat. No. (2431 Pkg. of 2 0.29 Net 

RESISTORS^ 
Attractively packaged 2 per pack, showing 
values. color codes and formulas. 

Sites 
Type Rating Mailable Price Unit 
Carbon '4 Watt IO Ohm $19 Pkg of 2 

-10% IO Meg 

Carbon 1 Watt 10 Ohm. .19 Ea. 

-10% 1 Meg 

Carbon 2 Watt 10 Ohm .25 Ea. 
-10% 1006 

Wire 10 Watt 10 Ohm 36 Ea. 
Wound -10% 15K 

The "GC Calectro Hobbyist 
Handbook" Is available at your 
nearest Calectro Electronic 
Supermarket. One is located near 
you. WRITE TODAY and we'll rush 
you the name and address of 
your nearest Calectro 
Supermarket. 

EUPERIMETERS CINCUIT BOARD UT 
Contains a Ph" x 4" perforated 
board. 15 terminals (No 14 636) and 
4 mounting feet iv/screws . Build 
small circuits. hobby and science 
protects. etc 

Cat. No. 14 -660 0.98 Net 

ALEcTRO 
G -C ELECTRONICS 

400 SO. WYMAN ST. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 

GC 
ELECTRONIC'ì 

<21Z5, A OIVISION OF 
HYOQOMETALS, INC. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 4 ON PAGE 15 

,»-. ' f r 

TAPE RECORDER MICROPHONE 

Outstanding performance on music 
and speech for the price. Low 
impedance matches late model solid 
state recorder;. Removable desk 
stand. 4b' cord with dual plugs that 
fit most models Freq Response. 
100$6 Ht Output - 17 dB. 
Impedance 200 ohms 

Cat. N. Q4.146 $4.95 Net 

STANDARD 1000 VOLT CAPACITOR 

High quality, compact and reliable 
Minimum capacity change with 
varying temperature Rating 1000 
volts, tolerance 20% 

Cat. No Description Net Und 
61060 220pí $ 25 Plug of 2 
Al 061 330pF 25 Pkg of 2 

AI 062 470pF 25 Pkg. of 2 

Al 063 680pí .25 Pkg. of 2 

AI064 0 001u .19 Ea. 
Al 065 0 005uF .19 Ea. 
Al 066 0 OIuF 19 Ea. 

TWO STATION WIRELESS INTERCOM 

lust plug into any electrical outlet 
Completely portable Expand system 
anytime with additional units. Two 

unit system complete in display pack 
Cat. No. N4.1lO $34.95 Net 
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ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED / July 1970 

_ s)plication 
TV Antennas 

By VINCE DANIELS FOR the best TV picture (color or b&w) in 
any area the rule of thumb for antennas is the 

bie_est array a: maximum height. But what of those special instances 
where a big rig is impractica , unsightly or impossible to erect? If 

faced with one of these proble ns, what antennas are available to you 

and what kinc of performance can you expect? 
Our cover Photograph (and the one on this page) shows twto 

special- application antennas. Either is suitable for travel, for in- 

stance. and the model resembling a construction worker's hard hat 
is touted as being especially convenient for installation on the roofs 
of travel trailers, mobile homes and the like. Either has enough good 
looks (compared to other ou:door antenna types) to meet esthet c 

standards anywhere. We bought the two antennas pictured and ran 
tests on them. Although they are tops in looks, performance figures, 
frankly. aren't all that beautitil. 

The antennas are the Vortz. Mark II ( Vorta Systems, Inc., Route 
1. Box 613, Round Lake, Ill. 60073) priced at S49.95 and the 
S 12.98 Stratoscan (sold under other brand names by several matl- 
order firms). 

The Vorta ( below and in wig. 2) measures 1812 in. in dia. and 
is 71 in. higi. The attached downlead is 50 ft. of 75 -ohm cox 

ith a plug on the end to match the supplied 75. 300 -ohm matching 
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Special -Application TV Antennas 

transformer. The manufacturer recommends 
the Voila be mounted on a $9.95 fiberglass 
base, which brings the total cost to $59.90. 
No VHF /UHF matching is provided; the 
instructions say to connect the receiver's VHF 
and UHF antenna terminals together. 

The Stratoscan (left, first page) is a 3 -in- 
dia. cylinder 18 in. high. It is supplied with 
a bracket that allows it to be mounted almost 
anywhere. It has two 25 -ft. 300 -ohm leads - 
one for TV and one for radio (FM) . A 
VHF/ UHF coupler called a signal sender 
comes with it. 

The test site was a suburban area 20 mi. 
east of the New York City transmitting an- 
tennas on the Empire State Building. Our 
reference TV antenna, shown in Fig. 1, was 
installed on the side of the house on a 10 -ft. 
mast. The Vorta and Stratoscan antennas 
were tried at different places on the roof 
until the field -strength meter indicated maxi- 
mum signal strength on most channels. 

The Stratoscan's 25 -ft. downleads couldn't 
reach the color set in our lab so two measure- 
ments were made: one at the end of the 
supplied leads with a portable b&w receiver 
as the monitor. The other was made with 
about 25 ft. of 300 -ohm twinlead added to 
reach our color set. Since the added lead had 
no adverse effect, the signal- strength figures 
in the table are for the supplied 25 -ft. lead. 

Our chart tells the story at a glance. While 

Fig. 1- Antennas were judged by comparing sig- 
nals delivered to a TV set as measured with Jerrold 
Model AIM -718 VHF /UHF /FM field -strength meter 
(above). Pix quality was compared on May port- 
able and color set. Reference antenna (left) was 
an all-channel (VHF /UHF /FM) Jerrold Model 
VU -933 designed for suburban reception areas. It 
had seven VHF elements and 11 UHF elements. 

the reference TV antenna delivered VHF 
signals as high as 21,000 µv (microvolts), the 
Vorta barely reached a top of 1,100 ¿iv. The 
Stratoscan delivered a maximum of 850 µv. 

We connected the Stratoscan's radio lead 
to the field -strength meter and got from 
worse to better performance than with the 
TV lead. UHF performance was less satis- 
factory. The Vorta barely pulled in a snowy 
picture on channel 31; we couldn't tell if 
channel 41 was broadcasting. The Stratoscan 
didn't produce a picture on channel 31 or 41. 

On both ends of the FM band the Vorta 
and Stratoscan delivered a usable signal but 
nowhere near that of the reference antenna. 

Fig. 2 -Vorta Mark II resembles plastic bubble, 
or construction- worker's hard -hat. It's mounted 
on fiberglass base recommended by manufacturer. 
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Fig. 3- Vorla's guts are imbedded in foam plastic. 
Arrows point to clearly visible spiral coil around 
bottom edge of unit and to two similar smaller coils. 

As for color reception, the Vorta changed 
color balance on channels 2, 7 and 9; the 
Stratoscan did the same on 4, 5, 7 and 9. 

The Inside. The Vorta comes apart as one 
large form of foam plastic that chopping 
could not break up. There appeared to be at 

least three coils of heavy wire (arrows, Fig. 
3) . The outer coil at the bottom couldn't do 
much because several turns were shorted. 

The Stratoscan wasn't quite as buried in 

foam. The guts appeared to be a folded wire 
surrounded by a coil of heavy wire (Fig. 5) . 

One twinlead was connected to these two sec- 
tions. The radio lead connected to a 7 -in. 
metal strap inside the coil. 

Since the Vorta and Stratoscan were not 
so hot in the suburbs, we decided to test them 
in the city. In Brooklyn, 5 mi. from the 
transmitting antennas, our test antennas de- 
livered more than 2,500 µv on VHF. The 
Vorta couldn't produce a usable picture on 
channel 41 and the Stratoscan produced only 
a weak UHF image. Also, ghosts produced 

Fig. 5- Inside the Stratoscan's cylinder. The an 
tenna looks like folded coathanger surrounded by 
wire coil. Both elements connect to TV download. 

July, 1970 

Fig. 4-After cutting away foam plastic around 
innards of Stratoscan we found FM lead has one 
wire connected to a metal strap inside the coil. 

by nearby tall buildings made most of the 
channels unviewable on VHF and UHF 
(both antennas). This was caused by omni- 
directional characteristics. Color was poor. 

One thing bothered us -the poor UHF 
performance of the Stratoscan. To find out 
why we opened the signal sender. It turned 
out to be a short section of twinlead with a 
plastic capsule in the center that shorts the 
receiver's VHF and UHF terminals. 

What it boils down to is that you must 
make a compromise between application, 
appearance and performance. If you need a 
TV antenna on your trailer or camper, it can't 
be a conventional type because of appearance 
or high wind resistance. 

In areas where TV signals are fairly strong 
and TV transmitters surround you, the Vorta 
and Stratoscan could be a solution. 

Microvolts Delivered to TV Receiver 

Channel Refe ence 
TV Antenna 

Vorta Stratoscan 

1 

1 

(not 
3 

4 

00 
(FM) 
106 
(FM) 

oc) 

me 

me 

Pia Sound Pia Sound Pic Pia (FM) Sound 

10,100 
(0,500 
1,000 

16,001 
14,000 
21,000 

750 
1,201 

11,000 
0,000 
7,000 
7,500 

15,501 
17,000 

000 
1,100 

700 

3,200 

IN 
475 
700 

1,000 
SOO 

1,100 

100 

under 50 

22$ 
100 
300 
250 
700 

1,100 

22S 

N 

150 

110 
710 

750 
1150 

500 
120 

under N 
under 50 

w 
100 
110 
225 

1,400 
1,500 

N 
250 
650 
250 
IN 
100 

200 

240 

Notes' 1) Refe ence antenna (Fig. 1) is suburban type installed as 

on then homes In area Vona and Stratoscan were 
posi ,oned on roof for best possible performance. 

2) Stra oscan has separate downleads for TV and FM. 
Pis (FM) is pic carrier strength using FM dowmlead. 
FM signal Is from TV downlead. 
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DXing The 
World's 

Waistline 

IN this weight- conscious world everyone is 
watching his waistline. But SWLs, be 

their belt size 28 or 48, have their eyes and 
ears on the most expansive waistline ever - 
our 24,902 -mile equator. 

DXing short-wave stations scattered along 
the earth's midriff can be a real challenge. 
In addition to the myriad of exotic languages 
abounding there, listeners must contend with 
tough low- frequency propagation conditions 
and high noise levels. 

The special propagation characteristics of 
the equatorial regions were recognized by 
the International Telecommunication Union 
as early as 1938. The ITU's Cairo Confer- 
ence established three frequency bands be- 
tween 2,300 and 4,965 kc for tropical 
broadcasting. Over the years the exact limits 
of these bands have been expanded, offi- 
cially and unofficially, but most tropical sta- 
tions can be found around 60 meters 
(4,600 -5,100 kc), 90 meters (3,200 -3,500 
kc), and 120 meters (2,300 -2,500 kc). 

Since little fellows normally don't swing 
much clout, it's not surprising that tropical 
broadcasters wound up with these wave- 
lengths. Low frequencies aren't much use to 
international SWBC services since iono- 
spheric absorption limits daytime reception 

By DON JENSEN 

to ground -wave range. Even at night they're 
nobody's first choice for longhaul transmis- 
sion. But SWBC stations in the tropical lati- 
tudes find they fit the bill, supplementing me- 
dium -wave channels to provide local and re- 
gional coverage. 

While many beginners shun these bands, 
experienced SWLs find some of their best 
DX catches in the regions lying between the 
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn; some of 
the best originate in the narrow equatorial 
belt. 

Just west of the International Date Line 
and a hair south of the equator is Tarawa 
atoll, a mere speck in the Gilbert Islands. 
A bloody World War II battleground, Ta- 
rawa is a series of tiny islets ringing a quiet 
lagoon. Radio Tarawa's vertical- incident ar- 
ray rises 40 ft. above the coral sands of Betio 
Islet. Radio technicians who cross the lagoon 
daily by launch to the transmitter site feed 
a 2 -kw signal into this antenna. Program- 
ming, in English and in native languages 
called Gilbertese and Ellice, is aimed at lis- 
teners in the out -islands, but a number of 
Stateside SWLs have logged this one recently 
on 4912.5 kc. (See chart for best listening 
hours.) 

From West Irian to Sumatra, Indonesia 
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El's GUIDE TO EOUATORIAL DX 

LATITUDE COUNTRY 

00.06 S Indonesia 
00.07 S Kenya 
00.14 S Ecuador 

00.15 N Indonesia 

STATION & LOCATION 

RRI -Padang 
Kisumu Regional 
Radio Cenit, Quito 
E. Gran Colombia, Quito 
Radio Quito 
R. N. de Ecuador, Quito 
RRI -Pakanbaru 

FREQ. (KC) BEST TIMES (GMT) 

2 ,480, 3,960 
4,804 
4,865 
4,910 
4,923 
4,940 
3,465 (better 

on 5,955) 

Early mornings 
After 0400 
0300-0500 
Around 0500 
0330 -0500 
0430-0500 
Early mornings 

00.18 S Indonesia RRI -Bukittinggi 4,908 1100 -1200 
00.20 N Uganda Radio Uganda, Kampala 5,026 After 0400 
00.21 N Sao Tome Radio Clube de Sao Tome 4,807 After 0600 
00.25 S Gabon Rdf -Tv. Gabonaise, 

Libreville 
4,777 2130-2300; 0500-0600 

00.28 S Indonesia RRI -Samarinda 3,295, 4,890 Early mornings 
00.52 S Indonesia RRI -Sorong 4,872 1100 -1200 
00.55 N Indonesia RRI -Tandjung Pinang 4,931 Early mornings 
01.21 N Tarawa R. Tarawa, Betio Islet 4,912.5 0700 -0945; 

English after 0830 

01.27 S Brazil Radio Clube do Para, Belem 4,865 Evenings to 0300 

stretches 3,000 mi., one -eighth of the equa- 
torial circumference. Along this imaginary 
line are located at least six of Radio Re- 
publik Indonesia's more than 70 domestic 
shdrt-wave stations. These include outlets at 
Samarinda, Borneo, and at Tandjung Pinang, 
Bukittinggi, Padang and Pakanbaru, all on 
Sumatra. Best bet is the RRI station at So- 
rong, West Irian, found on 4,872 kc. 

Back in the early '60s, before the Djakarta 
government gained control of what was then 
called Dutch New Guinea, the Sorong sta- 
tion was owned by a Netherlands -based 
petroleum company and operated as a service 
for its field workers. Power was beefed up 
and the frequency changed when it joined 
the RRI home -service network. (Many RRI 
regional stations will now QSL even Eng- 
lish- language reception reports.) 

Still on the equatorial track, far to the 
west, is Uganda's capital, Kampala. Radio 
Uganda's antenna towers rise beside Lake 
Victoria on the high African plateau. Radio 
Uganda -assuming good propagation condi- 
tions and careful tuning -can be logged on 
5,026 kc about 0345 GMT with an English 
newscast. The station's British technicians 
seem interested in receiving listeners' reports, 
but they require solid program details before 
they will QSL. 

For a real shot in the dark -the continent, 
that is -swing down to 4,804 kc when the 
bands open up to. Africa. The regional sta- 
tion at Kisumu, Kenya, just across the lake 

July, 1970 

from Kampala, runs 5,000 watts. But don't 
expect too much. This QRM -ridden chan- 
nel is one of the worst in the 60 -meter band 
and chances of hearing Kisumu are ultra - 
slim. 

You'll have better luck with another equa- 
torial African station -Radio Gabon, heard 
on 4,777 kc where it identifies in French as 
Ici Libreville. Libreville, Gabon's steamy 
capital port, is the site of a 30 -kw transmitter 
that is heard quite often in the U.S. East - 
Coast listeners might try during the mid - to 
late -afternoon hours, but DXers elsewhere 
in the country should try for Radio Gabon 
around 0530 GMT. 

Portugal's island of Sao Tome nearly sits 
on the equator in the Gulf of Guinea. The 
island's Radio Clube de Sao Tome is a com- 
mercial outlet owned by a private broadcast- 
ing society (such clubs are common in Por- 
tuguese speaking areas) and transmits on 
4,807 kc. It suffers from much of the same 
interference that plagues Kisumu, a few kil- 
ocycles down on the band. 

Some time ago, Radio Clube de Sao Tome 
leased airtime to the Portuguese national 
radio in Lisbon and relayed the well-known 
Voice of the West program. These relays, 
however, seem to have been discontinued. 

Directly across the ocean, not far from 
the spot where the Amazon spills into the 
Atlantic, is Belem, Brazil. PRC5, Radio 
Clube do Para's 2.5 -kw station, is one of 

[Continued on page 103] 
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"He's a goodworker. 
I'd promote him 
right now if he had 
more education 
in electronics." 

Could they be talking about you? 
You'll miss a lot of opportunities if you try to get along 
in the electronics industry without an advanced edu- 
cation. Many doors will be closed to you, and no 
amount of hard work will open them. 

But you can build a rewarding career if you supple- 
ment your experience with specialized knowledge of 
one of the key areas of electronics. As a specialist, 
you will enjoy security, excellent pay, and the kind of 
future you want for yourself and your family. 

Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a 

d 
full -time job and family obligations. But CREI Home 
Study Programs make it possible for you to get the 
additional education you need without attending 
classes. You study at home, at your own pace, on 
your own schedule. You study with the assurance that 
what you learn can be applied to the job immediately. 

CREI Programs cover all important areas of elec- 
tronics including communications, radar and sonar, 
even missile and spacecraft guidance. You're sure to 
find a program that fits your career objectives. 
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IN -DEPTH 

COVERAGE OF 

MUD STATE 

ELECTRONICS 

..including 
integrated circuits! 

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in elec- 

tronics and have a high school education. Our FREE 

book gives complete information. Mail postpaid card 
for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon at right 
or write: CREI, Dept.1707A, 3224 16th St., N.W., Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20010. 

July, 1970 

i 
L 

CREI, Home Study Division 
McGraw -Hill Book Company 
Dept.1707A, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20010 

Please mail me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I 

am employed in electronics and have a high school education. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATF ZIP CODE 

EMPLOYED BY 

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK C G 1 B'LL 

I am interested in 
Electronic Engineering Technology Computers 
Space Electronics Nuclear Engineering Technology 

E, Industrial Automation D NEW! Electronics Systems 
Engineering 

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
J 
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Better days are on the way? With service as it is, they'd have to be! 

By TIM CARTWRIGHT A 

THE cool professional in his handsome 
lab coat with Doctor of Something on 

the left breast stands confidently over the 
dying machine, listening intently as small 
woop - woop -blurp sounds waft to his ears. 
He cocks his head. Experience and incredi- 
ble logic lead hihn unerringly to the trouble 
spot. A twist, a snap, a pop ... and sput- 
sput- hummmm . . . the machine is well 
again. 

Is that an accurate picture of repair ser- 
vice at the beginning of a new decade? If 
they took your white jacket with the laces 
in back off just yesterday you might think 
so. Otherwise, you know one of the most 
difficult problems we face as the 1970s begin 
is getting anything fixed -be it automobile, 
furnace, bathroom or the color TV set. 

The man who tells you he can scale Mt. 
Everest on a tricycle easier than he can get 
anybody to do anything well at a decent price 
obviously speaks from wisdom and experi- 
ence. He's someone you can believe. 

Are things going to get letter, repairwise? 
Or worse? Worse, then better? In order not 
to keep you in suspense, we'll tell you now. 
In electronics, service is going to get better. 
No, wait -don't laugh. We mean it. Even 
now, signs of a sane, repairable world are 
seen in the land. 

Electronic servicing has changed consid- 
erably in the last few years. Drastic change 
is ahead in this decade. Gone will be the 
one -man shop, the replacement part, even 
the soldering iron. Due any time now are 
new technical personnel, new test equipment, 
new electronic products with amazing ser- 
viceability. 

The 1970s will be a decade in which modu- 
larization will sweep through every area of 
electronics. It's starting already. Exchange- 

, able, plug -in modules can make life easier 
both for you and the serviceman. In fact, 
who said it was a man? Technology that can 
reduce the 1,000 -plus connections and com- 
ponents in a TV set to a few quick -change 

semiconductor building blocks also make it 
possible for the service technician to look 
more like Elke Sommer and less like Jona- 
than Winters. 

The age of the plug -in module in TV 
was given an auspicious start several months 
ago when Motorola decided to put its works 
in a drawer and call the new product Quasar 
television. The name sounded a little like 
something out of the science fiction of ex- 
ploding stars and hurtling spaceships under 
the control of Quasar, Queen of the Quainties. 
But not for long. A deft TV commercial, 
good styling and the concept of easy service 
which Motorola promoted so assiduously 
turned into a sales runaway. Motorola, which 
not long ago scored heavily with the 25 -in. 
rectangular picture tube, had another huge 
success on its hands. 

The works -in -a- drawer bit was of great 
benefit to Motorola in terms of sales and dol- 
lars but what did it offer the serviceman or. 
more to the point, the buyer? Watches and 
brains come in neat packages, too, but the 
average all -thumbs handyman might find 
them difficult to repair. What do you have 
when your TV works come in a drawer? 

The answer depends on where you (if you 
are a buyer) live and how your luck is run- 
ning or, if you are a serviceman, whether 
the sign over the door says Motorola. Ideally. 
you would go to a Motorola retail -service 
place and buy your Quasar. The shop pref- 
erably would be close to your home. Trou- 
bles arise. The set starts going woop -woop- 
blurp. The Motorola service chap comes out, 
carrying a panel caddy, which is like a tube 
caddy except it's filled with at least ten dif- 
ferent panels, or boards, which comprise 
about 90 per cent of the set's circuits. 

If he can't immediately put his finger on 
the troublesome module he resorts to trou- 
bleshooting charts which pose some yes -no 
questions based on symptoms, adjustments 
and meter measurements. All this is bound to 
lead to the defective module. A new one 
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is inserted and just like that ... sput -sput- 
hummmm. 

Defective modules are returned to the 
factory for repair or the serviceman himself 
may troubleshoot them. In either case the 
rebuilt blocks go back in the caddy for use 
in another set. 

The big advantage is the reduced amount 
of time and skill required to repair your set. 
And that should lead to some savings for 
you as well as convenience for the service 
person. 

If you buy your Quasar from Big- Hearted 
Harry's Discount Center and the nearest 
service shop specializes in antique Atwater 
Kents your situation may not be quite this 
rosy. Modules won't mean much to some 
shops, no matter the name. So that you just 
have to be content with the comforting 
thought that your works are in a drawer. 
Hope may be on the way, though. At the 
rate Quasars are selling, it soon will be not 
only profitable but necessary for other -brand 
shops to stock Big M modules. 

The Quasar system right now makes the 
most sense as a hot product for Motorola. 
More than that, though, it does show the 
way to the future. 

One can foresee a time in the not- so -dis- 
tant future when the serviceman does not 
come to the set. The set goes to him -in 
parts. You pull out the modules and take 
them to him. He tests, sells you a replace- 
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ment and you're on your way. And then the 
drug -store tube tester probably will become 
the drug -store module tester. 

Inevitable, it would seem, is circuitry 
which can diagnose itself. Your set conks 
out. You open a drawer or a door or what- 
ever, look inside and see a trouble light 
glowing on one of the modules. You know 
that it's the bad one and you buy a replace - 
ment-or have one sitting handy on a panel 
caddy that just happens to be built into the 
set. 

By the end of the decade we're likely to 
see modules that repair themselves. Printed 
circuits and microcircuits are extremely 
cheap to produce once high -quantity produc- 
tion is set up. The self- healing module may 
have even dozens of tiny duplicate circuits. 
When one goes, another takes over. 

Indicating and self- repairing modules 
would be expensive, to be sure, because of 
complex detection, readout and perhaps 
switching circuitry. But by the end of the 
decade most electronic gear will have be- 
come so complex and so costly that a few 
more layer of cobwebs and a few more dol- 
lars won't matter. 

Motorola, as mentioned, got to market 
first with a big -time modularization but other 
companies weren't far behind. Zenith now 
offers a TV set with what they call Dura- 
Modules. Scott was first off in the hi -fi field 
with a modularized stereo receiver -and an 

MODULES became big -time in TV when Motorola 
designed Quasar sets with works in drawer. 
Original version is at left: newer design is below. 
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STEREO has entered the modular world with Scott's 
342C receiver, which has several modules. Scott 
offers to exchange any ailing module for flat $10. 

C'JI.SL2UIMI E VIE CaJEWEiT[I15C°_i 

interesting deal in which they offer to ex- 
change any ailing module for a good one for 
a flat fee that, at least, for openers was set at 
$10. Motorola's Quasar panels run from 
$6.25 (fine- tuning indicator) to $14 (hori- 
zontal output). But prices may go up. Elec- 
tro -Voice also has gone moduleward and 
Heath became the first kit company to use 
modules. 

Television sets, of course, represent the 
biggest share of service work today and are 
getting the big module push. Hi -fi seems to 
be next in both categories. Communications 
receivers could follow, but it is doubtful that 
small transistor radios will be modularized. 

Modules, self- diagnosis and even self -re- 
pair means no more replacements of indi- 
vidual resistors, transistors or capacitors. In- 
dividual components will be fly specks on 
plastic boards and the soldering iron will 
gather dust in a drawer. The serviceman will 
become a merchandiser of products, a seller 
of modules, a counsellor to the electronically 
troubled -and an astute dollars -and -cents 
businessman. 

It's not a grim outlook at all. In fact, the 
future can be rosy. The chap we're talking 
about still will be a serviceman. Except now 
he won't as a rule make home calls which 

TV SET modules are appearing in lines from several 
manufacturers. Zenith's version is referred to as 
the Dura- Module. Girl's hands may be hint of future. 

most servicemen never enjoyed, anyway, and 
seldom were profitable (anybody in this busi- 
ness who depends on service -call fees for 
profits is a trucker, not a serviceman). He'll 
still do a diagnosis and a snip -solder job once 
in a while. He will necessarily be an astute 
businessman with excellent practices -and 
who would mourn for the days of sloppy busi- 
ness techniques that would look bad even 
for a lemonade stand? 

The smaller shop will become less a ser- 
vice center and more an electronic version of 
an auto parts store. As in the latter. cus- 
tomers will come in and ask for specific 
modules ( "gimme two 10A477s, Harry. and 
one 5Z37704 ") rather than asking why the 
TV wasn't fixed last week 

All this will require service knowledge and 
training, along with more than a smattering 
of business acumen, and there is promise of 
goodly profits and handsome salaries. And 
that view of a serviceman who also is a good 
(and prosperous) businessman in a field be- 
coming more exact and demanding while dis- 
carding sloppy practices and seat -of -pants 
service -it's a view that makes a career as 
a serviceman look exciting. rewarding and 
satisfying, both to the serviceman and the 
customer. Because amongst all the other 
portends is one telling us in a loud noise that 
better service is on the way. 
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Down with tuning knobs! Up with switched -on radio! 

Just a twist and our rig gives you what you want. 

By CLARE GREEN, W6FFS 

IT'S a fact. Radio listeners are a habit -ridden bunch. Most tend to listen to 
just one favorite station. The younger ones even more are hooked on the 

loudest local rock transmitter. 
So why have a radio that someone else can mess up by turning the tuning 

knob? Once tuned (with a screwdriver) to your favorite station, our 1- Station 
Radio will remain on the beam until the FCC freezes over. All you do is turn 
one knob for on-off and volume. 

Specialized programming by stations seeking an individual identification is 

one of the main reasons for one -station listeners. Some stations go for soft 
music, some for rock, some for news and so on. Depending on what turns you 
on, you probably can find a station that does nothing but your thing. 

The tone of our 1- Station Radio is excellent because the rig has a 1 -watt 
output and is built in a wooden speaker cabinet containing a 61/2-in. speaker. 
Construction has been simplified because we use a modular IF strip and a 

modular audio amplifier. The rest of the circuit consists of a one transistor 
oscillator made of a handful of parts. A 9 -in. loopstick antenna gives out- 
standing sensitivity. 

The Circuit. Signals from loopstick antenna LI are tuned by Cl and coupled 
via LI's secondary winding (winding below the ground tap in schematic) to TI. 
and via C3 to the base of Q1. The collector of Q1 is connected by an input 
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One- Station Radio 
transformer in the IF module (IF amp.) to 
the secondary of TI, which is part of an 
oscillator circuit. The oscillator is tuned by 
C2 either 455 kc above or below (depending 
on whether the set is tuned to the bottom or 
top half of the broadcast band) the incom- 
ing signals, causing a 455 -kc IF signal to be 

produced in the collector of Q1 and fed to 
the input transformer in the IF amp. 

The IF amp. amplifies and detects the 455 - 
kc signal and the resulting audio signal is fed 
via volume control R4 to the one -watt audio 

Duplicate our parts layout on oscillator board as 
shown below. Put grommets between board and 
audio amp and rear of cabinet. Two-wire tap on 
antenna goes to top lug on adjacent terminal strip. 
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PARTS LIST 
AF AMP. -1 watt audio amplifier (Lafayette 

99 E 90979) 
Capacitors: 12 V or higher disc unless other 

wise indicated 
CI -50 -380 µµf trimmer capacitor (Lafayette 

34 E 68337 or equiv.) 
C2 -5 -80 µµt trimmer capacitor (Lafayette 

34 E 68303 or equiv.) 
C3,C4,C5,C6 -.01 t f 
C7 -25 µf, 12 V electrolytic 
IF AMP. -455 -kc IF amplifier (J. W. Miller 

8902 -B, Allied 54 A 0099) 
LI- Ferrite -rod antenna (J. W. Miller 2000. 

Lafayette 34 E 88194) 
Q1- HEP -57 transistor (Motorola) 
Resistors: r/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise 

indicated 
R1- 22,000 ohms 
R2 -4,700 ohms 
R3,R5 -1,000 ohms 
R4 -5,000 ohm audio -taper potentiometer 
S1 -SPST switch (on R4) 
SPKR- 6' /2 -in. speaker and cabinet 

(Lafayette 99 E 02032W or equiv.) 
T1- Miniature transistor oscillator trans 

former (J. W. Miller 2022, Lafayette 34 E 

87014) 
Misc.- Perforated board, 6 -V power supply 

(Radio Shack 12.702, $4.95) 
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( BOTTOM VIEW) 

Signal picked up by L1 and tuned by Cl is fed via secondary winding (below ground tap) to T1 

and Q1's base. Signal at Q1's collector Is coupled by transformer in IF amp. to Ti's secondary. 
which is part of local oscillator tuned by C2. 455 -kc signal at Q1's collector is fed to IF amp. where 
it is amplified and detected. Audio is fed via volume control to AF amp. whose output drives speaker. 
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One- Station Radio 
amplifier module- (AF amp.) and then to the 
speaker. The DC power is supplied by an 
external 6-V power supply or batteries. 

Construction. The radio's components are 
mounted on the rear panel of a Lafayette 
99 E 02032W speaker system. The one - 
transistor converter circuit is built on a 23/4 - 
in. square piece of perforated circuit board. 
The AF amp., Ioopstick antenna L1 and vol- 
ume control R4 are installed on the speaker's 
rear panel as shown in the pictorial and photo. 

Begin construction by cutting a 23/4 -in. 
square piece of perforated board and mount- 
ing the components on it with push -in ter- 
minals as shown in the pictorial. The IF amp. 
is fastened (on its side) to the board with two 
solder lugs that you solder to the ends of the 
case. Cut holes in the board for access to 
Cl 's and C2's tuning screws and mount C1 
and C2 on push -in terminals with short stiff 
wires. 

Carefully bend out the IF amp's connect- 
ing pins to prevent shorts and solder the leads 
to them as shown. Mount and wire the re- 
maining board components keeping the leads 
short and stiff. 

Before mounting the components perma- 
nently, position them in from the edges of 
the speaker's rear panel as shown in the 
photo. Locate and drill holes through the 
cabinet's back to allow access to C1's and 
C2's adjustment screws. Cut off the card- 
board ends of LI's bracket before mounting 
it on the rear panel. Position L1 as necessary 
to allow the rear panel to fit on the speaker 
cabinet. 

Cut L1 's leads to size and connect them 
to the three -lug strip. Connect LI via wires 
on this strip to the board. We mounted a two - 
lug terminal strip on each side of the AF 
amp. for the connecting wires to the speaker 
and for the wires from the power supply. 
Drill a hole in the center of the cabinet's back 
for the wire from the power supply. Make 
sure that the speaker leads are long enough 
to allow the rear panel to be placed away 
from the speaker cabinet during alignment. 

Alignment. Wait a few hours for the com- 
ponents to cool down to room temperature 
before starting alignment. Adjust the tuning 
slug of T2 so it is about 1 /e -in. in from the 
top of the coil form (at the coil end) . Set Cl 
to near maximum capacitance and set C2 to 
near minimum capacitance. Turn on power 

Outstanding tone of radio is dus to fact that 
speaker diameter is 61 in. and cabinet is made 
of wood. The 1 -watt amplifier helps a lot, too. 

and turn volume control R4 to mid -position. 
You will need a signal generator to prop- 

erly align the radio. Set up the signal gen- 
erator for a modulated 455 -kc output and 
connect the generator across Cl (ground lead 
to the ground side and hot lead to the other 
side) . 

Adjust the signal generator's frequency 
control for maximum audio output. Care- 
fully adjust the tuning slug at the end of the 
IF amp. for maximum audio output. Reduce 
the signal generator's output to avoid over- 
loading the radio. A VOM (set to a low AC 
range) can be connected across the speaker 
leads to give a more precise tuning indication. 
After IF alignment is completed, disconnect 
the signal generator from Cl. 

If you want to tune the receiver to a fre- 
quency in the top half of the broadcast band, 
set Cl to near minimum capacitance and set 
C2 to near maximum capacitance. (The oscil- 
lator will now operate at a lower frequency 
than the frequency of the incoming signal.) 
If the receiver is to be tuned to a frequency 
in the lower half of the band, set C1 to near 
maximum capacitance and set C2 to near 
minimum capacitance. (The oscillator will 
operate higher than the frequency of the in- 
coming signal.) [Continued on page 103] 
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Low -Cost 
Harmonic -Distortion Meter 
By HERB COHEN ONE of the specs most 

talked about by man- 
ufacturers of stereo amplifiers after they get 
through bragging about power is distortion. 
Specifically, harmonic distortion. What's 
harmonic distortion? It's a form of distortion 
which adds undesirable harmonics of the in- 
put signal to an amplifier's output signal 
(more about that later). The lower the figure 
the better. The harmonic distortion of a top - 
quality amplifier is 0.5 per cent or lower. 

You can't determine an amplifier's har- 
monic distortion with such basic test equip- 
ment as a VOM, VTVM or a scope. First, 
you need at least a $50 audio generator -and 
it might have up to 0.25 per cent distortion. 
Then you'd have to shell out up to $100 for 
a harmonic -distortion meter that can mea- 
sure at least 1 per cent distortion, full scale. 
You can now measure distortion down to 0.5 
per cent -but this has cost you about $150. 

By using our harmonic -distortion meter 
you can save money two ways. To begin 
with, our meter costs only about $40. Be- 
cause of its design you'll be able to get away 
with using a less expensive audio generator - 
one whose distortion can be as high as 1 per 
cent. Despite the fact that the audio genera- 
tor might have this much distortion, our 
meter will measure an amplifier's distortion 
down to 0.1 per cent with good accuracy. 

Harmonic distortion is a part of an ampli- 
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fier's output signal that does not appear in 
the input signal. If you were to take a 1,000 - 
cps sine -wave signal and deliberately distort 
it, no matter how, the distorted waveform 
would consist of the original 1,000 -cps signal 
and a series of harmonics of the signal. For 
example, if you were to feed a 1,000 -cps sig- 
nal into an amplifier and increase the gain un- 
til the amplifier started to clip, the output 
would begin to look like a 1,000 -cps square 
wave. 

The 1,000 -cps sine wave is still in the out- 
put waveform; however, because the ampli- 
fier has been driven into its non -linear re- 
gion, it amplifies some parts of the waveform 
more than others. This produces a series of 
harmonics which, when algebraically added 
to the 1,000 -cps sine wave, becomes a wave- 
form that is squared off at the top and bottom. 

Frequently, harmonic distortion is caused 
by the non -linear region of an amplifier's 
transfer characteristic. An example of this is 

crossover distortion generated in the output 
stage of some solid -state amplifiers. It occurs 
at the point where the signal crosses over 
from one output transistor to the other -the 
non -linear cutoff region of the transistors. 
Crossover distortion is independent of fre- 
quency; therefore, a single- frequency distor- 
tion check tells a good deal about the ampli- 
fier. Distortion is also caused by defective 
tubes or component. 
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Fig. 1 -Block diagram of a notch -filter harmonic-distortion meter. Disadvantage of instrument of this 
design is that meter also indicates any distortion that may be produced In the audio signal generator. 

Harmonic - Distortion Meter 
The operation of most commercial har- 

monic- distortion meters is based on a notch 
filter design (Fig. 1). This distortion meter 
takes a portion of the output of the amplifier 
under test, amplifies it and sends it to a tun- 
able notch filter which traps out the funda- 
mental. What's left of the signal, the distor- 
tion, is fed to the voltmeter. The voltmeter 
is first switched to the cal. position where it 
measures the total signal. This is indicated 
on the voltmeter as 100 per cent. The switch 
is then set to the test position and the output 
of the notch filter is indicated as a percentage 
of the total signal. 

The output of the notch filter, however, 
contains more than harmonic distortion. 
Hum or noise produced in the signal genera- 
tor and amplifier under test also appear at 
the output of the notch filter. How does the 
meter distinguish between distortion in the 
test signal and distortion in the amplifier? 
It doesn't. Since the distortion meter detects 
simply deviation from a sine -wave input, it 
doesn't care what the deviation consists of or 
where it came from. It could have originated 
in the signal generator. You must have a 

1,000 CPS 

SIGNAL 
SOURCE 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 2 -Test set up for our meter. Signal 
from audio generator to meter should be 1 -2 
V. Pot is used to reduce signal level to 
amp. Don't forget the amp.'s load resistor. 

signal generator whose hum, noise and dis- 
tortion (according to IHF standards) are at 
least 20 per cent lower than the hum, noise 
and distortion of the amplifier under test. 
This can be a problem when you want to 
measure distortion down to 0.1 per cent. 

There's a way to get around this problem. 
If a portion of the amplifier's output signal is 
compared to the input signal (provided that 
they are 180° out of phase and of the same 
amplitude) they will cancel each other out. 
Distortion generated in the amplifier will not 
be cancelled out and will be indicated by the 
meter. 

This method has two big advantages over 
the notch -filter method: 1) Any distortion 
in the input- signal waveform is cancelled. 2t 
Hum and noise in the input signal are also 
cancelled out. 

Our distortion meter consists of two parts: 
the voltmeter and comparator section and the 
generator -input reference amplifier. (Figs. 3 

and 5) The signal generator output (must 
be 1 to 2 V) is connected to gen. input 
terminals BPI and BP2. Here the signal 
passes through a phase -shift network (Cl. 
C2, RI and R2) that allows you to shift phase 
±30° by adjusting R3 and R4. This is neces- 
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Fig. 3 -Block diagram of our meter. Phase -shift network compensates for phase shift in amplifier. Noise 
or distortion from signal generator is cancelled out In summing network (resistors above voltmeter amp.). 

sary to correct for phase shift in the ampli- 
fier under test. 

Transistor Q1 is an emitter follower which 
isolates the phase -shift network from invert- 
ing amplifier ICI. Pot R6, the coarse polarity 
control, feeds the signal to the inverted or to 
the non -inverted input of ICI. This produces 
an output at pin 6 of ICI that can vary from 
zero-phase maximum voltage when R6 is at 
midrange, to 180° phase maximum voltage 
when R6 is fully clockwise. 

The output of the amplifier under test (it 
must be at least 1.5 V) is applied to amp. in- 
put terminals BP3 and BP4 and goes through 
the arm of set -level control R23 into com- 
parator resistors R13 and R16. The voltmeter 
circuit of IC2 measures the voltage at the 
junction of R13 and R16. The voltage is the 
algebraic sum of the output voltage of the 
amplifier under test and the generator's input - 
reference voltage. 

When function switch S2 is in the cal. 
position, R13 is grounded. Set -level control 
R23 is then adjusted until the meter indicates 
full scale. When function switch S2 is set to 
the 100 -per cent position, the generator in- 
put- reference amplifier (ICI) is connected 
to comparator resistor R13. The R13, R16 
junction sums the two voltages. The genera- 
tor input- reference voltage can be adjusted 
for phase and amplitude so that maximum 
cancellation is obtained. 

Construction. The majority of parts in our 
model are mounted on a 41/4 x 73/4 =in. piece 
of perforated board. We used brass eyelets 
for tie points, but push -in terminals will work 
just as well. In the photo in Fig. 4 you can 
see that the wiring in the author's model is 
under the board. In the pictorial, however, 
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we show all the wiring as though it is above 
the board. The choice is yours. 

Because you may find the cabinet we used 
difficult to come by (our cabinet is a cowl - 
type box with a built -in chassis) we suggest 
you use a standard cowl -type Minibox and 
simply mount the perforated board with l- 
in. spacers above the bottom of the U- section 
of the cabinet. The cabinet must be alumi- 
num. A steel cabinet will change the panel 
meter's calibration. 

Lead lengths and part locations are not 
terribly important because of the frequency 
at which the meter operates. Here's an im- 
portant point to keep in mind. The circuit 
must be grounded to the cabinet at only one 
point. The point is a ground lug under the 
circuit board spacer at the upper right corner 
of the board (as shown in the pictorial in 
Fig. 4) . 

Try to duplicate our front -panel layout for 
ease of operation. The polarity and phase 
controls and the center of the panel meter are 
on a line near the top of the panel. The func- 
tion switch and the set -level controls are on 
a line about 21/2 in. below. The amplifier and 
generator -input binding posts are centered 
above and below the line on which the func- 
tion switch and set -level controls are 
mounted. 

The author did not install an AC power 
switch on his model; however, we show one 
in the schematic and pictorial. A slide or 
toggle switch will fill the bill and can be 
mounted on the front or rear panel of the 
cabinet. (Twist the leads going to the switch.) 
Do not install a switch on the back of any of 
the pots because this may affect performance. 
All ground buses and DC power lines should 
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Harmonic- Distortion Meter 
be No. 18 wire to minimize power -supply 
impedance to RF. 

Operation. Harmonic distortion can be 
checked at any power level. However, you 
should know what the amplifier looks like at 
maximum output power. Take a look at the 
diagram in Fig. 2, which shows a test set up. 
Before turning on the amplifier or meter, 
position the meter's controls as follows: set 
the fine and coarse phase and polarity con- 
trols to the center of rotation. The set -level 
control (R23) should be set full counter- 
clockwise. Function switch S2 should be set 
to the cal. position. 

Connect a signal generator set to 1,000 cps 
to gen. input binding posts BPI and BP2 and 
to the input of the amplifier under test. A 
pptentiometer can be used to bring down the 
level of the signal to the amplifier. Connect 

Fig. 4 -Note in pictorial above that circuit is 
grounded to cabinet at one point only -under 
board's mounting screw in upper right corner. The 
photo below shows construction of author's model. 
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the output of the amplifier under test to amp. 
input terminals BP3 and BP4. The level of 
the signal to the amp. input should be at least 
2 V. 

Turn on the meter and the amplifier. Now 
adjust set -level control R23 for full scale de- 
flection of M I. Next, set function switch S2 
to the 100 -per cent position. Adjust coarse 
polarity control R6 until the meter needle 
dips to a minimum (not necessarily zero). 

Then adjust coarse -phase control R4 for 
minimum indication on M1. If the needle 
dips below 10 per cent (0.1 ma on the meter 
scale) when S2 is in the 100 -per cent posi- 
tion, set S2 to the 10 -per cent position and 
adjust the phase and polarity controls again 
for minimum meter indication. If the needle 
dips below 1 per cent (0.1 ma on the meter 
scale), set S2 to the 1 -per cent position and 
adjust the polarity and phase controls for 
lowest meter indication. When the coarse 
controls become too tricky to adjust, use the 
fine controls. The lowest meter indication 
you get using the fine controls is the ampli- 
fier's harmonic distortion. 

Now that you know the amplifier's har- 
monic distortion, what do you do with this 
figure? If the amplifier is new or old and the 
distortion is within the manufacturer's rat- 
ing, you've got it made. If the amplifier is 
new and the distortion exceeds the manu- 
facturer's rating appreciably, exchange it. 

If the amplifier is old and distortion is high, 
you've got a bit of service work facing you. 
The problem could be caused by old tubes 
or components that are defective. 

SET 
LEVEL ep3 

1123 

E 

AMP. 
INPUT 

aw 

aoTTOM 
VIEW 

Fig. 5-To cancel out distortion from audio 
generator. signals from generator and am- 
plifier (180° out of phase) are added in R13. 
R18. Remaining distortion is from amplifier. 

PARTS LIST 
BP1- BP4 -Insulated binding post 
Capacitors: 50 V or higher unless otherwise 

indicated 
CI,C2 -.01 if disc 
C3,C6,C9,C10 -100 µf, 10 V electrolytic 
C4,C7 -.001 sf disc 
C5,C8 -50 µµf silvered mica 
C11 -150 µµf silvered mica 
C12,C13 -500 µf, 15 V electrolytic 
C14 -.05 sf disc 
D1,D2 -1N34A diode 
IC1,IC2- s5B770939X integrated circuit 

(Fairchild) 
MI-0.1 ma DC milliammeter (Calectro 

D1.912 or equiv.) 
Q1- 2N3391 transistor (GE) 
Resistors: 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise 

indicated 
R1,R2- 20,000 ohms, 5 % 
R3 -5,000 ohm linear -taper pot 
R4- 100,000 ohm linear -taper pot 
R5- 10,000 ohms 
R6- 25,000 ohm linear -taper pot 
R7,R10,R14,R18,R24 -4,700 ohms 
R8-600 ohm linear -taper pot 
R9 -2,200 ohms 
R11,R15 -1,500 ohms 
R12- 47,000 ohms 
R13,R16- 39,000 ohms 
R17,R19- 22,000 ohms 
R20-10 ohms 
R21 -100 ohms 
R22 -1,000 ohms 
R23 -50,000 ohm linear -taper pot 
SI-SPST switch 
S2 -four pole, four -position rotary switch 
SR1 -SR4- Silicon rectifier; minimum ratings 

100 ma, 50 PIV Tl- Filament transformer; secondary: 12.6 V 
center tapped @ 100 ma 

The Fairchild µ58770939X integrated circuit 
is available for $5 postpaid from Custom 
Components, Inc., Box 153, Malverne, N.Y. 
11565 (Canada add $1). 
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E/ Kit Report 

A 
Semi -Pro 

Scope 
WITHOUT an oscilloscope on your 

bench, you don't have a chance of mak- 
ing the big leagues in servicing. In addition 
to saving you time (which means more 
money) a scope always results in a better 
service job. 

Referred to by Eico as a professional os- 
cilloscope, the $ 179.95 Model 465 ($249.95 
assembled) is a standard wide -band TV ser- 
vice design with some of the most common 
and useful features of professional lab 
scopes. For example, the sweep -frequency 
ranges and sync are standard. Variable sweep 
frequencies go from about 10 cps to 100 kc 
in four overlapping ranges and there are +, 
-, 60-cps and external -sync options. Even 
the stepped vertical -input attenuator is more 
or less standard on all but the least expensive 
scopes. The CRT is a 5 -in. flat -face design. 

The professional features of the 465 are 
those added to the standard features, hence, 
a semi -pro scope. Among the features are 
horizontal- and vertical- balance adjustments 
on the front panel (not buried inside), a Tek- 
tronix -type camera and hood mount, 8 x 
10 -cm graticule with even, adjustable edge 
lighting, stepped horizontal -gain control, and 
most important, built -in calibration for both 
the horizontal and vertical amplifiers. 

Eico claims the frequency response of ver- 
tical amplifier is DC to 8 mc ( ±ldh, -5db). 
Our kit checked out within 1db to 5.2 mc 
and was down 6db at 6 mc. This was caused 
by improper factory alignment of the verti- 
cal- amplifier peaking coils. With a signal gen- 
erator that goes out to 8 mc you can easily 
re -align the peaking coils to flatten the re- 
sponse out to 8 mc. 
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Eico 465 

Eico claims the frequency response of the 
horizontal amplified is DC to 1 mc (+ 1 db, 
-3db). This checked out as such, though the 
horizontal -input frequency -correction ad- 
justments are almost impossible to set cor- 
rectly following the instruction manual. 

Both the horizontal- and vertical -input at- 
tenuators have a calibrate position. The ver- 
tical calibration signal is a 60-cps square 
wave. The horizontal input is calibrated with 
a horizontal line. Though the calibration 
traces work well, the vertical calibration pro- 
cedure is confusing because the graticule is 
engraved with the words V calibration and 
an arrow that spans 2 cm. The manual says 
to adjust the calibration voltage for 4 cm. 
We adjusted for the arrow spacing which 
was half the required gain. When you initially 
adjust the calibration voltage control, set the 
CRT pattern for 2 cm -the distance indi- 
cated by the arrow. 

The sweep -range -selector switch has, in 
addition to four positions for 10 to 100 kc, 
two fixed -frequency positions of 30 cps and 
7,875 cps (vertical and horizontal sweep) 
for TV servicing. Unfortunately, the trimmer 
capacitor used to set 7,875 cps is buried in 
the guts. We had no desire to reach in near 
high -voltage points to get at this trimmer. 
It is necessary, for safety's sake, to discon- 
nect the line cord, adjust the trimmer and 
then check the pattern. You would have to 
do this several times until the two -cycle trace 
is obtained. 

The 465 even has a little reserve vertical - 
amplifier gain above the specified 35 -mv 
(peak -to -peak) cm sensitivity to allow for 
component aging. DC balance stability was 
good after a 20- minute warmup, which is 
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about the same time required by scopes 
priced considerably more. 

You might wonder why the calibrated 
horizontal feature is needed. The answer is 

that the 465 is designed for use with Eico's 
Model 443 Transistor -Diode Curve Tracer. 
Having both the horizontal and vertical in- 
puts calibrated makes for convenient opera- 
tion of the curve tracer. 

It took us 22 hours to build and calibrate 
the 465. Generally speaking the steps in the 
manual were clear, although at times the il- 

lustrations required extra- careful study. 
When installing a terminal strip on one 
chassis we found the mounting hole was miss- 
ing and had to be drilled. 

But when we got to the final connections 
between the two side -mounted chassis we 

ran into some difficulties. Wires previously 
connected to each chassis now had to be con- 
nected to the other chassis. Most of the wires 

Left side of scope. Note 
mu -metal shield around 
neck of CRT. Chassis at 
bottom contains power - 
supply components. 
Main chassis (above) 
is on other side of 
scope. Wires going 
from main chassis to 
power supply were too 
short and had to have 
short lengths of wire 
spliced to each of them. 

were too short (än spite of the fact that we 

cut them to the specified lengths). We had 
to splice short lengths of wire to each of 
them so they would reach their destination. 
And the grommeted holes through which 
these wires passed were very tight. It took 
patience, perseverance, poking and pulling 
to get the wires through. 

We suggest, therefore, that before cutting 
the wires that go from one chassis to the 
other you add two or three inches to each. 
When we finished the kit we found there was 
wire left over, so there's no chance of your 
running short. And to make it easier to slip 
the wires through the grommeted holes in 

each chassis, put a slight bit of silicone grease 
on each wire before you pull it through. 

As far as operating conveniences are con- 
cerned, the 465 provides the most useful lab 
scope features at a serviceman's or hobbyists 
price. -. 

Right side of scope. 
Back of main chassis is 
wide open and we had 
no problems wiring it. 
Coax cables connect 
main chassis to front- 
panel controls. Controls 
are installed on front 
panel early in the game 
making connections to 
them easy. 7,875-cps 
trimmer on sync -se- 
lector switch in center 
of front ended up under 
CRT facing straight up. 
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You can earn more money 
if get ou a n FCC License Y 
...and here's our famous CIE warranty that 
you will get your license if you study with us at home 

NNOT SATISFIED with your present income? 
The most practical thing you can do 

about it is "bone up" on your electronics, 
pass the FCC exam. and get your Govern- 
ment license. 

The demand for licensed men is enor- 
mous. Ten years ago there were about 
100,000 licensed communications stations. 
including those for police and fire depart- 
ments, airlines, the merchant marine, pipe- 
lines. telephone companies. taxicabs, rail- 
roads, trucking firms, delivery services, and 
so on. 

Today there are over a million such sta- 

tions on the air, and the number is growing 
constantly. And according to Federal law. 
no one is permitted to operate or service 
such equipment without a Commercial FCC 
License or without being under the direct 
supervision of a licensed operator. 

This has resulted in a gold mine of new 

business for licensed service technicians. A 
typical mobile radio service contract pays 
an average of about $100 a month. Its pos- 
sible for one trained technician to maintain 
eight to ten such mobile systems. Some men 

cover as many as fifteen systems. each with 
perhaps a dozen units. 

Coming Impact of UHF 

This demand for licensed operators and serv- 
ice technicians will be boosted again in the 
next 5 years by the mushrooming of UHF 
television. To the 500 or so VHF television 
stations now in operation. several times that 
many UHF stations may be added by the 
licensing of UHF channels and the sale of 
10 million all -channel sets per year. 

Opportunities is Plants 

And there are other exciting opportunities 
in aerospace industries, electronics manufac- 
turers, telephone companies, and plants op- 
erated by electronic automation. Inside in- 
dustrial plants like these, it's the licensed 
technician who is always considered first for 
promotion and in -plant training programs. 
The reason is simple. Passing the Federal 
government's FCC exam and getting your 
license is widely accepted proof that you 
know the fundamentals of electronics. 

So why doesn't everybody who "tinkers' 
with electronic components get an FCC Li- 
cense and start cleaning up? 

The answer: it's not that simple. The gov- 
ernment's licensing exam is tough. In fact, 
an average of two out of every three men 
who take the FCC exam fail. 

There is one way, however, of being pretty 
certain that you will pass the FCC exam. And 
that is to take one of the FCC home study 
courses offered by the Cleveland Institute 
of Electronics. 

CIE courses are so effective that better 
than 9 out of every 10 CIE- trained graduates 
who take the exam pass it. That's why we can 

afford to back our courses with the iron -clad 
Warranty shown on the facing page: you get 

your FCC License or your money back. 

There's a reason for this remarkable rec- 
ord. From the beginning, CIE has specialized 
in electronics courses designed for home 
study. We have developed techniques that 
make .learning at home easy, even if you've 
had trouble studying before. 

In a Class by Yourself 

Your CIE instructor gives his undivided per- 
sonal attention to the lessons and questions 
you send in. It's like being the only student 
in his "class." He not only grades your work, 
he analyzes it. Even your correct answers 
can reveal misunderstandings he will help 
you clear up. And he mails back his correc- 
tions and comments the same day he re- 
ceives your assignment, so you can read his 
notations while everything is still fresh in 
your mind. 

It Really Works 

Our files are crammed with success stories 
of men whose CIE training has gained them 
their FCC "tickets" and admission to a higher 
income bracket. 

Mark Newland of Santa Maria, Calif., 
boosted his earnings by $120 a month after 
getting his FCC License. He says: "Of 11 

different correspondence courses I've taken, 
CIE's was the best prepared. most interest- 
ing, and easiest to understand." 

Once he could show his FCC License, CIE 
graduate Calvin Smith of Salinas, California, 
landed the mobile phone job he'd been after 
for over a year. 

Mail Card for Two Free Books 

Want to know more? The postpaid reply card 
bound -in here will bring you free copies of 
our school catalog describing opportunities 
in electronics, our teaching methods, and our 
courses, together with our special booklet, 
-How to Get a Commercial FCC License." 
If card has been removed, just mail the cou- 
pon at right. 

2 NEW 
CIE CAREER 

COURSES 

1. BROADCAST (Radio and TV) ENGINEERING... now includes 
Video Systems. Monitors, FM Stereo Multiplex, Color Trans- 
mitter Operation and CAN. 

2. ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING...covers steady -state and tran- 
sient network theory, solid state physics and circuitry, pulse 
techniques, computer logic and mathematics through calculus. 
A college evel course for men already working in Electronics. 

CIE 
July, 1970 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics ob. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44114 L-1 

THESE CIE MEN PASSED THE FCC 

LICENSE EXAM ... NOW THEY 
HAVE GOOD JOBS 

Man Stuczyvskl, 
Senior Transmitir 

Operator. Radio 
Station WBOE 

"I give Cleveland In- 
stitute credit for my 
First Class Commercial 
FCC License. Even 
though I had only six 
weeks of high school 
algebra, CIE's AUTO - 
PROGRAMMED" lessons make elec- 
tronics theory and fundamentals easy. I 

now have a good job in studio operation, 
transmitting. proof of performance, equip- 
ment servicing. Believe me, CIE lives up 
to its promises" 

Chuck Hawkins, 
Chief Radio 

Technician, Division 
12. Ohio Dept. 
of Highways 

"My CIE Course en- 
abled me to pass both 
the 2nd and 1st Class 
License Exams on my 
first attempt...1 had no 
prior electronics train- 

ing either. I'm now in charge of Division 
Communications. We service 119 mobile 
units and six base stations. It's an interest- 
ing, challenging and rewarding job. And 
incidentally. I got it through CIE's Job 
Placement Service" 

ENROLL UNDER NEW 6.1. BILL: All CIE 

courses are available under the new G.I. 

Bill. If you served on active duty since 
January 31, 1955. OR are in service now, 

check box on reply card for G.I. Bill 
information. 

r 1 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, O. 44114 

Please send me without cost or obligation. 
Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In 

Electronics" describing the job opportuni- 
ties in Electronics today. and how your 
courses can prepare me for them. 

Your book on "How To Get A Commercial 
FCC License.' 
I am especially interested M. 

L 

Electraeies 
Tecknelegr 

Ekctrenic 
Cemmanicatiens 

Broadcast D In ustrial 
Engineering Ekcttenfcs 

First Class Electronics 
FCC License Engineering 

Name 
MUM nun 

Address 

City 

State ZIP 

Check Mn for al. Bill Informa tan 

EI-90 
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Hi -Fi Today -» 
By John Milder 

rr HE long- awaited arrival of the super cas- 
sette recorder is finally imminent. That 

was brought home to me at a recent demon- 
stration held by the Advent Corp. This Mas- 
sachusetts firm was showing both its new 
Model 100 Noise Reduction Unit (the first 
accessory using the Dolby System in a format 
which can be used with any good tape re- 
corder) and a cassette unit also using the 
Dolby System. Advent announced that it 
would have a Dolby- licensed cassette deck by 
mid -summer (Harman -Kardon and others 
may follow before very long) . 

The most interesting aspect of the Advent 
demonstration was the company's insistence 
that it had no monopoly on the super cas- 
sette field, and that both Advent and every- 
one else would profit most only if the audio 
industry and the recording companies got to- 
gether right now -while it's still relatively 
early in the cassette game -to do the whole 
thing right. 

I agree with that. it's possible right now 
using existing technology, including the 
Dolby System, to optimize every aspect of 
cassette performance and make cassettes a 
serious medium -and it had better he done 
now before some entrepreneur decides to do 
something flashy, like making cassettes at a 
non -standard higher speed (which Philips 
could fight in the courts, but probably be too 
late to win) . 

As one example of how to do things right, 
Advent demonstrated the new Wollensak 

40 
SIP i s ; * i -- -i- -i- 

Noise Reduction Center by Advent is first com- 
ponent to use Dolby System for home tape record. 
ing. Unit goes between amplifier and recorder. 

Long Live 
the Super Cassette 

4700 cassette deck. The Wollensak is the first 
machine to treat the mechanics of cassette 
recording with as much care as open -reel re- 
corders. Though Advent will have its own 
transport mechanism, the company showed a 
competitive product to indicate the jump in 
performance which occurs from doing one 
simple thing, i.e., getting wow and flutter 
down where they should have been all along. 

As for all the things which ought to he 
done, here's my own list: 

The Dolby System (under license) should 
be used in all serious cassette machines. 
Without it, the hiss level stays too high and 
dynamic range is limited. 

Dolbyized (or stretched, if you prefer the 
term) prerecorded cassettes should be the 
only kind of cassettes released for serious 
listening. No other technique can do the trick. 
The worst compatibility problem which re- 
sults from playing a stretched cassette on a 
non -Dolby machine is a bit of extra bright- 
ness, which should actually make things 
sound better on the usual dull- sounding 
cassette system. 

Good, low -noise electronic circuitry should 
be implemented to avoid watering down the 
Dolby System's advantages. 

Good tape heads which go to 12 kc and be- 
yond are available now and must be used. 

The mechanical performance of cassette 
machines must receive the same attention as 
in good open -reel recorders. 

The mechanical performance of the cas- 
sette cartridge needs optimizing. To often, the 
plastic surfaces are crudely made and put to- 
gether and needless wow and flutter results. 

The best available tape should be used. This 
means not only the glamorous chromium di- 
oxide tape which will be available this year, 
but also more conventional low -noise varie- 
ties like TDK and BASF. And the serious 
cassette machines should come with two -po- 
sition equalization -bias switches to make best 
use of both basic tape breeds. 

Why bother to do all that? Because, as the 
Advent demonstration showed to a skeptical 
audience, what you get is a cassette which 
sounds as good as most excellent records, and 
in some respects even better. 

Believe me, it's worth the effort. 
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Easy-to - Build 
Ham-CB Converter 

By CHARLES GREEN, W6FFQ 

INFLATION and tight money have made dollar watching our new national 
pastime. The price of everything keeps going up, up, up while the bread 

available to buy things gets scarcer and scarcer. To hams on a budget we 

have something to keep the expenditure for a receiver down. It's a low -cost 

converter that tunes the 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 -meter bands (CB, too) on 
any broadcast receiver. The converter has three FETs in a circuit that uses 
plug -in coils. A varactor diode tunes the BFO for CW or sideband recep- 
tion. The rig is built on a 7 x 7 x 2 -in. chassis; a vernier dial makes for easy 
tuning. The power requirement is 18 VDC at 10 ma. 

Construction 

Lay out the chassis using the photo of the underside in Fig. 1 as a guide. 
Allow space for the BFO which is built in a 31/4 x 21/2 x 11/ -in. aluminum 
box and mounted on the top of the chassis at the rear as shown in Fig. 4. 

Mount the dial on a homemade sheet -aluminum bracket fastened to the 
top of the chassis. Before installing C4, remove the side -mounted trimmer 
capacitors as they are unnecessary in this circuit. Make sure that the shaft 
of C4 is properly aligned with the dial's bushing to prevent binding when 
you tune. Mount octal sockets SO1 and SO2 and install grommets in the 
chassis holes for the wires that go to C4. 

Cut a 21/4 x 31/2-in. piece of perforated board and mount it under the 
chassis between SO 1 and SO2; use 3/4-in. metal spacers at each corner. Mount 
the remaining components on the front and rear chassis aprons. 
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Ham -CB Converter 
We used push -in terminals to mount parts 

on the perforated board. Install the compo- 
nents exactly where shown because the loca- 
tion of parts is critical. Transistors Q1 and 
Q2 should be mounted upside down on the 
board. Make sure that their leads are posi- 
tioned as shown to prevent shorts. When in- 
stalling other parts on the board, keep their 
leads short and direct. You make the gim- 
mick capacitor by twisting together for three 
turns two pieces of No. 22 solid hookup wire. 

Connect the board components to the 
other chassis parts as shown in the pictorial. 
Wind two turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire 
over the center of the winding on L4, twist 
the leads together and connect them to J2. 
Make sure the lead from J 1 to SO I is away 
from the chassis. 

For the BFO cut a 13/4 x 3 -in. piece of 
perforated board and drill a 3 -in. hole in 
the left side of it as shown in Fig. 3. Drill 
a matching 3 /s -in. hole in the main section 
of the 33/4 x 21/8 x 11 /e -in. aluminum chassis 
box, then mount the board in the box with 

Fig. 1- Underside of 
chassis. Front is at top. 
rear is at bottom. Note 
short direct wiring on 
circuit board and from 
board to sockets, switch 
and pot R10 (top, right). 
Twisted wire at bottom. 
going to two-turn coil 
over L4, should be kept 
away from the chassis. 
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3/4 -in. machine screws. Use spacers at each 
corner to keep the back of the push -in ter- 
minals from shorting to the box. Drill a hole 
in the end of the box and mount L3 as shown 
in Fig. 3, making sure its lugs will not touch 
the box's cover. 

Next, position the BFO box on top of the 
main chassis and determine the place to drill 
a hole in the chassis for the two leads that 
come from the main -chassis board to the BFO 
board. Remove the BFO box, drill the hole 
then mount the BFO box on the main chassis. 

The 12 plug -in coils are built in bases of 
discarded octal tubes. To make the job easier, 
try to locate tubes with large dia. bases. The 
5U4GB is a popular tube and should be easy 
to find. It has a large base -1% in. dia. 

Using the schematics in Fig. 6, first make 
up a list of which coils go with which ca- 
pacitors for each coil assembly. Refer to 
Fig. 7. First solder stiff pieces of wire to the 
appropriate lugs on each coil. Then connect 
the trimmer capacitor and, when required, 
the disc capacitors to the lugs. After you have 
double checked to make sure the connections 
are correct, slip the coil assembly into the 
tube base making sure the wires go into the 
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WIPER 

TO C4A 

s . .. , ' 
J C 

%trair.i 
TO C4B 

TO C17, R8 ON BFO BOARD 
TO C20, R9 ON BFO BOARD 

L5 
(2 TURNS) 

*GND. TO CHASSIS 

Fig. 2- Pictorial of underside of main chassis shows connections of all parts. Coil L5 is made by wind - 

ing two turns of No. 22 hookup wire over winding on L4. Lug on post J3 should connect to chassis. 
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um L3 Fig. 3 -BFO is built 
on 1' /s x 3 -in. piece of 
peri board which is 
mounted in main sec- 
tion of chassis box. 
Ground connection of 
BFO circuit is made to 
main chassis, through 
mounting screw in low- 
er right corner. Two 
wires from main chas- 
sis to BFO go through 
%.ln. hole in main 
chassis. BFO box and 
perforated circuit board. 

Ham -CB Converter 
correct base pins as shown in the sketches. 

Alignment and Calibration 
Set your broadcast receiver's tuning dial 

to a clear spot on the dial near 1550 kc. 
Wind two turns of hookup wire around the 
receiver's loopstick antenna, twist the wires 
and connect them via a phono plug to J2. To 
minimize the chance of shock, do not make 
a direct connection between the converter 
and the chassis of a hot -chassis AC -DC re- 
ceiver. 

Connect 18 -VDC power to J3 and J4, set 
C4 near maximum capacitance, RIO to mid- 
range and SI to on. Set up a signal generator 
for a 1550 -kc modulated output and connect 
the generator to J 1. Adjust L4 for maximum 
signal from the receiver. Use a low -level sig- 
nal from the generator to prevent overload. 
Set up the signal generator for an unmodu- 
lated 1550 -kc signal and set S1 to BFO. Ad- 
just L3 for zero beat with R10 at midrange. 
Rotate RIO and make sure that the BFO 
pitch can be varied on both sides of zero 
beat. Set SI to o$, and plug in the 80 -meter 
coils. 

For easier alignment of the 80 -meter coils 
adjust the screw of L2A so it is 3 /4 -in. out 
of the top of the coil bushing. Adjust L IA's 
tuning screw so it is 1/16-in. out of the 
top of bushing. Set CIA and C9A at maxi- 
mum capacitance. 

Turn Si on, and set up the signal generator 
for a modulated RF output. Set the trimmer 
capacitors on all coils to near maximum ca- 
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Fig. 4-Note in top view of our model the loca- 
tion of BFO box at rear of chassis. Dial speci- 
fied In Parts List is different from dial here. 
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PARTS LIST 

Capacitors: disc, 50 V or higher unless otherwise 
indicated 

CIA to CIF, C9A to C9F -4 -40 µµf trimmer 
capacitor (Arco 422, Allied 43 D 7079. 23¢ plus 
postage, not listed In catalog 

C2A,C2B,C5,C10A,C108,C12 -100 µµf type NPO 

(Allied 43 D 9972. 15¢ plus postage, not listed 
in catalog) 

C2C,C2D,C1OC,C10D,C15 ---47 µµf type NPO 

(Allied 43 D 9968. 15¢ plus postage, not listed 

in catalog) 
C3A,C11A -22 µµf type NPO (Allied 43 D 9964. 

15¢ plus postage, not listed in catalog) 
C3B,C11B -10 µµf type NPO (Allied 43 D 9961. 

15¢ plus postage, not listed in catalog) 
C4-6.6 -22.7 µµf two -gang variable capacitor 

(J. W. Miller 1461 -2. J. W. Miller Coil Co., 
19070 Reyes Ave., P.O. Box 5825, Compton. 
Calif. 90224 $3.18) 

C7,C14 -380 µµf mica 
C8,C13,C16,C17,C21,C22 -5,000 µµf 
C18,C19,C20 -1,000 µµf 
01.03 -1N914 diode (Sylvania) 
D2- HEP -158 diode (Motorola) 
J1,J2 -Phono jack 
J3,J4- insulated binding post 
L1A- 1.7 -5.5 me antenna coil (J. W. Miller 

8. 5495 -A, Lafayette 34 E 87147) 

LIB,LID,LIE,LIF -12 -36 me antenna coil 
(J. W. Miller D- 5495 -A, Lafayette 34 E 87204) 

18 VDC 

Fig. 5- Incoming sig- 
nals are fed to L1 plug - 
in coil assembly, tuned 
by C4A and coupled by 
C5 to QI's gate. L2 
plug -in coil assembly is 
tuned by C4B so Q2's 
output is 1550 kc above 
incoming signaL Q2's 
output is coupled to 
mixer QI via gimmick. 
1550 -kc output of Q1 
goes from Q1's drain to 

L4 /L5 and J2 to radio 
tuned to 1550 kc. When 
Si is set to BFO, DC Is 
applied to BFO oscilla- 
tor Q3. Q3 oscillates 
near 1550 kc IF. Sig- 
nal is coupled by wir- 
ing capacitance to Q1 
to produce tone for CW 
reception. BFO pitch is 
set by R10 which varies 
DC to aractor D2. 

L1C -5 -15 me antenna coil (J. W. Miller C- 5495 -A, 

Lafayette 34 E 87519) 

L2A,L3,L4-455 -kc tapped oscillator coil (J. W. 

Miller B- 5496 -C, Lafayette 34 E 88188) 

L2B,L2D,L2E,L2F -12 -36 me tapped oscillator 
coil (J. W. Miller D5496 -C, Lafayette 
34 E 87238) 

L2C -5 -15 me tapped oscillator coil (J. W. Miller 
C- 5496 -C, Lafayette 34 E 87196) 

L5 -Two turns No. 22 hookup wire wound on L4 

(see text) 
Q1,Q2,Q3 -3N128 field -effect transistor (RCA) 

Resistors: '/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise 
indicated 

R1 -12 ohms 

R2- 180,000 ohms 

R3,R4 -680 ohms 

R5,R7,R9- 22,000 ohms 

R6,R8 -220 ohms 

R10 -5.000 ohm linear -taper potentiometer 

R11 -4,700 ohms 

S1- Two -pole, three -position rotary switch 
(Centralab PA -1003 five -position switch used. 
Allied 56 A 5066) 

SOl,S02 -Octal tube socket 
Misc.- Vernier dial (Lafayette 99 E 25678), 7 x 7 

x 2 -in. aluminum chassis, 31/4 x 21/4 x 11/4-in. 

box chassis (LMB J -872), perforated board, 
push -in terminals, octal tube bases. 
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L A 8041 MIXER 
L1B 10-M MIXER 

2 

LIC 40-M MIXER 

LID 20-M MIXER 

C1C 

CID 

C2A 
C28 

LIE 15-M MIXER 
L F CB MIXER 

Fig. 6-Group coil parts as follows. Mixers: 80 m. (C1A,L1A), 10 m. (C1B,L1B), 40 m. (C1C,C2A,L1C), 20 m. 
(C1D,C2B,L1D), 15 m. (C1E.C2C.C3A,L1E). CB (C1F,C2D.C3B,L1F). Oscillators: 80 m. (C9A,L2A). 10 m. (C9B, 
L213), 40 m. (C9C,C10A,L2C), 20 m. (C9D,C1011,L2D). 15 m. (C9E.C10C,C11A,L2E), CB (C9F,C10D,C11B,L2F). 

L2A 80-M OSC. L2C 40-M OSC. L2E 15-M OSC. 
L28 10-M OSC. L2D 20-N OSC. L2F CB OSC. _._ . . 

- - 

C9A 
C9B 

PL 

pacitance. Align each set of coils as described 
in the Alignment Table and calibrate the dial 
after each set of coils is aligned. After coil 
alignment, place a drop of clear cement on 
the screw of each coil and trimmer. 

Operation 

For best reception you will need a good 
[Continued on page 100] 

ALIGNMENT TABLE 

Step Sig. gen. 
freq. (mc) 

C4 setting Adj. for 
max. sig. 

Repeat 
steps 

1 35 Near max. cap. L1A,L2A 
2 4.0 Near min. cap. C1A,C9A 
3 1,2 
4 7.0 Near max. cap. L1C,L2C 
5 7.3 Near min. cap. C1C,C9C 
6 4,5 
7 14.0 Near max. cap. L10,12D 
I 14.3 'I. cap. C10,C9D 
9 7,0 

10 21.0 Near mu. cap. L1E,L2E 
11 21.45 Near min. cap. C1E,C9E 
12 10,11 
13 28.0 Near max. cap. 11B,L2B 
14 29.7 Near min. cap. C1B,C911 
15 13,14 
16 26.965 Near mu. cap. LIF,L2F 
17 27.255 Neu min. cap. C1F,C9F 
18 16,17 

Note: After s eps 3,6,9,12,15 and 18 calibrate the 
dial with the signal generator. 
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C11A 

C118 

C10C 
CiOD 

Fig. 7 -At right are cut- 
away views of most com- 
plicated coil assemblies. If 
you get these right, others 
will be easy. Letter desig- 
nations alter part num- 
bers have been omitted to 
save space. (For example, 
on coil L2E. C9 is actually 
C9E.) Trimmer capacitors 
are shown off to side so as 
not to obscure connections. 
Actually they fit between 
coil and tube base at about 
45° angle. PL1 -PL 12 are 
bases from octal tubes. 

O 

L2E,L2F 
GREEN DOT 

L1 -L4 
( FROM LUG END ) 

PL1 -PL12 
( BOTTOM VIEW) 

L1ErLIF 
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New designs coming at you for 1970 include (from left to right) 
the Dual 1219 automatic turntable, a stereo FM receiver from 
Acoustic Research and Pioneer's T-600 solid-state tape deck. 

#'' 

PS 11;4, 
fre% .,. 

.. . 

Stereo '70 
A convenience market goes full steam 

ahead -and cassettes will reign supreme. 

By ROBERT ANGUS MARK 1970 down as 
the year when every- 

body had a $249 stereo receiver, when each 
100 -watt rig seemed exactly like every other, 
and when manufacturers altogether stopped 
telling you what was under the hood of your 
1970 tuner, tape recorder, stereo compact or 
amplifier. Chances are you couldn't tell one 
brand from another unless you looked closely. 

What's Here. Does that mean that the 
breakthroughs in stereo pickup or electronic 
circuits are all behind us, that there's really 
nothing new under the audio sun? The an- 
swer is an emphatic no. To cite just a few ex- 
amples: omnidirectional speakers, electronic 
(varactor) tuning, the made -in -Japan label on 
equipment, separate amplifier inputs and out- 
puts for reel -to-reel decks and cartridge or 
cassette players and a greater interest in big- 
ger speakers. 

Nowhere is the contrast between look - 
alike styling and innovative ideas more evi- 
dent than in the stereo receiver -the hottest 
single component on the market (it forms the 
heart of some 85 per cent of all stereo rigs 
sold last year). During 1969, such traditional 
component manufacturers as Fisher, Scott, 
Harman -Kardon, Sherwood and others found 
their products sharing dealers' shelves with 
names like Nivico, Sansui, Pioneer, Hitachi, 
Kenwood, Denon and others. 

The Japanese landed with receivers which 
looked suspiciously like the domestic variety 
and like each other. To compete, some 
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American manufacturers -Harman -Kardon 
and Marantz, in particular -began manufac- 
turing some of their products in Japan. 
Though the products were engineered and 
designed in the U.S. they looked like the in- 
vaders. 

However, the careful shopper will notice 
some significant differences. Nivico and 
Panasonic offer receivers which break up the 
audio spectrum into sections. The audiophile 
can boost bass and treble to compensate for 
a lack in his speakers or he can insert a defi- 
nite peak at, say, 2,000 cps without affecting 
the rest of the playback curve. 

In general, the Japanese have concentrated 
on performance, trying to do as well as or 
better than their American counterpart. 
While there have been few technical in- 
novations (one exception is Hitachi's acous- 
tic- feedback receiver -speaker combination), 
manufacturers like Nivico and Panasonic 
have come up with equipment which looks 
good, is convenient to operate and performs 
well for the price. 

The variable- capacitance diode, or varac- 
tor, has made an appearance in several 
American receivers (including Fisher and 
Bogen). Automatic push- button and remote - 
control tuning are said to be its main advan- 
tages. Most experts agree that it does nothing 
to improve fidelity. Still, it can make life 
easier for the listener by helping him find a 
station without his getting out of an arm- 
chair, or by enabling him to quickly switch 
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Electronic tuning has arrived -in stereo receivers. 
at least. These are first: Bogen DB240 (upper left), 
Fisher 500 -TX (left) and Kenwood KR -7070 (above). 

Stereo '70 
back and forth among several stations. 

Bogen is responsible for two other ideas: 
sliding volume and tone controls (the type 
used on studio consoles) and a Crescendo 
Control, an electronic sound expander and 
compressor built into the circuit of their 
BR -360 receiver. Though Bogen is the first 
manufacturer to incorporate such a noise 
suppression system, it's expected that several 
models to be introduced later this year will 
include a similar device. 

The Bose speaker system kicked off two 
trends -one toward omnidirectional speak- 
ers, as well as a renewed interest in big loud- 
speaker systems. Since the Bose reflective 
system proved highly successful with hard - 
to- please audiophiles, manufacturers like 
Harman -Kardon, Scott, Wharfedale, Uni- 
versity and others speeded up their own 
work on omnidirectional speakers so as to 
produce a wide choice of bookshelf models. 

The introduction of four -channel stereo 
has sparked interest in omnis. Instead of 
spraying sound out into the room like a 
flashlight beam, as do conventional book- 
shelf loudspeakers, omnis diffuse it to pro- 
vide stereo sound anywhere in the listening 
room. This diffusion is said to make four - 
channel sound more natural and spread it 
more evenly throughout the room. 

Though the Bose system isn't a big loud- 
speaker, its use with full -sized woofers has 
caused audiophiles to take another look at 
the speakers of James B. Lansing, Electro- 
Voice and such relative newcomers as Pep - 
loe and L. W. Erath. Peploe Electronics, 

which recently purchased the firm that 
manufactures the Janszen electrostatic 
loudspeaker, is offering a combination cone 
woofer and electrostatic midrange /tweeter 
in a variety of cabinets. 

The Japanese are eyeing the loudspeaker 
market, too. However, you'll find no tech- 
nical innovations (with the possible excep- 
tion of Nivico's spherical speaker), just solid 
engineering and workmanship -and good 
sound. 

Record -playing equipment has shown no 
strides, either technical or for convenience. 
You can buy a Pickering cartridge for $9.95 
or $65. Shure and Empire offer you a simi- 
lar model with similar performance charac- 
teristics for exactly the same price. You can 
buy a Garrard for $44.95, $79.95 or $99.95 
--and a Dual or BSR for approximately the 
same amount. What has happened is that 
the prospective buyer has a wider choice of 
models and prices than ever before. There 
are some new manual turntables from com- 
panies like Empire, Hitachi, Kenwood, 
Nivico, Sony and Toshiba. The prices and 
quality are high, but they offer few features 
not already available. 

The tape field is a mass of conflicting 
trends. On the one hand, manufacturers are 
having trouble keeping up with the demand 
for cassette recorders -both the low -cost 
portable units and quality decks for the 
living room and automobile -and yet, de- 
spite the promise of automatic changing, 
Dolby noise -reduction circuits, automatic 
reverse and other such features, the super 
cassette (hi -fi quality) has failed to mate- 
rialize and new entries have contented them- 
selves with offering the consumer a wider 
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The stereo compact Is most 
convenient item in a con- 
venience market. At right 
is Scott Model 2513 com- 
pact which includes a Dual 
turntable plus Scott AM/FM 
receiver and two speakers. 
This system costs 5399.95. 

choice in styling, size and price. One no- 
table exception may prove to be a cassette 
deck and Noise- Reduction Center soon to 
be marketed by the Advent Corp. under a 
license granted by the Dolby Laboratories, 
Inc. 

It's also possible that a good cassette 
changer will appear this year, that more 
than one manufacturer will offer automatic - 
reverse cassette players and that there may 
be a four -channel stereo cassette unit. 
Though it was announced last year, the 
eight -track cartridge changer isn't a reality 
yet and it may not be one this year, either. 

While all this activity has been going on 
at the medium -fi level, more tape buyers are 
turning to expensive tape recorders for fea- 
tures like automatic reverse, self- threading, 
or for the guarantee of ultimate fidelity and 
trouble -free operation. Such performance 
brings to mind super decks like the Revox 
A -77 and Tandberg 1600X, both of which 
sell for $495. Other advertised features in- 
clude Dolby circuitry and four -channel op- 
eration. 

As various tape systems compete some 
general battle lines are emerging. Four - 
track cartridges, the system which started it 
all, have become something of a relic; they 
account for less than 10 per cent of all tape 
units sold and are bought mainly by teen- 
agers on a budget. Eight -track, which has 
largely replaced the earlier format, domi- 
nates the dashboard market but has yet to 
make serious inroads on the carry-along 
trade or in the living room. 

Portable players, by a margin of more 
than four to one, are likely to be cassette 
recorders. The cassettes, in fact, have long 
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since driven low -cost portable reel recorders 
off the market (the only reel portables left 
are special- purpose units like the Uher 
4000 -L or the Nagra). In the living room, 
reel -to -reel recorders still rule the roost, with 
cassette decks gradually replacing the less 
expensive models. It seems likely that by 
this time next year, you may have trouble 
finding a reel tape deck priced under $150; 
there'll be plenty of cassette models instead. 

Finally, there's the Cinderella of hi -fi, 
the stereo compact. All sorts of manufac- 
turers are in this field; differences are re- 
flected in part by price, but even more by 
less visible indicators such as power rating, 
type of cartridge, loudspeaker complement 
and quality of record changer. Since compo- 
nent producers like Garrard, BSR and Dual 
now offer changers in a wide variety of 
prices, it's possible for a manufacturer to 
use an inexpensive Garrard which at first 
glance looks much like a higher -priced Gar- 
rard in a better compact. So brand names 
won't always help you. 

The problem for the hi -fi shopper is that 
traditional phonograph manufacturers have 
improved their products tremendously, 
while component manufacturers have been 
lifting their styling ideas to make products 
look better, at the same time effecting 
economies pioneered by the mass producers. 
This narrows the price gap between a good 
phonograph and an inexpensive component 
compact. 

What's To Come. As for the revolution 
in sound that audiophiles keep hoping for, 
it may be here via four -channel stereo (see 
4- CHANNEL STEREO in May '70 EI), 

[Continued on page 103] 
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CB Corner The Battle Over Channel 9 By Len Buckwalter, KQA5012 

CITIZENS Band radio may lay its biggest 
egg if channel 9 is finally reserved for 

distress calls only. So say the critics as the 
FCC dickers over whether to limit 9 to emer- 
gency and assistance use. CB boosters, on 
the other hand, believe the egg will be golden. 
Though the final outcome is a year or so 
away, here's how the battle lines appear to 
be forming. 

Mayday, maybe. Channel 9 is already 
recognized as an unofficial emergency chan- 
nel, but it's an unreliable one because of 
man -made interference. A new 9 would cer- 
tainly have to silence the chatter to be viable. 
The channel somehow must remain clear to 
be workable; this is an important reason why 
the FCC has hesitated so long in making it 
a special channel. The Commission would 
create for itself an obligation to enforce the 
rule since lives and property would hang 
in the balance. 

This could have awesome complications. 
For example, you have an auto accident and 
want to summon an ambulance for an in- 
jured victim. You call on 9, but cannot get 
the message through because of chit -chat on 
the frequency. The victim dies and a suit is 
brought against the FCC because it failed to 
maintain 9 as an unobstructed emergency 
channel. Far- fetched? Maybe not. Air -crash 
victims have successfully sued the U.S. be- 
cause blame could be attributed to the FAA's 
air -traffic control system. 

Guard Duty. The channel must be guarded 
after interference has been silenced, mean- 
ing that someone must be listening continu- 
ously for calls. This now is done on inter- 
national distress channels (500 kc for ships 
and 243 me for military aircraft). Such fre- 
quencies are monitored officially and an 
emergency call brings a prompt, professional 
answer. Let's see who'll shoulder the respon- 
sibility for CB. 

Optimists believe that once channel 9 is 
clear of blather, officials (police, civil de- 
fense, etc.) would install CB rigs alongside 
other monitoring receivers. This has already 
shown some promise when tried by highway 
agencies and local CBers didn't clobber the 
channel. 

tx , 

But even with such monitors, there's still 
the range problem. Almost every other mo- 
bile service outdistances CB because of its 
greater power or higher antennas. CB range 
from a car to base station is at most 15 mi., 
which could leave gaping holes in its cover- 
age over the nation. For an emergency sys- 
tem to win widespread confidence the service 
should respond anywhere. According to our 
calculations (see map) it would take about 
3,000 monitoring stations to guard the con- 
tinental U.S. 

The REACT organization has plenty of 
CB volunteers to man listening posts. But the 
obstacles are still imposing. Maintaining a 
reliable 24 -hour radio watch in the homes of 
CBers could prove too tedious. 

Another problem is effective control. A 
distress situation is sometimes made worse by 
anxious eavesdroppers who jump on the air 
and want to help out. As you may suspect, 
distress traffic must be tightly controlled to 
dispatch help with the least delay. 

Those are the challenges of channel 9. 
After years of widespread clamor for official 
recognition of 9, the final chapter is just 
about here. It could deliver CB another sorry 
setback or render the greatest boost to 
Good Samaritanism the country has ever 
witnessed. - 

Circle which zeros in on Colorado shows how 
channel -9 monitoring system might work on nation. 
wide basis. Each dot represents one CB station. 
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YOU pull into your garage, turn off the 
engine and lights then close the garage 

door. Enveloped in total darkness you take 
out your keys, stumble over the garbage cans, 
almost break your neck on your kids skates 
then fumble for the keyhole in the door to 
the house. 

Happened too many times? Probably, and 
we'd guess that every time it did you wished 
your parking lights or headlights would stay 
on for another minute or after you'd gotten 
out of the car so that you can safely find the 
keyhole without fumbling. This can now be 
done with our Auto Headlight Shutoff. After 
a predetermined time it will automatically 
turn your headlights off after you've entered 
the house. 

Looking at it another way, the Shutoff 
will automatically turn off your car's lights 
should you forget to do so. This happens 
often on foggy or gray mornings when you 
put on your lights to drive to work. Forget 
to turn them off after you arrive and you'll 
discover your battery's dead as a doornail 
when you start the car to go home. The Shut- 
off will turn off your lights automatically 
about one minute (or whatever time you 
choose) after you turn off the engine. 

How It Works. The Shutoff consists of a 
Darlington switch (Q1, Q2 and Q3 that con- 
trols the operation of relay RY1. Separate 
sets of contacts on RY 1 are connected in 
series with the wires to the headlights and 
parking lights. Operating power for the Shut- 
off is obtained from car's light wires via 
diodes SR 1 and SR2 so that unit will operate 
either when the car's headlights or parking 
lights are on. 

The Darlington switch has two inputs: an 
arming input via R 1 from the ignition switch 
and an initiate input obtained from the car's 
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By GEORGE J. WHALEN and RUDOLF F. GRAF 

eadlight Shutoff 

light switch. When the ignition switch is on, 
Q1 is forward biased by R1. However, RY1 
cannot close until the car's light switch is set 
to the parking or headlight position. If the 
car's light switch remains off, the Shutoff 
remains in the armed state but is inoperative. 
If the car's light switch is set to either the 
parking or headlight position while the unit 
is armed, QI, Q2 and Q3 conduct and close 
RY1. Power to the selected lights is then fur- 
nished via the closed contacts of RY I. 

When the ignition switch is turned off, 
the arming input is lost. However, the charge 
on Cl and C2 holds Q1, Q2 and Q3 forward 
biased, maintaining RY 1 closed. The dis- 
charge path for Cl and C2 is several meg- 
ohms, due to the high input resistance of 
Q1, Q2, Q3 and the high resistance of R2 
and R3 and the positive opposing voltage 
across R4. 

Thus, the charge on C1 and C2 leaks off 
at a rate determined by the setting of R2. 
The Darlington switch holds RY1 closed 
until Cl and C2 discharge to about 1.8 V 
from 12 V. This period can range from 15 

seconds to 5 minutes, depending on the set- 
ting of R2. 

Assuming that the car's light switch has 
been left in either on position, the Shutoff 
will open the lamp circuits after the delay. 
(If the light switch had been moved to off 
when the ignition switch was turned o$, RY 1 
would open immediately.) 

The Shutoff will allow limited operation 
of the headlights or parking lights without 
the ignition switch being turned on. How- 
ever, to make the setup tamper -proof and 
child -proof, light operation is limited to one 
delayed on period, after which the light 
switch would have to be set to o$ for a 
period of about three times the on time of 
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TO CAR 

LIGHT 
SWITCH 

HEAD- 

In bottom of main sec- 
tion of Minibox mount 
relay and switch. At top 
edge, cut tabs (which 
support board) and 
bend them in. All parts 
are mounted on 13/4 x 
33/4-in. perforated 
board. Follow line pat- 
terns on wires at left to 
be sure you get connec- 
tions correct. Wires to 
ear's light switch and to 
lights should be No. 16. 

TO CAR TO CAR 
PARKING PARKING LIGHTS 
LIGHT 
SWITCH 

Auto Headlight Shutoff 

the circuit before the Shutoff would again al- 
low such operation. Or, the ignition switch 
would have to be turned on. 

Operation of the circuit under these ig- 
nition -off conditions is as follows: when the 
car's light switch is set to on (either park- 
ing or headlights), a voltage is coupled to 
the base of QI through the coil of RY1, Cl 
and C2. This voltage holds the Darlington 
switch in conduction and puts a 12 -V charge 
on Cl and C2. This charge holds the Dar- 
lington switch forward -biased for the period 
determined by R2, thus holding RY1 closed 
and applying power to the selected lights. 

At the end of the delay RY1 opens, and 
turns off the car's lights. Capacitors C l and 
C2 now charge in a direction which reverse 
biases Ql, Q2 and Q3. Unless either the 
ignition switch is turned off and allowed to 
remain off for about three times the on time 
of the circuit, the Shutoff cannot be re -trig- 
gered using the car's light switch alone. 

Construction. The Shutoff is built on a 
13/4 x 33/4-in. piece of perforated board 
which is mounted in the top of the main sec- 

Top photo is side view of Shutoff. Note how cit. 
cuit board is mounted over relay. Bottom view 
shows mounting of parts on circuit board: wiring 
is under board. Solder leads to pilot light. 
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IGNITION SWITCH 

r Co 

w 
+12V I I I 

I I 

TO 

IGNITION 
CIRCUIT 

RY I 

LIGHT SWITCH 

I- I 

IOFC l 
PARKING 

I 
I 

I 
O X 

O I IHEADLIGHTSII 
f12V I o Ix; 

LIGHTS 

SRI I 
1 

01, 02 
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HEADLIGHTS 

IAIANUAL I 

PARKING LIGHTS 

SHUTOFF FUNCTIONS 

Ignition Car Light Light 
Switch Switch Condi- Remarks 

tion () 
Off Off Off 
Off On 

(first 
time) 

On 
then 
off 

Shutoff will turn on 
lights for one delay 
period. If ignition switch 
is not turned on, Shut- 
off will time -out and 
turn off lights to save 
battery. 

On On On Shutoff pulls in and holds 
due to continuous in- 
put from ignition switch. 

Off On On 
then 
off 

Shutoff remains pulled 
in after ignition switch 
is turned off for a period 
of one time delay. After 
delay, Shutoff turns off 
lights. Lights cannot be 
turned back on with 
headlight switch alone 
for about three times 
the time delay. Shutoff 
requires input from ig- 
nition switch; this makes 
operation tamper proof. 

Note: Manual /au omatic switch provides oper- 
ating safeguard against unpredictable fail- 
ure. Switch removes Shutoff from car's light 
circuit. 

Applies to either parking or headlights, de- 
pending on car's light switch position. 
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Schematic. Parts en- 
closed in dashed 
lines are mounted 
on circuit board. 
Wires from car's 
lights marked with 
X must be broken 
and connected to 
Shutoff. Capacitors 
Cl and C2 are con- 
nected back to back 
to form non-polarized 
capacitor. Don't sub- 
stitute a single elec- 
trolytic for them. 

PARTS LIST 

Cl, C2 -25 uf, 50 V electrolytic capacitor 
P1 -12 -V miniature pilot lamp (GE miniature 

type 330 or equiv.) 
Q1, Q2- 2N2926 transistor (GE, Newark Elec- 

tronics Corp., 500 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago, 
III. 60624. 250 plus postage, $5 minimum 
order) 

Q3 -D27C1 transistor (GE, Newark, $1.44 plus 
postage) 

R1 -3,900 ohm, l/2 watt, 10% resistor 
R2 -3.5 megohm printed -circuit potentiometer 

(Mallory MTC- 355L4, Lafayette 33 E 16643 
or equiv.) 

R3- 15,000 ohm, %/2 watt, 10% resistor 
R4-33 ohm, 2 watt, 10% resistor 
RY1 -12 VDC relay, 200 -ohm coil, 8 -A DPDT 

contacts (coil assembly: Guardian 200 -12D, 
Allied 41 A 5710. Switch contact assembly: 
Guardian 200.2, Allied 41 A 5708) 

S1 -DPST switch 
SRI- Silicon rectifier; minimum ratings: 1 A, 

200 Ply, Motorola HEP -156 or equiv. 
Misc. -4 x 2 x 23 4-in. box chassis (LMB Type 

T -F776, Newark 91F1038; $1 plus postage), 
perforated board 

Lion of a 4 x 2 x 23/4 -in. Minibox as shown. 
The relay is mounted on the bottom. The 
board is held in place over the relay by 
screws fastened onto lips formed by bending 
over two small strips cut from the sides of 
the case. Mount switch Si on the front side 
of the case below the pilot light. The unit can 
be mounted anywhere under the dash. -I 
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Because RCA Institutes home study training in electronics can get you 
started faster, easier to a bright job future and higher earnings! 

Check these RCA Institutes benefits: 
You get Hands -On Training with most RCA Institutes electronics 
programs! (up to 25 kits with some!) 

You get RCA's exclusive "Autotext" method - individual programmed 
instruction, the easy, faster simplified way to learn! 

You get the widest choice of electronics courses and programs! 

You get a selection of low -cost tuition plans (including the exclusive 
"Pay As You Order" Plan!) 

Pave your way to higher pay -mail the postcard today to RCA Institutes 
for the free illustrated catalog, "Your Career in a World of Electronics." 

All courses approved under the new G.I. Bill. Accredited Member 
National Home Study Council. Classroom training also available, in 

New York City. 

L 

RC,' 
If reply card is detached, send this coupon today. 

RCA Institutes, Inc. Veterans: 
Home Study Dept. 234 -007 -0 Check Here 
320 West 31st. Street 
New York, N.Y. 10001 Age 

Please send me free illustrated catalog. 
Your Career in a World of Electronics." 
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Sideman's 
Sideman 

By LESLIE POWELL AS ENJOYABLE as 
it is to play a musical 

instrument, it is even more fun when you 
play along with others. Since it isn't always 
easy to get a group together for a practice 
session, do the next best thing -prop a 
rhythm generator (sideman) on top of your 
piano or organ -or next to your guitar -and 
go to it. While you play, the sideman will 
lay down a steady beat on the bass drum, 
snare and high hat. 

Inexpensive rhythm generators that you 
can use for this purpose are the Olson X -92 
Rockmate (shown above), the Lafayette 99 H 
90102 Rockbeat and the Knight -Kit KG -392 
Combo Sideman. But you won't hear any- 
thing from these sidemen alone. They, too, 
need a sideman -an amplifier and speaker 
such as our Sideman's Sideman. 

Normally, a rhythm generator would feed 
a large powerful amplifier so that the bass 
drum would have solid boom sound. But 
you don't need 100 watts and multiple 12 -in. 
speakers while you're sitting alone at the 
piano. An 8 -in. speaker and the IC amplifier 
used in our Sideman's Sideman gives plenty 
of sock for solo practice sessions. 

The entire amplifier is a single IC which 
provides preamp, driver and up to 5 watts 
output from a package about half the size of 
your thumb. The amplifier construction is 
trouble -free because it is assembled on a 

printed- circuit board. The only components 
external to the board are the speaker and 
power transformer. 

Construction. First step is to build the am- 
plifier. Cut a 33/4 x 41/2-in. piece of copper - 
clad board. Scrub the copper clean with a 
household cleanser such as Ajax and place 
a piece of carbon paper over the foil, carbon 
side toward the foil. Slip the board and car- 
bon under the foil template shown in Fig. 4 
and using a ball -point, trace the outline of 
the copper foil areas. Then, using an ice pick 
or similar pointed instrument, indent the 
foil at the hole locations by pressing the pick 
through the template into the foil. Remove 
the template and carbon and, using a resist 
ink pen, fill in the spaces inside the outlines 
on the foil. Also place a drop of resist at the 
mounting hole locations in the corners. Im- 
merse the board in etchant solution for ap- 
proximately 20 minutes, agitating frequent- 
ly. Check the foil. If all the unwanted copper 
foil is etched away, rinse the board under 
running water for two minutes and scrub 
off the resist with steel wool. Finally, scrub 
the board with a cleanser and rinse the board 
thoroughly. (If the excess copper has not 
been etched away after 20 minutes, immerse 

Fig. 1- Inside of our model. Mount circuit board 
on rear of cabinet with 1,4 -in, spacers. Power 
transformer Is below, input Jack is at the right. 
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Fig. 2 -Top sketch 
at right of schema- 
tic shows numbering 
of IC's pins. Sketch 
below it is of heat 
sinks for IC (make 
two). Because our 
rhythmgenerator has 
volume control we 
did not include one 
in circuit. If you 
wish to add one, con- 
nect a 25,000-ohm 
audio -taper pot be- 
tween JI to top side 
of pot, Cl to wiper 
and ground to bot- 
tom side of pot. A 
power switch can be 
installed in black 
lead of primary of 
power transformer. 

the board in the etchant again for one min- 
ute intervals until all the excess copper has 
been removed.) 

Most of the component holes are drilled 
with a No. 57 drill bit, but a larger bit will 
probably have to be used for C7's leads. Con- 
nections are made to the board with Vector 
T -28 push -in terminals (soldered to the foil) 
which require a No. 50 drill bit. The two 
slots for the IC's heat sink tabs are cut by 
drilling a series of very close- spaced holes 
with a No. 57 drill bit and then filing the 
holes into a slot. The corner mounting holes 
should be large enough to clear a No. 4 or 
No. 6 mounting screw. 

Cut the heat sinks for the IC from a tin 
can following the template shown in Fig. 2. 
They are installed when the IC is installed. 

Mount all the components except ICI and 
BR1 (bridge rectifier), then mount BR1. 
Note that BR1 has a symbol on one edge in- 
dicating the AC input and + and - marks 
or the other edge indicating the DC output. 
Make certain the symbol side faces up, with 
the N symbol facing the edge of the 
push -in terminals (towards the edge of the 
board). Integrated circuit ICI must be 
mounted correctly the first time, or else. The 
terminals are pre -shaped so there should be 
no confusion over which side is down. How- 
ever, make certain the small notch at one 
end of ICI's body faces the center of the 
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PARTS LIST 

BR1 -Full -wave bridge rectifier; minimum 
ratings: 50 PIV, 500 ma. (Motorola HEP - 
175) 

Capacitors: 
C1 -.1 /If, 75 V tubular 
C2 -.001 IIf, 75 V tubular 
C3-50 µf, 25 V electrolytic 
C4-6 µf, 15 V electrolytic 
C5-.05 pi, 75 V disc 
C6-500 11f, 25 V electrolytic 
C7 -3,000 µf, 30 V electrolytic 
IC1 -PA246 IC amplifier (GE) 
Jl -Phone jack 
Resistors: 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise in- 

dicated 
R1- 750,000 ohms, 5% R2- 75,000 ohms, 

5% 
R3 -1,000 ohms R4- 18,000 ohms 
R5- 330,000 ohms R6- 82,000 ohms 
R7 -6,800 ohms R8-22 ohms 
SPKR. -8 -In. speaker, 16 to 40 ohms 
Tl- Low -voltage rectifier transformer; sec- 

ondaries: 10 -20 V center tapped, 40 V cen- 
ter tapped (a) 100 ma (Allied 54 A 4732) 

Misc. -Printed -circuit supplies, cabinet 
The PA246 IC is available for 56.15 plus 75¢ 
for postage (Canada, $1.75) from Custom 
Components, Box 153, Malverne, N.Y. 11565. 
N.Y. State residents add sales tax. No for- 
eign orders. 

board and not the edge of the board. 
While T1 is rated at 100 ma you'll get 

somewhat cleaner bass if Ti is rated at 200 
ma or more. (Allied transformer 54A4733). 
The speaker should be rated 16 to 40 ohms - 
preferably 16 to 20 ohms. If you cannot ob- 
tain an 8 -in. 16 -ohm speaker, use a 6 x 9 in. 
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Sideman's 
Sideman 

Fig. 3- Diagram (right) 
is an X -ray view of the 
board that shows the lo- 
cation of all parts. Ca- 
pacitors C3 and C4 
must be mounted verti- 
cally. Leads from power 
transformer are con - 

nected to push -in termi- 
nais at upper right cor- 
ner. Objects above and 
below IC1 are heat 
sinks. In photo of board 
below you can see heat 
sinks more clearly. They 
are squeezed through 
silt in board with wide 
center tabs on heat sink 
and soldered to the foil. 

C6 

RB 

R3 

R4 

----I C2 

JUMPER 

TO SPKR. 

7() 

GROUND 

T 

BR, 

TI RED 

T1 YEL 

C7 

+ 

oval (or something larger than 6 in.) of the 
multiple -impedance type such as a 10/20/40 
ohm speaker. Use the 20 ohm terminals. 

Checkout and Adjustment. As soon as 
power is applied you should hear a hiss from 
the speaker. If you fail to, kill power imme- 
diately and check for an incorrectly placed 
part or a short across foils. 

Because of the 8 -in. speaker the bass will 
be very weak, or nonexistent, and the high - 
hat and snare sounds will be very loud. Set 
the volume control for a low output. Then 
remove the sideman's cover so you can get 
at the internal controls. Locate (lower right 
corner of board when positioned as in Fig. 
5) the miniature trimmer pot labeled (in 
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Knight -Kit) bd len (bass -drum length) and 
turn the control counterclockwise until the 
sideman breaks into oscillation; then back 
off until the oscillation just stops. Adjust the 
bd pit (bass -drum pitch) control (to the left 
of previous control) counterclockwise until 
you get a solid thud -not a boom sound. 
Don't go too far or the sound turns into a 
low- pitched click (like a wood block). Next, 
adjust the noise (snare drum) control (right 
edge of board, second pot down from top 
pot) in either direction until you just hear a 
solid snare scund. Overadjustment will pro- 
duce a snare sound that drowns out the bass 
or a click sound -you want the rimshot 
sound. Then adjust the hh vol (high -hat vol- 
ume) control (top edge of board) until you 
can just hear the high -hats come in under the 
snare sound. There is slight interaction be- 
tween the controls so you will have to repeat 
the adjustments. Finally, adjust the gain pot 
(right edge, top control) full on -full 
counterclockwise. l. 
July, 1970 

Fig. 4-Cut out this full - 
size template to make 
your circuit board. Place 
a piece of carbon paper 
(carbon side down) on 
foil of 31/4 x 41 -in. cop- 
per-clad board. Lay tem- 
plate on carbon paper 
then trace outline of 
all foils. Then using 
pointed tool, make in- 
dents in all circles. Suc 
ceedinq steps are de- 
scribed in the text. 

Fig. 5 -Tool touches "bd pit" (bass -drum pitch) 
pot is Knight -Kit. To find pots in other units, posi- 
tion tstits as shown and locate as in the text. 
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A Radar for 
your Rowboat? 
By FOREST H. BELT 

'fi 

NoWhi:'4 

"iiilliMMOPINa 
WELL, now. Let's suppose you like the 
water. Problem is, what do you do with 

it? A little goes fine with Scotch but larger 
quantities -lakes, rivers, oceans-can be 
deep and muddy for the electronics enthusi- 
ast. Electronics is an indoor sport if ever 
there was one. 

You say you're not enthusiastic? Take an- 
other look at the girl in the photo above 
(that's a radar antenna next to her) and try 
again. Do you think a seabird like that hovers 
around single -sideband transmitters? Her 
parents would never permit it. 

Okay. Since you're passionate about elec- 
tronics and girls, it's obvious you've got to 
move your hobby ... or part of it ... out - 
of- doors. What better place could you find 
than a boat? 

Not that you won't find some competition. 
According to latest figures, there are now 
some 8 million pleasure -boat fanatics churn- 
ing up the briny deep in the United States 
(see EI's Special Section on. Pleasure Boat 
Electronics in the March '70 issue) and most 
probably are looking for the same breed of 
seabird you are. Being a weekend sailor and 
an electronics buff, however, should give you 
an advantage. If you can combine the two 
interests into an exotic package, you could 
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have more seabirds hovering about you than 
you can shake an anchor at. 

Exotic, yes. State -of -the -art, of course! 
But what about the state of your bank ac- 
count? If you're like most of us, and scraping 
rust off of old coins, a 50-ft. cruiser outfitted 
with electronic gear might be a bit inoppor- 
tune at the moment, unless you want to use 
it to escape the boys from the Fed. 

Should you finally decide on a rowboat, 
dinghy or some other unmentionable, the 
trick is where and how you are going to 
stow the glamor. Anchors run the gamut of 
A to C -. Girls know how to talk without 
benefit of a radiotelephone. Depth sounders? 
Like, who is interested in psychological test- 
ing out on a bright calm sea? So, how about 
a radar? 

According to some hobbyists we know, 
there is a good deal of logic in spending $195 
for a boat and then going blotto on a $2,800 
radar. Of course, you can always mount the 
screen first and then add components over 
a 30 -year period. The important thing to re- 
member is that it's glamor we want, not sea 
clutter. 

The annual Boat Show staged in New 
York's famed Coliseum is a good place to 
browse for a radar. There are other things 
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there, too -and they come in minis, midis, 
maxis and bikinis. Seabirds, one and all. 
Many of the new small -boat radars for 1970 
are just as sleek and have attracted almost 
as much attention. Skeptical? 

Radiomarine's Model CRM- N6A -10 radar 
has a nifty $3,600 price tag and a design that's 
just as impressive. Its scanning antenna is 

at the left of the girl in the photo. This radar 
is a hybrid version -it uses transistors most- 
ly, few tubes -and has a range of half a 
mile to 32 mi. (on open water). 

Radiomarine's transmit /receive (T/ R) 
unit operates around 9450 me and is stowed 
below decks along with a power supply which 
works on 32 VDC. Up on top of your craft 

Beauty and the beast? Not really. Both pack- 
ages are as compact as you could want. At 
left, indicator of Plessey MR -12 radar. 
Above, scanning antenna minus the radome. 

is where you look for the scanner, an an- 
tenna which rotates and makes your boat 
look like an aircraft carrier. 

Slotted -waveguide antennas like this one 
radiate short pulses of microwave energy in 

a narrow beam (approximately 2° wide) and 
then pick up the echoes between pulses. The 
narrower the beam, the greater the resolu- 
tion of your radar, natch. This beam peaks 
at 10 kw during a pulse -that's how you 
get out to 32 mi. 

Only problem is, the T/R unit connects to 
the scanner via a very unflexible copper pipe 
called a waveguide (microwave energy is 

usually routed through ducts similar to those 
found in air conditioning systems). Some of 

Raytheon has It hands-down- 
on the controls, at least Going 
from left to right, control panels 
and CRT displays of Raytheon 
Models 2900, 2840 and 1900A 
hybrid pleasure -boat radars. 
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A Radar for your Rowboat? 

Radar antennas go in circles. At left is scanner of 
Deccá s new Super 101 radar, at the right is radome 
of Raytheon's 2900. Both connect to T/R unit via co- 
axial cable; usual microwave plumbing is absent. 

the newer designs, however, are doing away 
with this kind of plumbing. 

Raytheon's Models 1900A and 2840 have 
cut a pretty good figure recently. The 1900A 
is small, operates of a 12 -V battery and costs 
$2,770. Perfect for the smaller boat, it has 
a range of half a mile to 12 mi. and concen- 
trates 3.5 -kw power in a 3° beam. Its ppi 
display (plan -position indicator) can be seen 
at the bottom of the preceding page. 

The 2840, a larger hybrid rig, features con- 
trol knobs shaped like cookie -cutters. When 
you use the hood to watch the radar screen 
during daylight fog, should you look up to 
adjust the knobs you could be blinded to the 
CRT display for several critical seconds. You 
can identify these controls by their feel, even 
in the dark. The 2840 sells for $5,975, so it's 
a fairly serious purchase. But its 20 -kw beam 
-only 1.6° wide-can get you a range of 48 
mi. That's a lot of power and you have your 
choice of 24 VDC or 115 VAC to turn it on. 

Raytheon's newest entry, the 2900, boasts 
a lightweight antenna (46 lb.) which is pro- 
tected by a fiberglass radome. This could 
prove a boon to craft that don't like being 
topheavy. Also a hybrid, the 2900 has a 7 -kw 
output which gives you a range of half a 
mile to 32 mi. This package comes at a price, 
however. You've got to pour 2,850 clams 
into their basket for this baby. 

Leave it to the British to ring the bell with 
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a unique small -boat radar. Plessey's Model 
MR -12 (marketed by Benmar) is the first - 
and so far the only -marine radar to have a 
display (ppi indicator) shaped like a TV 
screen. Believe it or not, the controls are lo- 
cated in the handles on either side of the set. 
All this costs $2,592; maximum range is 16 mi. 

One other MR -12 feature is that the T/R 
unit is mounted right in with the antenna 
(they turn together), so there is no waveguide 
-plumbing, that is- required to connect the 
two gadgets. One cable carries modulator 
pulses to the scanner and video (target) 
signals back to the indicator, along with 
necessary power and control voltages. Ray- 
theon's 2900, among others, has this feature, 
too. It makes for a much nicer installation. 

Another British firm, Decca, has a Super 
101 radar which was introduced last spring. 
This is an updated version of the popular 
Model 101 so the new Super 101 is designed 
to bring ever better performance to small - 
boat operation. Again, the T/ R unit is 
located in with the scanning mechanism. 

One glance at the photo of the Super 101 
scanner may be enough to convince you that 
you just could pick up enemy aircraft. 
The Super 101 costs $2,992; its hybrid cir- 
cuits work on anything from 6 to 220 VDC 
and on 115 or 230 VAC. Maximum range is 
18 mi.; the radar beam peaks at 3 kw. 

Just remember installation costs are extra. 
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The Listener Short-Wave Contests 
& Propaganda By C. M. Stanbury II 

IN recent years, short-wave contests have 
become a major propaganda weapon. R. 

Portugal annually awards three vacation trips 
to its sunny little realm while R. Havana, 
Cuba, has a similar contest going. 

Late last fall Radio RSA held a DX -ori- 
ented extravaganza where SWLs were asked 
to hunt down some special South African 
frequencies. It was a fair test of tuning skill. 

In addition to the two or three major 
prizes, most SW contests wind up dispensing 
a number of smaller goodies -tourist trinkets 
mostly. The thinking seems to be that if you 
offer the listener something for nothing (ex- 
cept a little of his time) he's more apt to buy 
what your station is peddling, no matter what 
it is. Sometimes that psychology works. 

Last winter and early spring eight Marxist 
stations put the contest weapon to its severest 
test. Even now, in 1970, almost two years 
after the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, 
the Communists are suffering from the bad 
publicity their blunder in international per- 
suasion generated. Thus, with the 100th anni- 
versary of Lenin's birth as an excuse, R. 
Moscow persuaded (without tanks, this time) 
R. Prague, R. Bucharest (Roumania), R. 
Ulan Bator (Outer Mongolia), R. Sofia (Bul- 
garia), R. Budapest (Hungary), R. Berlin 
International and Polskie Radio to stage a 
joint short-wave contest. 

The motive behind such a gigantic under- 
taking obviously was to establish the idea of 
Marxist solidarity in the minds of inter- 
national listeners. Though a large order even 
for this sure -fire propaganda operation, 
chances for success might have been im- 
proved had Moscow been able to entice R. 
Havana, R. Pyongyang and R. Hanoi into the 
contest network. Also, if the contest's theme 
had been made something less dogmatic than, 
"When and in what circumstances have you 
come across Lenin's name, and what does he 
represent to you ?" 

International TV. As coincidence would 
have it, about the time our piece on portable 
broadcast stations (Jan. '70 EI) was going 
to press, the chairman of the USSR Academy 
of Sciences announced that Russia had post- 

poned plans for a manned flight to the moon 
in favor of large satellite stations which are 
to be launched piece by piece and then built 
while in orbit. Though no one seems to have 
taken notice, this technique of constructing 
satellite stations would permit Radio Moscow 
to beam powerful video signals directly into 
the home. 

Such a station is possible now even with- 
out the piece -by -piece approach, but with 
present methods it would have an operating 
life of only a few hours. The new Soviet 
technique permits, among other things, re- 
plenishment of the fuel supply and, therefore, 
full-time high -power operation. 

However, almost everyone, from the Inter- 
national Telecommunication Union on down 
to the VOA, is playing down the prospects 
for direct international broadcasting via 
satellites. Though not usually cited as the 
official reason, such transmissions would 
escalate the international power struggle far 
beyond anything tried so far. -®-- 

QSL card issued by Radio Prague in 1968 for re- 
ception of Free Czech Radio. Early this year R. 
Prague joined other stations in a SW contest. 
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By RONALD LUMACHI, WB2CQM 

Remotely -Tuned SWL Antenna 
TAKE it from experienced hams or short- 

wave listeners -the only way to pull in 
those weak DX stations is with an antenna 
that's tuned as sharp as a razor. The finest 
receiver in the world might just as well be a 
$40 bomb if it has a poor antenna connected 
to it. A second -rate skyhook will degrade 
the performance of a receiver to the point 
where only the strongest signals will squeak 
through. 

Unfortunately, you don't collect a great 
many QSL cards by confirming contacts with 
only the most powerful stations. To QSL 
those weak, hard -to -hear stations, you need 
an antenna that can be tuned to a particular 
frequency. 

Such an antenna is our remotely -tuned 
SWL (and ham) antenna. You tune it two 
ways: First, you switch -tune it to a broad 

Fig. 1- Schematic 
shows a typical instal - 
tatlon. Vertical element 
could be attached to the 
peak of your house's 
roof. Tuner should be 
connected to bottom of 
vertical element. 
RG58 /U coax from re- 
ceiver or transmitter 
should be grounded at 
transmitter or receiver. 

band of frequencies in which you want to 
operate. Then you fine -tune it to a particular 
frequency in that band by pressing a push- 
button switch near your receiver. This ener- 
gizes a 1 -rpm motor which turns a variable 
capacitor in the tuner. While you hold the 
button you will see your S -meter rise as the 
antenna is tuned to the frequency the receiver 
is tuned to. 

The antenna is basically a long -wire in- 
verted-L (a variation of a Marconi antenna) 
as shown in Fig. 1. Total antenna length is 
50 ft. At the bottom of the verticle element 
there's a parallel- connected inductor and 
variable capacitor between the feed line and 
the element. The inductor electrically 
lengthens the wire. The motor -driven capaci- 
tor tunes the antenna precisely. 

Since the elements of the antenna are hori- 
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s 

Fig. 2- Schematic of 
tuner. Left section of Si 
selects tap on coil L1 for 
particular band of fre- 
quencies you operate 
on. Right section of Si 
connects variable ca- 
pacitor Cl in parallel 
with selected section of 
L1. S2 activates motor 
which turns capacitor. 

CI 

XMTR. 
RCVR. 

1117 V AC 

0 L 

S2 
SI 

zontal and vertical, the antenna has good 
horizontal and vertical pickup characteris- 
tics. This is especially important for short- 
wave listening since radio waves of either 
vertical or horizontal polarization may be 
intercepted by the antenna. Although a sig- 
nal may be transmitted with a vertical polar- 
ization, ionospheric reflection and refraction 
may alter the original polarization. It is an 
advantage, therefore, to incorporate both 
types of polarization in one design. 

You can make small changes in the lengths 
of the vertical and horizontal elements to 
suit the space you have available providing 
the overall 50 -ft. length is not changed. The 
coil /capacitor combination will let you tune 
from 3.5 to 30 mc (10 through 80 meters) 
in three bands. Take a look at the schematic 
in Fig. 2. When SI is in position A the an- 
tenna in broadly tuned to 3.5 to 7.5 mc. 
Position B covers 7.5 to 15 mc. In positi 
C you're set up for 15 to 30 mc. Since the 
antenna exhibits identical electrical charac- 
teristics whether receiving or transmitting, it 
may be used with equal success in either 
mode. For transmitting power less than 150 
watts (input power) you can use a phone jack 
at the input end. For input power up to l 

kw, substitute a SO -239 connector for J1. 
No other changes are necessary. 

Construction 

Our tuner (see Figs. 5 and 6) is built in a 
12 x 7 x 4 -in. plastic food -storage box. Such 
boxes are available in houseware stores and 
are inexpensive. Mount the coil, rotary 
switch, motor and capacitor as shown in our 
model. The motor is mounted on a home- 
made right -angle aluminum bracket. Cut the 
coil to a length of 6 in. and then unwind one 
turn at each end. Mount one end on the por- 
celain feed -thru insulator and the other on 
the porcelain stand -off insulator. The vari- 
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L1 

SI POSITIONS 

0 

0 

3.5-7.Smc 

7.5 -15 me 

15-30 Inc 

BPI 

PARTS LIST 

BPI- Porcelain feed -thru insulator (550, 
12A262) 

C1- 12.250 ppf variable capacitor (Hammar- 
lund MC25OM. $3.70, 12A1924) 

J1 -Phono jack (7$, 12A1088) 
Ll -Alr -core inductor. 11A-in. dia., eight turns - 

per -inch, 10-in, long (Air -Dux 10081, World 
Radio, 3415 W. Bway., Council Bluffs, Iowa 
51501. Stock No. 20A086, $2.80 plus post- 
age) 

MOTOR -Synchronous motor, 1 rpm (Allied 
41 A 5800 C, specify 1 rpm) 

S1- three -pole, three -position ceramic rotary 
switch (49¢, 18A531) 

S2-SPST push -button switch 
Misc- Porcelain stand-off insulator (360, 

12A249), No. 14 solid wire, plastic box 
Note: parts listed with () are available from 

Burstein -Applebee Co., 3199 Mercier St., 
Kansas City, Mo. 64111. Price (add postage) 
and stock No. are enclosed in parenthesis. 

Fig. 3 -Photo shows how wire is soldered to tap 
point on coil. To prevent short to adjacent turns. 
push in wires on each side of turn to be tapped. 
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Remotely -Tuned SWL Antenna 

able capacitor may be mounted on the side 
or bottom of the plastic box. The holes for 
the switch, input jack, feed -thru insulator and 
screw holes should be made by melting 
through the plastic with a soldering iron. A 
drill will crack the plastic unless you are very 
careful and back up the plastic with a piece 
of wood. 

When installing band -selector switch S 1, 
orient it so that one pole is close to input 
connector J1. Make all connections with No. 
14 wire. Solid wire is easy to work with and 
will handle the high power if the tuner is 
used with a transmitter. 

It is important that the synchronous motor 
be insulated from the variable capacitor. To 
connect the shafts, make a coupling with 
a short length of a wood dowel or a plastic 
rod. Drill a hole in each end of the coupling 
to accommodate the shaft dia. of the capaci- 
tor and the motor. 

The coils taps should be made at the fol- 
lowing points: 
3.5 -7 me -1 turn from the ungrounded end 
7.5 -15 me -15 turns from the antenna end 

15 -30 me -5 turns from antenna end 
A low -loss ceramic switch should be used 

for S1. It must be a two -pole, three -position 
heavy -duty type capable of handling at least 
moderate power if the system is to be used 
with a transmitter. For receiving, any type 
rotary switch can be used. One pole selects 
the coil tap. The other pole connects the 
capacitor in parallel with the selected section 

Fig. S -Tuner can be 
built in smaller box if 
available. Note wood 
coupling used to con- 
nect motor's shaft to variable capacitor's 
shaft. If you substitute 
capacitor for one we 
specify in Parts List, be 
sure rotor can turn 360 °. 

Fig. 4-31 wiring. One wiper lug has wire coming 
to it from bottom of photo. Insulated wire is con- 
nected to other wiper in the upper left comer. 

of the coil being used. Be sure the wires don't 
touch or even come too close to each other 
(especially if the tuner is to be used with a 
high -power transmitter). 

Installation 

After erecting the antenna as shown in 
Fig. 1, connect the bottom of the vertical 
element to feed -thru connector BP1 and con- 
nect your receiver (or transmitter) with 
RG58 /U coax to JI. Depending on your 

' r.r:!1i9Ì'Ìi 
6At:,4" -_. .. . 
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Fig. 6-Rear end of 
Ll is supported on 
porcelain stand -off 
insulator; connec- 
tion Is not made to 
this end. Capacitor 
we specify for Cl 
looks different from 
type used in au- 
thor's model, but 
this will present no 
problem. It can be 
mounted on side of 
box, as shown, or 
on bottom. Put tape 
over heads of its 
mounting screws. If 
tuner is to be used 
with transmitters 
whose input power 
is greater than 150 
watts, substitute an 
SO -239 coax con- 
nector for lack I1. 
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shack's location the tuner may be installed 
close to the receiver (providing the tuner is 
at the bottom of the vertical element) or a 
good distance from it. One safety precaution: 
put tape over the heads of screws used to 
mount the variable capacitor to prevent acci- 
dentally grounding it to something nearby. 

Run a length of lamp wire from the motor 
to your operating position. The control cir- 
cuit for the motor consists of a series hook- 
up of a push- button switch, the motor and 
117 VAC, as shown in the schematic. Instead 
of just plugging into an AC outlet, we sug- 
gest you use a 1:1 isolation transformer be- 

July, 1970 

tween the outlet and the motor circuit. 
Operation 

Firs:, select the band in which you want 
to operate with switch SI. Then tune your 
receiver and peak the antenna by pressing 
the push- button switch. Observe your S- 
meter. You'll know at a glance when the an- 
tenna is tuned because the meter will peak. 
Frequency changes are easy to make. Simply 
retune the receiver to another portion of the 
band within the range previously selected by 
Si, hit the push- button switch and watch the 
S -meter peak again. When you want to oper- 
ate another band, just flip S1.1 
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CONSUMER LASER. Recorded 
tapes for your TV will be a re- 

ality in the '70s. First on the scene was 
the CBS EVR system. Now, RCA has 
its own version called Selecta- Vision. 
Employing laser technology, the sys- 
tem utilizes a video cartridge player 
that plays pre- recorded tapes made of 
clear vinyl. A color program is first 
recorded on conventional film by 
means of an electron -beam recorder. 
This color- encoded master is then de- 
veloped and converted by laser into a 
series of holograms (three -dimensional 
images) recorded on vinyl tape. Using 
photo- resist methods, a hologram mas- 
ter and nickel master are developed to 
reproduce copies of the original. For 
playback, a low -power laser projects 
the holographic images on the tape into 
a TV camera. Photo shows lab version 
of playback process. 

Electronics in the News 

86 

Brushless DC ... The Hall effect was dis- 
covered in 1879 by the American physicist 
Edwin Hall. When a magnetic field is ver- 
tically applied to a strip of conductive ma- 
terial, a voltage is created across two points 
on the strip. This phenomenon can be used 
to electronically switch current into the wind- 
ings of DC motors, eliminating the need for 
commutators and brushes. The Pioneer Corp. 
of Tokyo now has developed inexpensive Hall 
semiconductors for use in the motors of its 
tape machines. Components are shown below. 
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International Satellite . . . 

No, it's not a round -table dis- 
cussion, just engineers at the 
Hughes Aircraft Co. in Cali- 
fornia gathering for a close - 
up look at a full -scale model 
of the Intelsat IV communi- 
cations satellite, an interna- 
tional project if there ever 
was one. Hughes is building 
four of them with the aid of 
12 sub -contractors based in 
ten foreign countries. These 
companies contributed over 
100 engineers from distant 
lands to the Hughes effort. 
The Comsat Corp. is direct- 
ing the program for the 69- 
nation International Tele- 
communications Satellite 
Consortium. Intelsat IV will 
launched into a synchronous 
orbit 22,300 mi. above the 
earth early in 1971. It can 
carry nearly 6000 two -way 
telephone calls simulta- 
neously or 12 color TV pro- 
grams, or a combination of 
voice and video transmis- 
sions. 

Symbology? ... Canada's Dept. of 
Transport feels sorry for its air 
traffic controllers. To make life 
easier -if that's possible -they are 
evaluating a radar data processing 
system made by the Airborne In- 
struments Laboratory Div. of Cut- 
ler- Hammer. The system uses digi- 
tal techniques to convert conven- 
tional radar data into synthetic dis- 
plays on a CRT. Increased air traffic 
has meant clutter on the screen. To 
make target blips more legible, and 
also provide information about the 
identity and altitude of aircraft, po- 
sitional symbology and alphanu- 
meric codes team up to turn the 
radar screen into an instant road 
map of the sky. -4- 
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Every one of these men 
was a "Doubting Thomas" 

about the opportunities 
in Electronics 

Read what they say now: 

4 "My salary increases have totaled $3,800 and I'm 
now number two in a four man department. Much 
of my progress and growth in Electronics is due 
to the practical preparation I gained from Bell & Howell 
programs." Tom Cason, Billerica, Massachusetts 

"My income has gone up 40% after I moved into 
the field of Electronics. This has been the most significant 

change in my life and I feel I owe a lot to the excellent 
training I got from Bell & Howell." Leslie R. Unger, 

Panorama City, California 

4 "It's wonderful to really enjoy your work, a feeling 
I certainly have today. My thanks to Bell & Howell's 
valuable background and training in Electronics. It 
gave me the career opportunity I've always wanted." 
Don W. Helms, Birmingham, Michigan 

"I've opened a new $10,000 building and now 
have two people working for me. My diploma - 
displayed as proof of my technical preparation 
-has been a big factor in the growth of my TV 
repair business." Charles R. Wagoner, Keiths- 
burg, .Illinois 

Recent developments create 
You, as a reader of Electronics magazines, are 
probably better informed than the average per- 
son about the opportunities in this growing field. 
Yet you may not be fully aware of two recent 
developments which promise to increase the de- 

88 

"Electronics opened up a new life for me in 
geophysical prospecting. Your thoroughly prac- 
tical instruction has placed me in a position to 
become entirely independent." G. D. Richard- 
son, Spokane, Washington 

new opportunities for you 
mand for Electronics specialists in the next few 
years. For example: 

Medical electronics. Devices for physiolog- 
ical monitoring and the heart pacemaker are 
among several new, and highly sophisticated 
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pieces of equipment requiring expert Electronics 
personnel. 

Electronic switching systems. A major 
manufacturer of telephone equipment has al- 
ready invested $175 million in ESS. Estimates 
indicate a $20 BILLION investment in the next 
30 years! 
The meaning is clear: The man who is fully and 
properly prepared to take advantage of oppor- 
tunities like these in Electronics today, will have 
no worries about the future! - 

Where do you get the right kind of preparation? 
We think you will find it a tremendous advan- 
tage to have acquired your Electronics training 
with Bell & Howell Schools. 

Why us? Because you'll get what executives in 
business and industry generally recognize as 
the most up -to -date, practical and thorough- 
going preparation available today. And these 
men are prepared to bid higher for men with 
this kind of background in Electronics. 

Why Bell & Howell's proven programs 
turn out better -salaried men 
For the past several years, we've invested more 
than $100,000 each year -just to keep our pro- 
grams in step with the constant changes in the 
world of Electronics. 
As a result, you'll find our Lab -at -Home Plans 
are based on valuable experience gained from 
our awn nation -wide technical colleges. (Infor- 
mation not available anywhere else.) 

It means you get the latest theory, reinforced 
by the most modern and useful applications of 
that theory. And you'll receive personal guid- 
ance from exceptionally well qualified instruc- 
tors -men with considerable practical electronics 

MAIL CARD 
NOW FOR 

FREE 
BOOKLET 

filly. 1970 

r 

experience and the ability to "get -it- across ". 

16 films make understanding easier. Some 
things in Electronics are complicated, yet quite 
basic. We simplify these things for you by pictur- 
ing what happens a step at a time. We also lend 
you a projector so you can run each film as often 
as you need to. 

Our exclusive Electro- Lab® includes a remark- 
ably instructive, self- contained circuit design 
console. It enables you to rapidly "breadboard" 
a great variety of circuits -like those you'll en- 
counter in today's real world of Electronics. 

You'll also receive 16 big shipments of compo- 
nents- including everything you need to build 
your own portable, 5 -inch band oscilloscope and 
a fully transistorized volt meter. You'll have 
two of the best precision instruments available - 
professional quality gear you'll want to keep and 
use throughout your career. 

Free -for -life national employment service. 
Whatever your interest and experience are, we 
will help you locate the better -paying positions 
in Electronics -completely without cost. And this 
service is available to you at any time -now or 
in the future. 

Whether you know a little, or a lot about Elec- 
tronics, we urge you to do something about your 
interest -NOW! 

Mail the postage -free card for Bell & Howell's 
new FREE BOOKLET and complete informa- 
tion about planning and choosing a profitable 
career in Electronics. There is absolutely no 
obligation of any kind. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS' TRAINING 

If card is detached, mail this coupon for your Free Booklet and 
complete information on career opportunities in Electronics to: 

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOLS 

4141 Belmont, Chicago, Illinois 60641 

Name (please print) Age 

Address 

City State 

Check here for latest GI Bill information. 

309 

Zip Code 

'.t -7020 
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The Nam Shack 

t\ By Wayne Green 
W2NSD /1 

BROADCASTING via FM, at long last, 
has caught up with amateur radio; the 

hobby is now in the middle (or at least the 
beginning) of one of the biggest booms since 
the switch to sideband ten years ago. 

This boom, fueled by massive amounts of 
commercial surplus gear left over after band- 
width changes occurred on taxi and police 
frequencies, was really put into orbit by the 
development of the repeater station. 

The range of low -power two- and six - 
meter units was quite limited, naturally; not 
many people wanted to go to the trouble of 
installing them at home and in their cars for 
a range of just 5 or 10 mi. The obvious an- 
swer to the problem was a retransmitting 
(relay) station located atop a local mountain 
or high building. Today, mountain tops are 
studded with these relay stations all over the 
country -there are almost 350 of them in 
use at present, with more coming every week. 

Up here where I live, in New Hampshire, 
there are seven repeaters that I can trigger 
with a ten -watt transmitter. I've even trig- 
gered three of them with a one -watt rig and 
a ground -plane antenna! So my little ten - 
watt rig enables me to talk with just about 
any two -meter FM operator in New England 
and in a good portion of eastern New York. 
It won't be long before this network is ex- 
tended into Ohio and down to Washington. 

While on a short visit to the San Francisco 
area I watched one fellow contact stations 
in southern California through a repeater 
network that ran over to Nevada and back 
again into California. When he operated I 

could hear the squelch tails from the seven 
repeaters that made that long path possible. 
I'll be surprised if we don't have coast -to- 
coast repeating on two meters in a few years. 

This new hobby got off to a slow start be- 
cause the fellows that did most of the en- 
gineering work were just not the types to 
write articles. As a result, not much appeared 
in amateur magazines. With the appearance 
of the now defunct FM Journal (in Detroit), 

interest began to grow. There are an esti- 
mated 10,000 operators presently working 
FM, with perhaps double that number ex- 
pected to join in the next year or so. 

In addition to all of the surplus equip- 
ment, there are several manufacturers and 
importers coming out with FM units. These 
are pretty good bargains so they're beginning 
to appear in more and more ham shacks. 
American models are getting very popular 
with Civilian Defense organizations and 
should quickly replace all of the older two - 
meter AM gear for this kind of work. For 
emergencies, the repeater is the key to a 
whole system; it can be fed by base units, 
mobile units or even hand -held units. I have 
a solid -state transceiver that measures 1 V2 x 
2 x 7 in. which puts out two watts and acti- 
vates repeaters 50 mi. away. 

How do repeaters work? Since you cannot 
easily transmit and receive simultaneously 
on the same frequency, the repeaters have 
a receiver tuned to one frequency (often 
146.34 mc) which is connected to a trans- 
mitter operating on another channel (often 
146.94 mc). The FM boys have put practi- 
cally all of the repeaters in the 146 -mc part 
of the band and they speak of the above 
combination as a 34 -94 repeater. 

Specialized equipment is beginning to 
show up. Automatic channel -scanning re- 
ceivers will scan up to ten different repeater 
channels continuously, stopping at any one 
that is active and turning off the squelch so 
you can hear what is happening. 

Most repeaters are put up by clubs or in- 
dividuals who have access to surplus equip- 
ment. In addition to the receiver/ transmitter 
setup, there also must be a control link on 
450 mc to satisfy FCC regulations. As you 
can imagine, some of the repeater functions 
are quite complex. For instance there is the 
repeater in Concord, N.H., that features the 
regular 34 -94 system most of the time, but 
for three minutes in every fifteen repeats 
across bands running from 52.525 mc on up 
to two meters. During six -meter openings 
some local amateurs have managed to con- 
tact ten or more states while operating mo- 
bile on two meters and then being repeated 
through WIALE. 

In areas where there are overlapping re- 
peaters, a system has evolved of using a short 
tone at the start of a transmission to trigger 
a particular repeater rather than all re- 
peaters. This is known as tone -burst entry 

(Continued on page 1021 
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CB Transceiver Specs 
You might outwit the manufacturer of a rig that's just too good fo be true. 

By JOSEPH RITCHIE NEXT time you buy 
a CB transceiver will 

you first examine the spec sheet in detail to 
see what you're getting? If you're the average 
buyer, you probably won't. You'll buy from 
experience, word of mouth, recognizable 
brand name, price -or because it'll just fit 
the hole in your dash. What if you do pay 
a lot of attention to the specs? With few ex- 
ceptions, they'd turn out to be meaningless 
and, even worse, you might find out later you 
didn't get the performance you paid for. 
And that could make you unhappy. 

The truth is that transceiver specifications 
oaten reflect marketing or promotion policy. 
In short, such specs -technical as they may 
be -are meant to convince you that brand 
A is somehow superior to brand B. They are 
not intended to convey performance infor- 
mation. 

It is true that often the larger and more 

respected CB manufacturers do provide com- 
prehensive, professional specs. Still, they're 
often buried in meaningless performance in- 
formation which is based on testing systems 
specifically designed to make the equipment 
look better than gear produced by the com- 
petition. 

Confused? Let's clear up the picture a bit 
by looking at the pros and cons of different 
CB specs. We'll start with the receiver. 

Signal -To -Noise Ratio 

Years ago, after countless listening tests, 
some communications people determined 
that a 10db signal -plus -noise to noise ratio 
(S +N /N) would result in approximately 80 

per cent intelligence being extracted from an 
AM signal -with almost 100 per cent intelli- 
gence extraction occurring with a 15db ratio. 
Since 80 per cent is enough to get the mean- 
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How To Read CB Transceiver Specs 
ing of a message across, a sensitivity rating in terms of this 10db figure was 
accepted as a minimum value -but with a 15db ratio preferred. For years no 
manufacturer would dare insult his customer's intelligence by listing anything 
less than a 10db ratio. But then came CB! 

Look through CB performance specs and you'll find a 6db (S- }-N /N) refer- 
ence for sensitivity. Now, depending on background noise level, a 6db ratio can 
produce less than 50 per cent intelligence extraction- almost totally valueless 
performance. Sad fact is, a receiver with a 0.2 µV (6db) sensitivity can easil 
approach the standard 1 µV (10db) sensitivity. Also, never get bogged down 
with a term like tangential sensitivity. No one has explained clearly how tan- 
gential sensitivity can be correlated with intelligence extraction 

Bandwidth 

Bandwith, or selectivity, is another term which leads CBers astray. Band- 
width indicates a receiver's ability to reject adjacent signal interference. For 
instance, if a receiver has a bandwidth of 20 kc at 60db, this means that a 
signal ±10 kc distant from the tuned signal will be attenuated by a factor of 
60db; the interfering signal must be 1,000 times stronger (remember, we're 
talking about voltage) than the tuned signal in order to be heard at the same 
volume. (For the sake of clarity, we have avoided talking about modulation 
sidebands in this example.) 

Most CB manufacturers indicate the 6db bandwidth, meaning the frequenc 
attenuated 6db from the tuned signal. This spec is really useless to the CBer 
since it reflects the received audio- frequency response (which when given with 
another bandwidth spec, such as 60db at 10 kc, can tell an engineer the exact 
shape of the bandwidth curve). However, a CBer isn't helped because selectivit 
is determined by the complete bandwidth curve. He's only given the low end 
of the curve 

For example, receiver A with a curve of 6db at 5 kc and 60db at 12 kc 
is quite selective, while receiver B -which appears more selective due to its 
6db at 4 kc -is actually only 35db down at 12 kc and therefore subject to 
greater interference from adjacent signals 

The most important bandwidth spec for the CBer reflects what's happening 
10 kc away from the tuned channel. But if you look for a spec that reflects 
10 kc, remember that if you want to be selective 10 kc on the high side you 
also have a 10 kc factor on the low side, and the bandwidth, is rated for a 20 kc 
frequency spread. (If the manufacturer specifies a 10 kc bandwidth, he means 
S kc on either side of the tuned signal. When he refers to adjacent channel 
selectivity, he means 10 kc (or some other value) only on one side of the tuned 
signal -you double this value to get the total bandwidth., 

Image Rejection 

Image rejection is another spec favored by CB manufacturers since it con- 
ceals a number of ills. An image is a signal occurring at twice the IF frequenc). 
Usually, the receiver's local oscillator beats against the tuned signal and one 
located at twice the IF frequency (either higher or lower, depending on the 
local oscillator's frequency). It's the function of the tuned RF stage to eliminate 
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this image frequency, otherwise both signals will be detected 
Image rejection indicates attenuation of the image frequency -20db Is 

the minimum acceptable value. However, CB rigs often use double conversion 
to push the image rejection anywhere from 40 to 80db down (which is the onl 
real advantage of double conversion). Unfortunately, the use of frequency 
synthesizers has made image rejection somewhat meaningless; the two or three 
local oscillators in such a rig produce many beat frequencies, where each beat 
acts as a local oscillator to produce more spurious responses. When tested. 
several of these rigs show very good image rejection, but the spurious response 
to CB signals is almost as good as for the tuned channel 

Automatic Gain Control 

In recent years an AVC or AGC specification has become standard in the 
CB literature. Unfortunately, a standard test reference for AVC doesn't exist 
One manufacturer may claim his transceiver will compress a 5 to 80,000 -g\ 
input signal range into a 5db audio output variation, while another manutac- 
turer will give the AVC performance for, say. a 2 to 10,000 -0/ range. TheN 

select the range that looks best in print. 
What they don't specify is the breakout signal level (particularly for solid - 

state gear. This is the input level at which the AVC no longer holds, thereb 
producing a very sharp, sudden increase in the audio output. As a rule, the 
wider the specified input range, the better. 

With few exceptions, no CB rig carries a front -end overload specification. 
yet solid -state equipment is particularly susceptible to overload. The overload 
point is an input level which causes the RF amplifier to either break into 

oscillation or function as a detector /mixer. The result: a very strong signa: 
produces either cross modulation (where you can hear the modulation of dif- 

ferent channels on top of the tuned signal) or it desensitizes the receiver, so 

that a strong adjacent signal reduces the rig's sensitivity to the tuned signal - 
or you just get distortion. Early solid -state gear was particularly vulnerable to 

strong- signal overload, with strong signals being approximately 5,000 ,LV. (A 

level usually termed medium strength.) A modern transceiver should handle 
at least 20,000 µV without overload 

Transmitter specs should be easy to understand, but unfortunately the 

accepted reference standards are so broad just about anything will meet them 

Modulation 

lust about any rig carries a claim of 80 or 100 per cent modulation. What 

they don't specify is at what frequency or frequencies. Professional equipment 
first specifies a modulation frequency response, something like -3db from 

350 to 3,500 cps. Then there is a modulation figure of, say, 85 per cent. This 

means that any frequency in the range of 350 to 3,500 cps will modulate the 

transmitter within 3db of 85 per cent, with a reference frequency of eithe' 
1,000 or 400 cps producing exactly 85 per cent modulation 

Contrast this with most CB specs -they never tie the two together. All you 

are guaranteed is that some frequency will modulate the transmitter 80 of 

100 per cent. There have been CB transceivers which produced the rated 

modulation only around 300 to 500 cps, which resulted in extreme bass that 

is very hard to read at weak signal levels or under interference conditions 
[Continued Overleaf 
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How To Read CB Transceiver Specs 

Another misleading specification is the so- called 100 per cent modulation 
limiting or clipping, which means that at no time can 100 per cent modulation 
ever be exceeded. Again, many transceivers meet the specification only at 
selected frequencies -no limiting is provided at other frequencies. To meet 
FCC regulations and to prevent overmodulation distortion products, modula- 
tion limiting must be effective at all frequencies. 

-ludio Compression 

Range boost or some other feature which implies an audio compressor is 
common to many higher -price transceivers. But there is a good way and a 
poor way of doing it and the specs usually don't say which method was used. 

For example, if the audio compression device -which is sometimes a clipper 
-produces distortion products by either squaring or otherwise deforming the 
modulation waveform, the distortion products must be removed with an ap- 
propriate filter network. If the distortion isn't removed the receiving station 
picks up a mess of garbage (great talk power under strong signal conditions, 
hut virtually unintelligible under QRM). An examination of many CB rigs 
will show that some compressors are effectively filtered, while others produce 
almost pure square waves with high distortion. Specs don't tell the whole story. 

Microphone or modulation sensitivity is a forgotten specification. Every 
manufacturer designs for an average voice level. This results in transceivers 
which require almost a shout to obtain 85 per cent modulation, while other 
models are so sensitive even a whisper will produce limiting (with distortion) 
as well as severe pickup of background noise. 1- 

The ABCs of 

Color Television Servicing 

By Forest H. Belt 

Examination on Part VI 
I . Which service technique is good for troubleshooting the chroma 

section quickly? 

'_. Why is a potentiometer used to control IF gain during band - 
pass alignment? 

3. How can you tell when the 3.58 -mc oscillator is locked in dur- 
ing color -sync alignment? 

4. What are the four basic steps in 1 -2 -3 -4 troubleshooting? 

[Turn to page 100 for correct answers) 
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Keep in touch with 
Penneys CB radios 

A. GOLDEN PINTO... compact, easy to 
operate Delta fine tuning Silencer re- 
duces station interference S -RF meters 
measure incoming signal strength and 
output wattage Ready -to- operate on all 
23 channels and has an illuminated color 
coded dial Solid state circuitry; squelch 
control; sensitive hand microphone; gold 
color facing $159- F.C.C. type accepted 

B. 

B. PINTO 23 -ready to operate on all 23 
channels Solid state circuitry Trans- 
mits and receives on all 23 channels 

Illuminated dial with color coded chan- 
nels S meter; squelch control; PA sys- 
tem; external speaker jack Sensitive 
hand microphone; modulation indicator 
light Wood grain vinyl over steel 

$129- F.C.C. type accepted 

Penneys AUTO 
CENTER 

There's a Penney: Auto Center with CB near you! 

CIRCLE NUMBER 7 ON PAGE I S 

C. PINTO 23B BASE STATION - for 
home or mobile use Solid state circuitry 

Ready to operate on all 23 channels 
Illuminated dial with color coded chan- 

nels Variable automatic noise limiter 
Base station microphone S -RF meter; 

modulation indicator light 2 power 
cords... one for mobile, one for base use 

$159 -F.C.C. type accepted 

Pinto transceivers manufactured 
exclusively for Penneys by ®HITACHI 
of Japan 
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8 New Action - Packed Kits From Heath - 

4 
Heathkit GD-101 

'49 95* 

r , 

Ifa x) 

Transmitter 

Battery Pack 

Heathkit GD-57 

512995" 
rerff."1114tAttl 

Receiver 

Servos 

NEW Heathkit "Spectre" ' -á Scale R/C Car 

Join The Most Exciting New Hobby In America... 
budding and racing radio-controlled Grand Prix cars up to scale speeds of 
200 mph. The Heathkit "Spectre" R/C car reaches that speed and has already 
proven itself a winner. And no wonder: its design is unique. It has a chrome 
plated steel chassis, adjustable caster and toe -in, specially formulated rubber 
tires that lock onto the cast nylon wheels, independent front suspension for 
excellent cornering and a 5.5:1 gear ratio for maximum torque at all speeds. 
The snap on. Is scale car body (length: 19 % ") is of high impact plastic - 
almost indestructable. Suspension is by real coil springs. The radio equipment 
compartment is dirt and oil proof. The Heathkit "Spectre" is the only com- 
plete car kit available. You get the body, chassis, wheels & tires, 4 oz. fuel 
tank & tubing, equipment case & protective foam, centrifugal clutch & gears, 
axles, servo linkages & mounting tape, all hardware, decals. numbers and a 
comprehensive manual. The "Spectre" accepts any .15 to .23 cubic inch R/C 
engine and any proportional R/C electronics system. It requires only two 
servos to operate the steering, brake and throttle. Get in on all the thrills of 
R/C car racing at the lowest possible price ... order a Heathkit "Spectre ". 
Kit GD -101, R/C car only, 8 lbs $49.95` 
Assembled GDA101 -1, Veco .19 R/C engine. 1 lb $19.95" 

NEW Heathkit 3- Channel Digital Proportional R/C System 

For Planes, Gliders, Cars And Boats 
Ideal for use with the new Heathkit "Spectre" R!C car to give you total con- 
trol ... ease of handling. Here's what the Heathkit GD -57 R/C system in- 
cludes: Transmitter with assembled, factory aligned RF circuitry: new 2 oz. 
miniature receiver that needs no IF alignment, in a tough nylon ease: you 
also get two servos: all plugs: connectors: cables: charging cord: new fat - 
pack rechargeable nickel- cadmium transmitter and receiver batteries ... and 
.i special soldering iron. You can have your choice of five operating frequencies 
in each of three hands ... 27, 53 or 72 MHz. This is the most value ever offered 
in a 3- channel rig. 

Kit GD -57, transmitter, receiver, 2 servos, batteries, charging cord, 
switches and soldering iron, (specify freq. desired), 11 lbs $129.95' 
Kit GDA -57 -1, transmitter, battery, charging cord, (specify freq 
iesired), 5 lbs $54.95' 

Heathkit Siren & Speaker Kit GDA -57 -2, receiver only, (specify freq.), 1 lb $34.95' 
$fl 95* 

e 7.;10o - 

Amplifier 
& Controls 

Exterior Horn 

Heathkit MI 29 S 8 95" 

t)8 

NEW Heathkit Siren /PA 
For Licensed Emergency Vehicle Only 

Hey Chief! Save up to 60'5,; on a new electronic siren /PA system by ordering 
the low cost Heathkit GD -18. The siren gives both "wail" and "yelp" warn- 
ings at 55 watts output power, and you can adjust the pitch. As a public address 
it will amplify your voice with a full 20 watts of power, and it's practically 
immune to acoustical feedback. (Either PA or siren can be interrupted to use 
the other.) Incoming radio calls can be channeled through the GD -t8 so you 
can hear them when away from your vehicle. Use it on any 12-volt auto elec- 
trical system with either positive or negative frame ground. It will operate 
from -20' to 150' F conditions. Control panel is lighted. Comes with gimbal 
bracket mounting. Take your choice of speakers ... concealed or exposed. 

Kit GD -18, Siren /PA Amplifier, 7 lbs $54.95 
Assembled GDA -18-1, Exterior Horn, 9 lbs $49.95" 
Assembled GDA -18-2, Concealed Horn, 4)6 x 4% x 13 ". 9 lbs $49.95` 
System GD -18A, (includes GD -1S plus exterior horn), 16 lbs $99.95- 
System GD -188, (includes GD -18 plus concealed horn), 16 lbs $99.95' 

NEW Heathkit Solid -State Portable Fish Spotter 
Costs half as much as comparable performers. Probes to 200 ft. Doubles as 

depth sounder. Transducer mounts anywhere on suction cup bracket. Ad- 
justable Sensitivity Control. Exclusive Noise -Rejection Control stops ignition 
noise. Runs for 80 hrs. on two 6 VDC lantern batteries (not included). Manual 
explains typical dial readings. Get set for next season: order your Heathkit 
MI -29 today. 

Kit Ml -29, 9 lbs $84.95" 

CIRCLE NUMBER 3 ON PAGE 15 
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The Value Leader H19rATHKIT" 

NEW Heathkit 5 -Band SSB Amateur Transceiver 
the new Heathkit SB -102 ... proud successor to the famous "100" & "101 ". 
You can expect top performance and value from this rig ... and you get it. 
\n all solid -state Linear Master Oscillator delivers faster warmup, greater 

.t.lbdity and better tracking ... new receiver circuitry gives better than 0.35 
iiV sensitivity for real performance under bad band conditions. Plus all the 
features that made the SB -101 the world's most famous. most popular trans - 
.:clver ... 180 watts PEP SSB input ... 170 watts CW input ... 80 through 
10 meter coverage ... USB, LSB or CW modes ... built -in VOX or PTT 
operation ... built -in CW sidetone ... built -in 100 kHz crystal calibrator ... 
triple Action Level Control for reduced clipping & distortion ... fast. easy 
sandswitching and tune -up ... rugged, inexpensive 6146 finals ... separate 
ieadphone level control & front panel jack simple assembly with circuit 
mard- wiring harness construction ... sharp Heathkit SB- Series styling plus 
mini more features. Order yours now. 

Kit 5B -102, 23 lbs $380.00' 
Kit SBA -100-1, mobile mt.. 6 lbs $14.95' 

NEW Heathkit 60 -Watt AM -FM -FM Stereo Receiver 
Superb stereo performance at budget price. that's the new Heathkit AR -19. 
\ giant, electronically regulated power supply provides 60 watts IHF music 
,sower (ideal for all modular and high efficiency speaker systems) ... fre- 
dueney response is -1 dB from 6 Hz to 35.000 Hz ... and Harmonic & IM 
distortion are less than 0.25°,; at any output. This advanced performance 
rasures you of crisp, clean highs without ringing'or breakup ... solid, clean - 
,ut lows without distortion - just pure, uncolored sound reproduction at all 
requencies and power levels. The FM Stereo circuitry is unequalled by any 
receiver in this price class ... a factory assembled & aligned FET FM tuners 

.uperior overload characteristics & 2.0 uV sensitivity ... a factory as- 
.emMed & aligned FM IF circuit board with 4 IC's for superior AM rejection, 
laud limiting, greater stability and 35 dB selectivity ... a precision ball- bearing 
nertia flywheel for smootn, precise tuning ... two front panel tuning meters 

for exact station selection. Other features include modular snap -out circuit 
Boards, built -in self-servicing capability, hi -fi AM reception and much more. 
Make the AR -19 the heart of your stereo system now. 
Kit AR -19, 29 lbs $225.00` 
Assembled AE -19, oiled pecan cabinet, 10 lbs $19.95` 

Heathkit Solid -State Metal Locator 
Here's versatile, professional performance in a metal locator at lowest cost. 
I he all solid -state GD -48 uses a unique induction balance detection system 
that doesn't produce a tone until metal enters the search field ... eliminates 
raving to listen for a change in tone. The built -in Sensitivity control allows 
rdtustment to detect varying size objects down to 6 feet. A built -in speaker 
audibly signals presence of metal ... for higher sensitivity use the accurate 
'runt -panel meter. And the front -panel headphone jack lets you use head - 
'hones to screen out annoying background noise. Look no further for an 

: scellent metal locator ... order the GD -48 now. 
Kit GD -48, 4 lbs 559.95 
GDA -48 -1, 9 V battery, 1 lb $1.30 

Heathkit SB-102 

53800°e 

Heathkit AR-19 

$225°°e 

Heathkit GD-48 
559950 

Heathkit Screw -Drive Radio -Controlled 
Garage Door Opener Now Costs Less 
Like having a personal doorman. The powerful yet gentle 
'crew -drive door mechanism gives you ease & conven- 
ience you want with the reliability & safety you need. 
lust a touch of a button and the factory assembled & 
ligned UHF electronics open your garage door from up 
'n 150 ft. away and turns on a light too. Once inside, another push of the button closes the door 
.alèly behind you, yet the light remains on long enough for you to enter your home. Fast, easy 
.me-night assembly ... all wires pre-cut with connectors installed ... no soldering. Fits any 7h.' 
iverhead, jamb or pivot single or double size residential doors. Automatic instant reverse feature 

r'revents injury to kids, pets, etc. Send for yours now. 
GD -209A, mechanism, receiver & transmitter, 66 lbs $139.95' 
GD -209B, mechanism, receiver & 2 transmitters, 66 lbs ' 5149.95' 

July, 1970 

New Lower Price 
Kit GD -209A 

i39° 
NEW 

FREE 1970 CATALOG! 
Now wit more Mils, more cola. 
Fully describes these along with 
over 300 kits for iseran /hi -H, 
color TV. electronic Organs, gui- 
tar arnpidien, amatNi radin. 
marine, eduutronel. CB, home 
L bobby. Mel coupes or write 
Heath Company, Benton Harbor. 
Michigan 49022. 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 11.? 
Benton Harbor, Michrgon 49022 

Enclosed is f 

E="731 HFîAT1-5 KiT 
a Schlurnaweer company 

plis shipping. 

Please send model (s) 
Please said FREE Naathhil Catalog. 

Nema 

Please send Credit Application. 

Address 

City State Zip 

Mad order mica; F-O.B. factory. 
L Prices i specifications sabjeet to change without natia. CL-386 
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Pill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscriptlon1 
to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fdntastk Value Packed 
Catalog - Unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES on 
Brand Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, 
Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Values. Credit 
plan available. 

NAME 

ADDRESS - 

CITY - STATE - 

GIVE ZIP CODE 

If you have a friend interested in electronics send 
his name and address for a FREE subscription also. 

OLSON ELECTRONICS 
Dept. DG, 260 S. Forge Woof, Akron, Ohio 443013J 

CIRCLE NUMBER 9 ON PAGE 15 

NOW IN PAPERBACK! 

"IT COMES 
WITH THE 
FORCE OF 

A MUGGER IN 

1 MIDNIGHT 
ALLEY" 

-LOOK MAGAZINE 

01388 

Soon to be a major motion 
picture from Paramount 

Wherever Paperbacks Are Sold 

Buy these Fawcett Crest Books from your paperback book- 

seller If he is sold out, send only price of books plus 10E 
for postage and handling to Fawcett Crest Books, Fawcett 
World library, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. If order is for fire 
or more books, no postage or handling charge is necessary. 
Please order by number and title. No Canadian orders. 
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Ham -CB Converter 

Continued from page 62 

outside antenna and ground connected to .11. 

Sensitivity and selectivity depend upon care- 
ful alignment of the converter and of your 
broadcast receiver. We used three series - 
connected 6 -V lantern batteries to power the 
the converter; however, since the circuit only 
draws about 10 ma. smaller batteries can be 
used. 

For CW reception, set SI to BFO and ad- 
just RIO for the desired pitch. With careful 
tuning, sideband signals can also be received 
using the BFO. Make sure that you set SI 
to o/ each time the coils are to he 
changed. 

The ABCs of 

Color Television Servicing 

Answers to Examination 

on Part VI: 

Continued from page 96 

1. Alignment. 

2. To assure a signal of known value 
reaches the chroma section. Voltage 
level is read with a VTVM con- 
nected to the output of the video 
amplifier. 

3. The color bars stand still on the 
CRT. 

4. Analyze, inspect, isolate and pin- 
point. - -$ 

Electronics Illustrated 

I 

.0 
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the antenna special 
¡vision of Allen Electic aic _quipm 
435 Eyelid Avenue, :levalerti, Ohio 

ORi: 200 Shames Drive, We Ate y, L. I., 
C. Si . -, 285 Y 

If you need a fishing rod look else- 
where. 
Antennas are our only business. These 
communications antennas, the first 
and only complete fiber glass line de- 
signed from the manufacturing equip- 
ment on up with one idea in mind - 
the rugged, varied environment and 
special requirements of mobile two - 
way radio. 
Nobody makes anything like them. 
Nobody even makes the machines 
they're made on. We designed our own. 

Why A/S fiber glass? 
Antenna Specialists fiber glass has all 
the advantages, none of the failings 
of conventional fiber glass materials: 

Perfect elasticity -bend one and it 
will return to its exact vertical 
position. 
Super strength- stronger than 
brass, aluminum, even most steels. 

Impervious to corrosion -and posi- 
tively will not fade or deteriorate 
under most intense sunlight, even 
ultraviolet. 
Will not split or run - Exclusive 
"Armorweave" material contains 
much more fiber glass, woven in 
both directions to resist blows. 

White -hot new designs, features! 
Entirely new, contemporary styling and 
features make this the most beautiful 
and versatile line you've ever seen. 
Like the slim and elegant new tapered 
spring that seems to flow right into 
the slender tapered whip ... the 
quick-disconnect joints that make full 
length whips practical ... like the 
ingenious new tuneable whip -tip that 
allows instant VSWR adjustment with 
a twist. 

is co. 
o. 
)6 
rrk 11690 
d Blvd.. Willowdale. Ontario, Canada 

CIRCLE NUMBER 21 ON PAGE 15 
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It 
Keeps 
You 
Turned 
On 

Year after year, each issue of 
Electronics Illustrated 
makes it big with up -to -date, 
in -depth coverage of electronics 
with particular attention to 

the hobby fields of amateur 
radio, short -wave listening, 
stereo, Citizens Band, servicing, 

careers and electronic theory. 

And EI also brings you top- drawer 
step -by -step instructions for 

construction projects. To be 

sure of getting every issue, 

just fill out the coupon below. 

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED 
Circulation Department 
Fawcett Building 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830 

Dear EI: Please put my name down for a one - 
year subscription (six issues) -and do it pronto! 

I enclose $3 
Bill me later 

New Order 
Renewal 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

HAM SHACK 

Continued from page 92 

Pulsars Revisited. Wishful thinkers, lice 
myself, suffered a setback recently when as- 
tronomers managed to come up with a rather 
convincing proof that pulsars are a natural 
phenomenon. The sense of loss was not acute. 
however, because I believe that there is a 

completely new and different method of com- 
munications which will be discovered soot; 

Now that several millions of people have 
seen the UFO's moving about our planet, and 
a respectable number of our scientists have 
investigated the sightings and found them 
difficult to impeach, the question arises . . 

what sort of communications are all these 
ships using? We don't seem to have detected 
anything in the spectrums of radio waves or 
visible light. And if these visitors are coming 
from outside of our solar system, they prob- 
ably have a communications medium that is 

instantaneous. It is unlikely that they use an 
type of electromagnetic system at all. 

There is no point in our sitting around. 
waiting for the scientists to discover this nest 
type of communications. Most of the mone 
allocated for basic research was cut off about 
30 years ago and today a project has to have 
a high degree of certainty before any labora- 
tory will let someone spend a lot of money on 
its development. Basically new discoveries arc 
now in the realm of the amateur . . . us. 
Here is an area where we have a decided ad- 
vantage over the professionals, though there 
is no such thing as a professional in a newt). 
discoverea field. One has only to read the 
Condon report on UFO's to see the great 
difficulty an established scientist has when he 
tries to conceive of something that does not 
fit in with what has been basic to him 

Now, if we can discover how to tune in 
UFO's the extrasensory world, or even 
thought process, we're going to have ad- 
vanced civilization enormously. And ama- 
teurs can succeed at undertakings like this. 
Of course, if you prefer something less far out 
you may want to do some tinkering with the 
mechanism of gravity fields? Anyone knost 
the progagation velocity of a gravity field^ 

Some think it may be some sort of vibra- 
tion . . . if so, a whole new energy spectrum 
may be revealed. Once we do discover an 
instantaneous means of communications 1 

think we'll find that this is what the UFO's 
are using. -$ 

lU_ Electronics Illustrated 
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Stereo 10 

Continued from page 65 

the basic premise being that conventional 
two -channel stereo doesn't provide enough 
distinct information in recording or play- 
back for ultimate realism. 

The extra information which four -channel 
stereo provides is the sound of the hall in 
which the recording is made. The acoustic 
characteristics of the hall are presented 
separately by an extra pair of channels. 
These two channels are derived from mikes 
placed somewhere near the rear of the hall 
or studio. Occasionally, such special musi- 
cal material as the Berlioz Requiem (which 
uses performers at the rear of the hall as 
well as at the front) makes direct use of 
these two channels, but the usual objective 
is the new dimension of hall sound. 

This purist approach is already doing 
battle with the very special four -channel 
sound effects required by the promoters of 
hard rock. The serious audiophiles who de- 
veloped four -channel stereo may turn ver- 
million at that thought, but if pop rock turns 
people on in the numbers the promoters 
are really hoping for, the spectacular version 
of four -channel stereo won't be denied very 
easily 

Before the year is out, watch for an in- 
creased number of highly specialized audio 
products. Altec, Frazier and others are mar- 
keting devices intended to tune the acous- 
tics of your living room; Advent is offering 
a Frequency Balance Control which in- 
volves both room acoustics and the overall 
balance of equipment and recordings. And 
Advent, and possibly AR as well, will have 
the separate Dolby unit for any good tape 
recorder. 

Cassettes may be further advanced by the 
appearance this fall of the first batch of 
chromium -dioxide tape, which may bring 
cassette recording quality well within ac- 
cepted hi -fi parameters. 

It seems certain that the big action and 
excitement during 1970 will concern cas- 
sette recorders. If Dolby cassette decks are 
accompanied by Dolby prerecorded cas- 
settes (and it appears that some indepen- 
dents like Vanguard are planning this move 
for the fall) things will really get interesting. 
Once the audiophile is presented with a 
serious alternative to records, there is no 
telling where it will all end. 

July, 197( 

DXing The World's Waistline 

Continued from page 33 

several SW outlets serving Belem's half mil- 
lion population. DXers can hear this one on 
4,865 kc until sign -off at 0300 GMT. Like 
the nearly 100 other Brazilian stations using 
tropical bands, Radio Clube do Para trans- 
mits programs in Portuguese to domestic 
audiences. It isn't known as a particular') 
good verifier, but some DXers have managed 
to get QSLs. 

Last stop on our DX tour is Quito, Ecua- 
dor. Despite its location, less than a degree 
of latitude south of the equator, Quito's ele- 
vation (9.000 ft.) gives it a distinctly non- 
tropical climate. 

Though not operating in the low -frequent) 
bands, HCJB, the Voice of the Andes, is fa- 
miliar to even the most inexperienced lis- 
teners. But Quito also has a number of 
tropical -band outlets, at least four of which 
have been putting fine signals into North 
America during the past year 

Radio Quito (4,923 kc) on many nights 
is the strongest Latin American station in the 
60 -meter band. Programming, naturally. is 

in Spanish, but the identification is easy to 
hear. Also widely reported are Radio Cenit 
on 4,865 kc, Emisora Gran Colombia on 
4,910 kc, and the official government station. 
Radio Nacional de Ecuador, on 4,940 kc 
These can be heard around 0500 GMT. -4 

One -Station Radio 

Continued from page 44 

Set up the signal generator for a modulated 
signal at the frequency of the broadcast sta- 
tion you want to listen to. Place the signal 
generator hot lead near the top end of LI. 
Adjust Cl and then C2 for maximum signal. 
Repeat the adjustments, then remove the sig- 
nal generator lead and install the board in the 
speaker cabinet. Position the speaker leads 
away from L1 and T2. Repeat the adjustment 
to Cl and C2 for best reception of the station. 
Because the radio has a directional loopstick 
antenna, you will have to try it in different 
positions for best reception 

The radio may have to be retuned to com- 
pensate for nearby metal objects such as 
appliances with metal cabinets or electric 
wiring, etc. And after the components have 
aged, it may also be necessary to retune the 
radio. -4 
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Your advertisement can reach this mail -buying audience for only 501 per word . , payable In advance it El (Check or M.O. please) . . . minimum 10 words. Closing dates are the 20th of 4th preceding month 
e. copy for the November issue must be in our office by July 20th. Mail to ELECTRONICS ILLUS. 

'RATED, 67 West 44th St., New York, N. Y. 10036. Word count: Zipcode number free. Figure one word: 
'Jame of state (New Jersey), name of city (New York); sets of characters as in key (14 -D); also 
abbreviations as 35MM, 8x10. D.C., A.C. 

SAVE MONEY ORDER BY MAIL 

. FOR SALE 

TREASUREPROBES. PATENTED transis- 
torized detector signals "dig" by ear- 

phone "beeping ". 5" search head, PC 
boards, two colpitt oscillators improve 
stability. Kit $13.95, assembled $18.80, 
with speaker $24.88. 60 day guarantee. 
Free literature. Treasure House, EG -30, 
Torment, N.J. 07763. 

CONVERT ANY television to sensitive, 
big -screen oscilloscope. Only minor 

changes required. No electronic experi- 
ence necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. 
Relco A -19, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 
17018. 

MAGNETS. ALL types. Specials: 20 disc 
magnets, or 2 stick magnets, or 10 

small bar magnets, or 8 assorted mag- 
nets, $1.00. Maryland Magnet Company, 
5412 -F Gist Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 
21215. 

ULTRA -SENSITIVE and Powerful Metal 
Defectors -join the many who are rind - 

ing buried coins, minerals, relics and 
artifacts. Don't buy till you see our Free 
catalog of new models. Write Jetco- 
Box 132 -El- Huntsville, Taxas 77340. 

GOLD, SILVER, relics! Located with 
powerful Detectron Metal Detectors. 

Free information. Terms. Detectron, Dept. 
El -7. Box 243, San Gabriel, California 
91770. 

SUBMINIATURE LISTENING Devices, low 
priced high performance direct from manufacturer. Dealers welcome. 

Audiotronix SLI07, 156 Fifth Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10010. 

TELEPHONE RECORDER- ACTUATOR 
TWI -007. Special Recorders. Catalog. 

Twilight Electronics, Box 11595, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63105. 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT Kits: Computer, 

Optoelectronics, Audio. Catalog free. 
Kaye Engineering, Box 3932 -C, Long 
Beach, California 90803. 
MARINE ELECTRONICS at Big Discount. 

Known Brands. Send $1.00 for Complete 
Catalog. Discount Marine Supply Co., 
2430 W. Coast Hwy., Newport Beach, 
Calif. 92660. 

UNUSUAL GIFT -Excellent gift for young 
and old alike, fun at parties, educa- 

tional, seems to defy gravity, $1.50. 100% 
refundable. D. M. McSweeney, 2120 Is- 
land Home Blvd., Knoxville, Tennessee 
37920. 

INVESTIGATORS, LATEST Electronic 
Aids. Free Literature. Clifton, I1500 -X 

NW 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168. 
TREASURE HUNTERS! Prospectors) 

Relco's new instruments detect buried 
gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled mod- 
els. Transistorized. Weighs 3 pounds. 
519.45 up. Free catalog. Relco -A19. Box 
10839, Houston, Texas 77018. 
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CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser $2.00. 
Listening Devices -two FM MIC Trans- 

mitters $1.00. Tall Transmitter 
$1.00. Sound Telescope $2.00. Infinity 
Transmitter $2.00. Equipment and kits 
available. Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, 
Michigan 48235. 

POLICE -FIRE RADIO Dispatcher direc- 
tories! Exclusive official listings, "con- 

fidential" frequencies, callsigns. Now all 
Catalog for stamp. Communica- 

tions, Box 56-El Commack, N.Y. 11725. 

MUSIC LOVERS, continuous, uninter- 
rupted background music from your 

FM radio, using new inexpensive adaptor. 
Free literature. Electronics, 11500 -W N.W. 
7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168. 

FREE LIST. Low Cost Self Improvement 
Books. Solar, 23416 Glenbrook, St. 

Clair Shs., Mich. 48002. 

. e GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS TYPICALLY From $53.90... Trucks 
From $78.40... Airplanes, Typewriters, 

Boats, Clothing, Camping, Sporting, Pho- 
tographic Electronics Equipment. Wide 
Variety, Condition. 100,000 Bid Bargains 
Direct From Government Nationwide. 
Complete Sales Directory and Surplus 
Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 
Order). Surplus Service, Box 820 -T, Hol- 
land, Michigan 49423. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. How and 
Where to Buy in Your Area. Send $1.00. 

E.I. Surplus Information, Headquarters 
Bldg., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

PRINTING - ADVERTISING Salesmen. 
Excellent moneymaking sideline selling 

Decalcomania Name Plates. Advertising 
Specialties. Sign Letters, Automobile 
initials. Free Samples. Raleo -El, Box L, 
Boston, Mass. 02119. 

. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

MAKE MONEY, Import and Sell Through 
the Mail. Complete directory of For- 

eign Manufacturers. Send $1.00 to Thorr 
Electronics, Box 531, Malaga, N.J. 08328. 

MAKE BIG Money raising chinchillas, 
rabbits, guinea pigs for us. Catalog - 

25f Keeney Brothers, New Freedom, Pa. 
17349. 
VENDING MACHINES. No selling. Routes 

earn amazing profits. Big catalogue 
free. Parkway Corporation, 715E1 Ensor 
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. 

MAILORDER BUSINESS Information, for 
details send 100 to Ed Paul, Overland 

Drive, RDI, Irwin, Penn. 15642. 

$200.00 DAILY IN Your Mailbox! Your 
Opportunity To Make Money Like Mail - 

order Experts. Free Details. Associates, 
Box 136 -El, Holland, Michigan 49423. 

S00 CANADIAN LAND or Business Op- 
portunities $2.00 each. B o e t t g e r, 

Realtor, Box 3400, Calgary 41 Alberta, 
Canada. 
MAKE MONEY Growing Fishworms. Free 

Details. Fain's Hatchery --67, Edison, 
Ga. 31746. 

e e EDUCATION AND 
INSTRUCTION 

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE home study courses 
in Electronics Engineering Technology 

and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. 
Earn your Degree. Write for Free Descrip- 
tive Literature. Cook's Institute of 
Electronics Engineering (Dept. 14), P.O. 
Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209. (Estab- 
lished 1945). 

AVIATION TECHNICAL Tapes and Man- 
ual. Expert flight instructor tells and 

shows what you should know about air- 
craft, airfoils, controls, instruments, navi- 
gation, radios, propellers engines 
listen and learn! Tapes or Cassettes 
$10.00. Techtape, Box 10900. Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15236. 

ENGINEERING DEGREES earned through 
home study B.S.E.E. and B.S.M.E. Spe- 

cify course desired. Pacific International 
College of Arts and Sciences, primarily a 
correspondence school. Chartered 1935. 
Request brochure. 5507 Santa Monica 
Blvd., Hollywood, California 90038B. 

LEARN CARTOONING at hors. Free 
book, "Key To A Cartoon Career." 

Write: Cartooning, Box 3176 -X, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80907. 

BUILD -IT- YOURSELF 
(OR DO-IT- YOURSELF) 

BUILD THREE channel frequency sepa- 
rated sound synchronized light organ. 

Connect to record player or stereo. De- 
tail plans parts list $1.00. Smiths Gadget 
Shops, Box 3173, Virginia Beach, Virginia 
23453. 
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING Manual! Make 

light- machines, strobes, organs, slides, 
etc. Sand $2.00. Lightrays, 713 Pine, Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 19106. 

FAMOUS QUAD Antenna Kit for FM 
$9.95. PP USA. Rose Electronics, Box 

3245, Vero Beach, Florida 32960. 

HI -FI, STEREO 

SAVE OVER 33I/ on a pair of one of 
the world's best speaker systems. 

Shipped direct to you from factory. Try 
them in your home for thirty days. Write 
KGLL Inc., Water St., Lowden, Maine 
04240. 
TAPE PLAYERS, Car Radios, Home 

Stereos -Below Wholesale! Catalog 251. 
Total- Sound, D -E16, 134 State, Newtown, 
Pa. 18940. 
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 S. W. LISTENING 

SPY CLANDESTINE, Spacecraft Frequen- 
cies, Schedules. $1.00. Monitor, P.O.B. 

673, Warner Robins, Ga. 31093. 

TAPE RECORDERS 

LEARN WHILE Asleep with your re- 
corder, phonograph or amazing new 

"Electronic Educator" endless tape re- 
corder. Details free. Sleep -Learning 
Research Association, Box 24-El, Olym- 
pia, Washington. 
RENT 4 -TRACT open reel tapes -all ma- 

jor labels -3,000 different -free bro- 
chure. Stereo -Parti, 55 St. James Drive, 
Santa Rosa, CA. 95401. 

RADIO & TV 

REPAIR YOUR own T.V. tuners--color- 
transistor-VHF--UHF. Earn to $1,700. 

monthly. No customer headaches. Simple, 
complete course. First of its kind. Copy- 
righted. Years in preparation. Six sec- 
tions, 33 chapters. All field- tested. Jigs - 
fixtures -adapters- "setting -up ". Special 
probes. Quick- checks. How alter and 
use test sets. Repairs without equipment. 
Unique power supplies. Fast -fix luxuries. 
Equipment you can build. Professional 
tricks. Pictures, drawings, sketches. Plans 
for all items. Troubleshooting. Align- 
ment. All tests and adjustments. Com- 
mon mistakes. How and where to buy 
parts. Specific repairs common problems. 
Index of all tuners. Much, much more. 
Programmed teaching. Details of major 
course, introduction, plus two sample 
lessons, SI, refundable. Frank Bocek, 3236 
Enterprise Branch, Redding, Calif. 96001. 

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -331<. Free List. 
Cornell 4213 -15 University, San Diego, 

Calif. 92105. 

TV TUNERS rebuilt and aligned per manu- 
facturers specification. Only $9.50. Any 

make UHF or VHF. We ship COD. Ninety 
day written guarantee. Ship complete 
with tubes or write for free mailing kit 
and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, 
Box 51K, Bloomington, Indiana. 

FREE! GIANT bargain catalog on tran- 
sistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCR's, zene.s, 

parts. Poly Paks, P. O. Box 942E1, Lynn - 

field, Mass. 

POLICE -FI RE- Aircraft- Marine- Ama- 
teur Calls on your Broadcast Radio 

with Tunaverter! Tunable -- Crystal con- 
trol! Free catalog! Salch Company, 
Woodsboro El. Texas 78393. 

"DISTANCE CRYSTAL Set Construction" 
Handbook -54. "Coil Winding " -50t. 

Catalog. Laboratories, 2612 -K Butano, 
Sacramento, Calif. 95821. 

BLACK AND White Television converted 
to color. Patented System. Do it your- 

self kif. Write for free brochure. Bele 
Electronics Corp., III N.E. Second Ave., 
Miami, Florida 33132. 

THOUSANDS AND thousands of types of 
electronic parts, tubes, transistors, in- 

struments, etc. Send for Free Catalog. 
Arcturus Electronics Corp., MEL, 502- 
22nd St., Union City, N. J. 07087. 

INVENTIONS & INVENTORS 

PATENT SEARCHES Including maximum 
speed, full airmail report and closest 

patent copies $6.00. Quality searches 
expertly administered with complete se 
crecy guaranteed. Free Inventions Protec- 
tion forms and "Patent Information." 
Write Washington Patent Search Bureau, 
Dept. 20, 711 14th St. N.W., Washington 
5, D. C. 

INVENTORS! SELL your invention to 
cash or royalties! Our client manutac 

turers eagerly seek new items. Patented 
Unpatented. Financial assistance if 
needed. 25 years proven performance 
For free information, write Dept. 27, 
Gilbert Adams, Invention Broker, 80 
Wall St., New York, N.Y. 10005 

STAMPS & COINS 

FREE 154 FLAG Stamps With Approvals 
W -B Stamp Co., Wilkes- Barre. Penna 

18703, Dept. El 

MUSIC 

POEMS AND songs wanted by America's 
most popular studio. Recording bonus 

for select material. Tin Pan Alley. 
Broadway Productions Division EL, Lake 
Grove, New York 11755 

ROCKETS 

ROCKETS: IDEAL for miniature transmit- 
ter tests. New illustrated catalog 254. 

Single and multistage kits, cones, en- 
gines, launchers, trackers, rocket aerial 
cameras, technical information, etc. Fast 
service. Estes Industries, Penrose 13, Col- 
orado 81240. 

. PERSONAL 

SUBMINIATURE LISTENING Devices, low 
priced, high performance direct from 

manufacturer . Dealers welcome. 
Audiotronix LI07, 156 Fifth Ave.. New 
York, N.Y. 10010 

MISCELLANEOUS 

OVER 2,000,000 BACK Issue Magazines' 
Send Needs. No Catalog. Midtown, 

Box 917 -El, Maywood, N. J. 07607 

ELECTRONICS Classified Advertising Order Form 
For information on terms,clos- 
ing dates, etc., see heading 

ILLUSTRATED at top of Classified Section. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

50c a word 
Minimum Ad 

10 Words 

WORD COUNT: Zip code free. Figure one word for name of state (New Jersey); name of 
city (Little Falls); sets of characters as in key (M -14); abbreviation of Northwest (NW); 
but note separate initials as in a name (M. D. Brown), 3 words counted as a word each. 

DEADLINE FOR ADS: Copy must be in by the 20th day of the fourth preceding month for 
the issue in which the ad is to appear 
BLANKLINE: May be placed both above and below the ad, if desired. Each blank line is 
charged as 5 words 

TO: ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED 67 W. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036 Att.: Classified Advertising Dept. 
Gentlemen: Here's our copy for the Classified Section of ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. Remittance of 

$ 

1 2 

6 7 

11 12 

16 17 

21 22 

26 27 

31 32 

is enclosed to cover insertion(s) in the issue(s). 

3 4 5 

8 9 10 

13 14 15 

18 19 20 

23 24 25 

28 29 30 

33 34 35 I 

YOUR NAME PHONE I 

FIRM 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

ADDRESS I 

CITY STATE TIP I 

DATE: YOUR SIGNATURE I 

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE COPY FOR ADDITIONAL WORDS ATTACH SEPARATE SHEET) 7 I 

July, 197( 10: 
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BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 

PROGRESSIVE " &ciu- kd "® 
HOME RADIO COURSE 

Now includes 
* 12 RECEIVERS 
* 3 TRANSMITTERS * SQ. WAVE GENERATOR 
* SIGNAL TRACER * AMPLIFIER * SIGNAL INJECTOR 
* CODE OSCILLATOR 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary 

* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed 

* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV 

SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED 

* Sold in 79 Countries 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 

The 'Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a 
ock- bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio i Electronics Technicians, making 
se of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construc- 

tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EIERY DETAIL. 
You will learn how to build radios, using ing regular schematics: how to w and solder 

n a professional m service to se radios. You will work with the standard type of 
punched metal chassis a well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You well learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct. study and work with 
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn 
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You well learn and practice 
trouble-shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progres- 
sive Dynamic Radio 4. Electronics T . Square Wave Generator and the accompanying 
instructional material. 

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.G. Radio 
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator. Code 
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You 
well receive an excellent background for television, Hi -Fi and Electronics. 

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio o science required. The Edu -Kit" is the 
product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The Edu -Kit" will pro- 
vide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low price 
you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the Kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

in radio o science. Whether you are inter- 
ested Radio nElectronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business a job with a future, you will find 
the 'Edu -Kit" a worth while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all 

ages and backgrounds have 
c 

ssfully 
used Me "Edu -Kit" in more than 79 coun- 
tries of the world. The ''Edu -Kit" has been 
carefully designed, step by step, so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit" 
allows nyou to teach yourself at your own 
rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio Edu -Nit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, 

and , Ily accepted as the standard in the held of electronics training. The "Edu - 
* et" uses the modern educational principle of "Lean by Doing. Therefore you construct, 
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble -shooting -all a closely integrated pro- 
gram designed to provide an s,ly- learned, thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn the 
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testenrf 
and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory 
and techniques. Gradually, en a progressive - and at your o rate, you will 
hod yourself constructing more advanced multi-tube radio circuits, and cooing work like a 
profess, onal Radio Technician. 

ncluded in the "Edu -Kit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal 
Trace, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio c nits, c nstructed by m of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis. plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Printed Circuitry.' These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will r ve all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and 

electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operates Our Kits contain tubes. tube sockets, 
fable, electrolytic, 

i 
ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, 

hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, hook-up woe, solder, 
selenium rectifiers, coils, volume controls and switches, etc. 

In addition you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, 
special tube sockets, hardware and instruction, You also receive 

s 
useful set of tools- a 

Professional lectrec soldering iron, d a self- powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics 
Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator. 
en addition to receive Radio Amateur License training. You will also re eive lessons for 

c 
ing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 

Fidelity Guide and a Quiff Book. You receive Membership in Radio-TV Club- Free Consulta- 
e Service, Certificate of Merit and DisDiscount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, 
struct,ons. etc. Everything is yours to keep. 

Progressive 'Edu -Kits" Inc.. 1109 Broadway. Dept. 8084.1. Hewlett, N. Y. 11557 

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE--- - 
Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu -Nit" to me, as indicated below: 

Check one box to indicate choice of model 
Deluxe Model $31.95. 
New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television 
Servicing Course). 

Check one box to indicate manner of payment 
! 1 enclose full payment. Ship "Edu -Kit' post paid. 

-i I enclose S5 deposit. Ship "EduKit" C.O.D. for balance plus postage. 
il Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu -Kit- 
Name 

Address 

City le State - -- 
- - 

Lie 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU -KITS" INC. 
189 Broadway, Dept. 608AE, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557 

Kt 

J 

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 

PLIERS-CUTTERS 
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES 
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE- SHOOTING ROOK 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION SERVICE F.C,C. 
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

SERVICING LESSONS 
You will learn trouble shooting and 

servocing in a progressive m You 
will pract c 

n 
e repairs the nsets that 

you c eeeee uct. You will learn symptoms 
and c of trouble in home, portable 
and c radios. You will learn how to 
use the professional Signal Tracer, the 
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic 
Radio i Electronics Tester. While you 
are learning in this practical way. you 
well be able to do many a repair job for 
your friends and neighbors, and charge 
fees which will far exceed the price of 
the "Edu- Kit." Our Consultation Service 
will help you with any technical problems 
you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
!. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Water- 

bury, Cono., writes: "I have repaired 
several sets for my friends, and pade 
money. The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself. I 

butready to spend $240 for a Course, 
1 found your ad and sent lo your 

Kit." 
Ben 

"The 
Eo, P, O. sox 21, Magna. 

am 
sending n you a the questions ~and 

Here 

them for them. I have been on 
Radio afore the last seven years, but like 
to work with Radio Kits, and like to 
build Radio Testing Equipment. I en- 
joyed every minute I worked with the 
different kits: the Signal Tracer works 
tine. Also like to let you know that 1 

feel proud of becoming a member of your 
Radio-TV Club." 

Robert L. Shuff, 1574 Monroe Ave., 
untington, W. Va.: "Thought I would 

drop you a few nines to say that I re- 
ceeved my Edu -Kit. and was 

t 
eally amazed 

such that such a bargain n be had at such 
a low price. 1 have already started - 

paering radios and phonographs. My 
friends were really surprised to see me 
get into the ,swing of it to quickly. The 
Trouble- shooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit really well, and finds the 
trouble. 

is 
there is any to be found." 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY 
At no Increase In price. the "Edu -Kit" 

now includes Printed Circuitry You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of radio construction is now 
becoming popular in commercial radio and 
TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 
chassis an which has been deposited a con- 
ducting material which takes the place of 
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry is the bassin of modern 
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this 
subject is t necessity today for anyone in- 
terested in Electronics. 

CIRCLE NUMBER 10 ON PAGE 15 

Electronics Illustrated 

I* 
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Pick any one of the four 
big fields in electronics: 
COLOR -TV, INDUSTRIAL 
or COMPUTER ELEC- 
TRONICS, or COMMUNI- 
CATIONS. Each is packed 
with opportunity for the 
men who want to move 
up. If you're among them, 
mail the card below. 
Because NTS training is 
fast, easy and thorough. 

COLac TV 

295 St. IN. 

PICTá1RE. .. 

i s 

ALL NEW KITS...ALL NEW COURSES, WITH NTS PROJECT -METHOD 
TRAINING! MORE BIG KITS THAN EVER OFFERED FOR TRAINING ANYWHERE! 
A 295 sq. in. picture COLOR TV, a desk -top computer trainer, 
oscilloscope solid -state radios. Integrated circuits, tool Ail part 
of NTS Project -Method: The sure -fire system that builds every- 
thing you need to know around practical kit projects. And NITS 
gives you professional "test -canter" equipment, includ,ng 
signal generator FET -VOM, and'ube checker for your trouble -- 
shooting anc servicing work. NTS shows you how to use them= 
early in your training. You earn money repairing TV sets and 
electronic equipment even before you've completed the 
course. Brand new Color Catalog descrites in detail all the 
exciting equipment that comes with each course. 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 
AT LOS ANGELES: 
You can train at our resident 
school in Los Angeles. NTS 
occupies a chi block with over 
a million dollars in 'acilities 
devoted to technical training. 
Check special box in coupon. 

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME: 
NTS offers accredütrd high 
school programs. Take only 
the subjects you need. Study 
at your own mace. Everything 
included at one low tuition. 
Check special box in coupon 
for free catalog. 

Accredited Member: 
intNational Nome 
Stud./ Council 
Accradited Member: 
Nat .anal Association 
of Trade and 
Tec-rnical Schools. 

NATIONAL .SCHOOLS 
World Wide Training Slice 1905 

4000 S. Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles, California 90037 

Get the full story! 
See all the exciting 
new kits you get 
from NTS! Cut out 
and mail reply card 
for new, color cata- 
log and sample les- 
son! 
No obligation. No 
salesman will call. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

ACT NOW! DON'T DELAY! 1 O TRAINING PROGRAMS TO INSURE YOUR FUTURE 

Please rush new Color Catalog and Sample Lesson plus information on course 
checked below. No obligations. No salesman will call. 

MASTER COURSE IN COLOR 
TV SERVICING 
COLOR TV SERVICING 
MASTER COURSE IN TV & 
RADIO SERVICING 
PRACTICAL TV & RADIO 
SERVICING 
MASTER COURSE IN 
ELECTRONIC 
COMMLIINICATiiONS 
FCC LICENSE COURSE 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Please Uhl in Zip Code for fast service 

MASTER COURSE IN 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

INDUSTRIAL AND 
AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS 

COMPUTER ELECTRONICS 

BASIC ELECTRONICS 

High School at Home 

Major Appliances Servicing 
Course 

Dept. 213-020 

Age 

Check if interested iii Vete-an 
Training under new 0.1 Bill 

L Check here if interested ONLY 
in Classroom training in Los 
Angeles 
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earn dou ea. lÍA e 

ay without 
workin over -time 

.004$ 
National Technical Schools makes it easier to dou- 
ble your income. All you need is your own ambition. 
The NTS Project Method simplifies your training... 
makes it easy for you to enter Electronics ...a 
whole new world of opportunity. 
You can have a solid career and probably double 
your present earnings. Start moving up today. In 

Color TV. Or in computer and industrial elec- 
tronics. Or in communications ;And aerospace. It's 
easier than you think. 

T 

VZZir ZZZZ1 
FIRST CLASS 
Permit No. 3087 

Los Angeles, 

111"1111"1 

Calif. 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY VIA AIR MAIL 

111'1°°11.g 

NATIONAL CIO SCHOOLS 

10141°Iggil 

4000 South Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles, California 90037 

w 

(see other side for 
more information) 

World Wide Training Since 1905 
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles. Calif. 9005/ 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

NTS.. An Accredited School devoted to 
both Resident aid Home Study Training 

NTS... Occupies a city block with over 
a million dollars in facilities. 
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